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ABSTRACT

The ebb and flow of federal Indian policy over the last two centuries is a well-studied phenomenon. Less prevalent, however, are examinations of the localized impact of changing policies on specific tribes and reservations. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska offers a particularly useful model for this type of "grass roots" analysis.

Virtually all of the federal programs tested on the Omahas in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were dismal failures, leaving the tribe impoverished and virtually landless as it entered the post-World War II era. Over the last fifty years, the Omaha Reservation has continued to serve as an involuntary proving ground for new directions in Indian policy. During this period, however, tribal members have begun to flex a new-found prowess as "legal warriors." By using the federal courts and other available forums, the Omahas have shed their historic roles as helpless victims of misguided "reformers" and rapacious "land sharks."

In the 1950s, the Omaha Reservation became a prominent example of the bureaucratic folly inherent in the passage of Public Law 280. This termination-era statute transferred reservation criminal jurisdiction from the federal government to state and local authorities. When inadequate state service led to lawless chaos on the reservation, the
Omahas became the first tribe in the PL 280 states to seek and obtain "retrocession" of federal jurisdiction.

Likewise, the Omahas played a leading role in the annals of the controversial Indian Claims Commission (ICC) during the 1950s and 60s. An analysis of the two claims they prosecuted before the Commission illustrates the intricacies of the ICC process, and the impact of its operations on a specific tribe. Their landmark compromise with the government after years of complex litigation laid the procedural foundation for many other ICC settlements.

In the 1970s and 80s, the Omahas continued their quest for self-preservation on the judicial battlefield. Their partially-successful struggle for the return of the Blackbird Bend lands in Iowa is one of the more important Indian land claims of the modern era. The story of that litigation exposes a number of important issues in current Indian relations, including the dubious role of the federal government as the continuing "trustee" of Indian lands.

This thesis traces these episodes in the modern "legal history" of the Omaha Tribe. It suggests the manner in which the Omahas' experiences reflect the impact of broader trends in federal Indian policy. Just as importantly, it seeks to demonstrate the remarkable cultural resiliency of the Omaha Tribe as its moves forward to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century.
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INTRODUCTION

It has become axiomatic to conclude that federal Indian policy has vacillated wildly over this nation's 220 years of existence. Countless legislative committees, task forces, and academicians have chronicled the "pendulum swing" of Indian relations between the disparate goals of forced "assimilation" on the one hand, and tribal self-determination on the other. Not quite as commonplace, however, are examinations of the specific ways in which the historic ebb and flow of broader government policy has affected individual tribes and reservations. The "grass roots" impact of federal policies is an area that invites additional analysis, for it is only at the "micro level" that the full human impact of the government's execution of its trust responsibilities can be truly assessed.

This is particularly the case with the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska. Though they are relatively small in number and have not been the subject of widespread academic attention, the Omahas have borne more than their fair share of the burden created by the government's fluctuating goals. Indeed, since the establishment of the Omaha Reservation in northeastern Nebraska in 1854, it has served as a virtual laboratory for federal experimenters, with each new program contributing to a cumulatively disastrous impact on the tribe's culture and economy.
The Omahas suffered particularly grievous consequences as the reformers' "test case" for "detribalization" through the allotment of lands in severalty. Despite the pernicious impact of allotment on Omaha landholdings, government bureaucrats and assimilation advocates touted the Omaha experiment as a success, paving the way for the landmark 1887 Dawes Severalty Act. As historian Michael Tate has observed, the net effect of the allotment programs first instituted on the Omaha Reservation was "the impoverishment of Indians everywhere, the loss of more than ninety million acres of land once guaranteed by treaty, and the total assault upon Indian culture in the name of pragmatic assimilation."³

The last fifty years have seen a continuation of the Omahas' role as a sacrificial pawn in the chess game of Indian policy-making. As Commissioner John Collier's relatively enlightened "Indian New Deal" of the 1930s gave way to the misguided post-war swing toward "termination," the Omaha Reservation in Thurston County, Nebraska once again became the proving ground for a new direction in Indian policy. With the passage of Public Law 280 in 1953, the federal government transferred civil and criminal jurisdiction over the reservations in five selected states to state and local governments. As the Omaha case would subsequently prove, virtually no one at the federal, state, or local level accurately envisioned the potential impact of
that action on the designated reservations. Indeed, many Nebraska state officials proved to be woefully ignorant of the meaning and effect of PL 280 even years after its passage, despite the state's ostensible prior "consent" to its provisions.

Like the allotment experiments seventy years earlier, the transfer of federal criminal jurisdiction over the Omaha Reservation to the state of Nebraska produced disastrous results. A combination of inadequate state funding and racial tension between the Omahas and their white neighbors in Thurston County brought lawlessness and jurisdictional chaos to the reservation. The Omahas again gained unwanted national prominence, this time as the unfortunate victims of the bureaucratic folly inherent in PL 280.

Based in part on the jurisdictional debacle on the Omaha Reservation, Congress amended PL 280 in 1968 to allow states to "retrocede" Indian jurisdiction back to the federal government. The state of Nebraska, seeing an opportunity to rid itself of an expensive bureaucratic headache, but again not clearly understanding what it was doing, initially offered to return jurisdiction to the federal government. Its offer was accepted. Though the state later changed its mind and attempted to "rescind" its offer of retrocession, the federal courts negated that effort. The Omahas then became the first Indian tribe in the PL 280 states to escape state criminal jurisdiction.
With retrocession, the tribe created its own police force and tribal court system, but conflicts between the Omahas and local law enforcement authorities concerning jurisdictional uncertainties continue to plague the county to this day.

The post-war years also saw a shift in federal policy regarding the resolution of Indian legal grievances stemming from 200 years of broken treaties. With the creation of the Indian Claims Commission (ICC) in 1946, Congress sought to provide a "nonjudicial" forum for the final resolution of all lingering claims, as a precursor to the eventual termination of tribal existence and the full assimilation of Indians into white society. Like virtually every other tribe in the country, the Omahas took advantage of this new avenue of redress, filing two separate claims before the Commission.

Just as the Omahas' experience with PL 280 and retrocession offers an instructive case study for the localized impact of those policies, so too does the tribe's experience before the ICC offer insight into the merits and the flaws of the Commission's operations. While the Omahas ultimately prevailed in the prosecution of both their ICC claims, those successes came only after nearly twenty years of tedious and complex litigation. The Omahas also achieved another nationally-significant "first," as their path-breaking compromise with the government forged the
Commission's "Omaha Rule" for the processing of similar settlements.

The resolution of the Omahas' ICC claims also demonstrates the unfortunate built-in limitations of the Commission's remedial powers. As was the case in all judgments rendered by the ICC, the Omahas were not awarded interest on the amounts they finally received, thus leaving them substantially less than "whole" for the injustices they had suffered. In addition, the receipt of the ICC judgment funds resulted in the development of disturbing intra-tribal factionalism over the distribution of proceeds. Controversies centering on the use of tribal funds occasionally plague the Omahas to this day, generally pitting tribal members who live in urban areas against those who live on the reservation.

In the 1970s and 80s, the Omahas retained their prominence as "legal warriors," waging a prolonged and incredibly complex judicial battle in which they sought to regain possession of more than 11,000 acres situated east of the Missouri River. The tribe claimed that the land had been a part of its reservation before changes in the river channel moved it to the Iowa side, where it was occupied over time by white farmers. The story of the "Blackbird Bend" litigation exposes several recurring and important aspects of modern Indian relations. Among those themes are issues relating to Indian political and legal activism,
racial tensions between tribes and their white neighbors, and the often-controversial role of the federal government as the continuing "trustee" of Indian lands. The Blackbird Bend litigation is particularly noteworthy on the latter issue, since the Omahas spent nearly as much energy fighting against the United States' "representation" of the tribe as they did in battling the white claimants in Iowa.

This thesis seeks to interpret each of these episodes in the modern "legal history" of the Omaha Tribe. The goal is not only to fill a void in the historical record by providing a synthesis of the facts, but also to suggest ways in which the Omahas' grass roots experiences reflect the impact of larger trends in federal Indian policy over the past five decades. By their determined efforts to obtain that which they considered "rightfully theirs," the Omahas provide a compelling example of a tribe struggling to preserve its unique cultural legacy in the face of daunting bureaucratic and judicial inertia. It is a story that deserves to be told, and one that will hopefully spur additional research relating to numerous other "underexplored" issues in the modern history of this remarkable tribe.
NOTES

1 For a comprehensive examination of the government’s "experimentation" on the Omahas throughout the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, see Judith A. Boughter, "Betraying Their Trust: The Dispossession of the Omaha Nation, 1790-1916," (Master’s Thesis, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995).


On August 1, 1953, the United States House of Representatives adopted House Concurrent Resolution 108, proclaiming "the sense of the Congress" that certain Indian tribes should be "freed from federal supervision and control" as rapidly as possible.¹ [Appendix I]. Issued with the concurrence of the Senate, the Resolution served as one of the federal government's first overt steps in its ill-fated "termination" policy of the 1950s and 60s, and marked yet another momentous swing in the pendulum of federal policy regarding Indian relations.²

Resolution 108 announced a return to the simplistic, misguided "assimilationist" policies of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, as the federal government once again sought to move Native Americans involuntarily into the "mainstream" of society. The terminationists aspired to "free" Indians not by way of privatization of tribal lands,
as had been the case in the earlier allotment era, but rather by the outright extinguishment of tribal existence. Representative William H. Harrison of Wyoming, one of the sponsors of Resolution 108, succinctly noted its purpose by stating that it "is intended as a directive to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to start working itself out of a job."\(^3\)

As a mandate for the federal government to cut expenditures by getting out of the Indian business, Resolution 108 marked a dramatic departure from the policies implemented during John Collier's tenure as Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1933 to 1945. Collier's efforts had brought an end to the allotment process and served to strengthen and expand the BIA's role as an insulating bond between the federal government and the Indian nations. At the same time, Collier sought, through vigorous implementation of the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, to promote a strongly renewed sense of tribal sovereignty and self-government.\(^4\) Resolution 108 announced an intent to reverse the policies of the Collier era by severing the federal government's unique trust relationship with American Indians and abolishing all federal supervision over the tribes as soon as possible.

Dillon S. Myer, who served as Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the Truman administration from May 1950 to March
1953, played a prominent role in the implementation of the terminationist ideology. Myer wasted no opportunity to advance the Congressional mandate of decentralization and eventual withdrawal of BIA services. In a letter to all Tribal Council Members dated October 10, 1952, Myer clearly delineated the Bureau's aims:

The policy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs with respect to withdrawal contemplates two major objectives: (1) that the responsibility which the Bureau now has for providing Indians with such services as education, health, welfare assistance, and law enforcement should be transferred to the agencies of State or local government which normally provide such services for other citizens, and (2) that the responsibility for supervision of Indian trust property should be transferred to the Indians themselves -- either as individuals or as tribal groups.  

Myer pursued those objectives aggressively, frequently sounding the need to move farther and faster in the direction of termination.  

Myer's enthusiastic endorsement of the new governmental policy did not go unchallenged. The National Congress of American Indians urged its members to resist the impending termination programs, and bitterly criticized Myer for his "stated intention of working, to the subordination of all else, for the abandonment of the Federal Government's trusteeship responsibilities guaranteed to many of you in your treaties." The National Farmer's Union voiced its opposition as well, issuing a resolution in which it vowed to "continue to oppose the revocation of treaties and
abandonment of the Indian to rapacious, selfish groups who want the resources on the Indian lands." Other observers expressed their opposition in similar terms, viewing the shift in policy as "a sweeping betrayal of trust" and seeing the purported "liberation" of the Indians as nothing more than a smokescreen for a renewed land grab by non-Indians. Not surprisingly, John Collier was one of the most vocal critics of the termination ideology, calling it a "compulsive torrent" that had been "stampeded through Congress," ushering in a new "century of dishonor." Collier aimed some of his sharpest rhetoric directly at Dillon Myer, describing his tenure as "a coercive, stereotyped and dictatorial one-track drive toward the destruction of Indian rights and specifically toward the throwing of all Indian properties 'to the wolves'." Notwithstanding that contemporary criticism, some modern commentators are relatively charitable in their evaluation of Congress' intent, suggesting that the terminationist ideology may have been based upon true idealism, legitimate budgetary concerns, or even the "anti-colonialist spirit of the post WW II period." Myer himself seems to have been a true believer to the end. In a memorandum to the Secretary of the Interior issued on the day he left office, he frankly acknowledged that the great majority of Indians seemed opposed to his withdrawal
programs. Still, he maintained that "trusteeship and other special forms of government services to the Indians are holding the Indians back politically, socially and economically," and urged that "a strong hand be taken by both this Department and the Congress" to implement the withdrawal programs.

Regardless of whether the political dynamics and motivations of the termination era are viewed as benevolent or exploitive in nature, the results of termination proved to be disastrous for those tribes which actually experienced the process. For other Indian groups that were never actually "terminated," such as the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, other Congressional enactments adopted in pursuit of the termination goal would result in far more harm than benefit. Indeed, the most notable of those enactments, the measure that would become known as Public Law 280, would prove devastating to both the Omahas themselves and non-Indians who lived on or around their reservation.

Just two weeks after the adoption of Resolution 108, Congress took the first substantive step in furtherance of its newly-announced termination policy. On August 15, 1953, President Dwight Eisenhower signed into law Public Law 83-280 (PL 280). The new statute provided that the state of Nebraska and four other states were to assume both civil and criminal jurisdiction over all "Indian country" within their
boundaries. Other states were authorized to pass legislation or amend their constitution so as to assume such jurisdiction at their option. The jurisdictional chaos that would result from this misguided legislation, coupled with other adverse effects of the termination push, would eventually lead to the renouncement of the entire policy and the close of the "termination era" some fifteen years later. In the meantime, however, the law enforcement and jurisdictional problems arising on the Omaha Reservation in northeast Nebraska made it the textbook example of the legislative folly inherent in the PL 280 scheme.

The legislative history of PL 280 indicates that its sponsors were ostensibly motivated by concern over the confusing and overlapping jurisdictional bounds between state, federal, and tribal law enforcement services, and the resulting problems of law enforcement on and around specific reservations. The Senate Report of the bill provides:

As a practical matter, the enforcement of law and order among the Indians . . . has been left largely to the Indian groups themselves. In many states, tribes are not adequately organized to perform that function; consequently there has been created a hiatus in law enforcement authority that could best be remedied by conferring criminal jurisdiction on States indicating an ability and willingness to accept such responsibility.

Various other reports and correspondence in the Congressional records reflect extensive concern over the
"intolerable situation of lawlessness" in and around certain reservations as a result of confusion over jurisdictional bounds. During 1952 hearings on several bills that would eventually be melded into PL 280, the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs heard testimony describing Indian reservations as "legal no-man's lands" and decrying the "complete breakdown of law and order on many of the reservations." Significantly, there is no specific testimony or evidence in the legislative history regarding the law enforcement situation on the Omaha Reservation in 1953. While conditions there were in fact quite poor, the passage of PL 280 would exacerbate the problem rather than alleviate it.

Much of the criticism of the PL 280 scheme, both before and after the bill's passage, focused on the absence of any provision requiring the consent of the affected Indian tribes to the transfer of jurisdiction. Eisenhower himself expressed "grave doubts" about this "unfortunate" omission from the bill. He signed it nevertheless, having apparently been advised that all Indians in the five mandatory states had been consulted and "enthusiastically endorsed" the legislation, and believing that "its basic purpose represents still another step in granting equality to all Indians in our nation." He went on to urge Congress to amend the bill in the upcoming session so as to
require consultation with the tribes prior to the enactment of legislation subjecting them to state control. 22

Notwithstanding Eisenhower's indulgent attitude toward the act's basic intent, John Collier and many other critics were less sanguine about both the law's purpose and its likely effect. The New York Times editorialized against the bill, stating that it had been "whipped through Congress so rapidly that practically no one interested in Indian affairs -- least of all the Indians themselves -- knew what was happening until it had already happened" and that "it could do great wrong to the American Indian population of many states." 23 The paper went on to note that many of the interest groups that opposed the bill, including the Association on American Indian Affairs, the Institute of Ethnic Affairs, and the American Civil Liberties Union, were "only now beginning to be heard." 24 Collier was particularly prophetic in his criticism of the bill, accurately predicting that it would lead to "a dragon's nest of legal and administrative confusion." 25 He expressed dismay and bewilderment at the fact that Eisenhower had signed the bill despite his recognition of its "most un-Christian" approach. 26

As to the Indians in the five mandatory states, the proponents of PL 280 were artfully vague in their handling of the consent issue. In a letter to the House Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, dated July 7, 1953, Assistant Secretary of the Interior Orme Lewis indicated that the Bureau of Indian Affairs had consulted with state and local authorities, as well as with Indian groups in the five mandatory states of California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and Wisconsin, and had reported that all of the states had "indicated their willingness to accept the proposed transfer of jurisdiction." The Indian groups in those states were likewise reported to be "for the most part, agreeable to the transfer."

Lewis acknowledged that several tribes had objected to the proposed transfer, contending that they would be subjected to inequitable treatment in the state courts, and that their tribal police organizations were already capable of maintaining order on the reservation. Congress ultimately concluded that the tribal law enforcement operations on the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota, the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon, and the Menominee Reservation in Wisconsin were indeed functioning in a satisfactory manner, and it specifically exempted them from the provisions of the bill.

Lewis' representation to Congress that the Indians in Nebraska had been "for the most part agreeable" with the transfer of jurisdiction to the state had been preceded by similar Congressional testimony from Commissioner Dillon.
Myer. Notwithstanding his ardent terminationist philosophy, Myer did urge Congress to consult with the affected tribes before the proposed transfer of jurisdiction because of the "varying situation" in each of the states with respect to law enforcement concerns.\(^{30}\) At a February 28, 1952 hearing before the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, Myer proffered the only direct reference to the Nebraska situation in the entire legislative history of the bill. Explaining why no Nebraska tribes would be exempted from coverage, Myer stated, "Nebraska, I believe, would cover the whole State, because we have gotten in touch with the tribes there." (emphasis added).\(^{31}\)

Six months later, Myer made substantially the same representation at a meeting with his agency superintendents held at Aberdeen, South Dakota. There, Myer indicated that the Bureau had consulted with the individual tribes in each of the mandatory states, and that any tribe which objected to the transfer was not included in the bill's coverage.\(^{32}\)

Four years after PL 280 went into effect, Winnebago Agency Superintendent Allen M. Adams presented a slightly more specific assertion of the supposed prior acquiescence of the Nebraska tribes. In a report delivered to a conference on "Indian Problems of Law and Order" at the University of South Dakota in June, 1957, Adams stated:

You've heard the remarks here that the Indians in Nebraska are now under Public Law 280. Before those
Indians down there came under that law, the three active councils were contacted. All of them expressed their willingness to come under that law. The board of supervisors of the two counties where the Indians are located, Thurston County and Knox County, also agreed to that. It was taken up with the Attorney General who also agreed to it. (emphasis added).33

BIA and Omaha tribal records appear to confirm these representations of Adams, Myer, and Lewis regarding the prior consent of the Omahas. On March 9, 1951, Adams' predecessor as Superintendent of the Winnebago Agency, H. E. Bruce, convened a meeting of delegates from the four tribal councils under his jurisdiction (Omaha, Winnebago, Santee Sioux, and Ponca) for the purpose of discussing a matter that he described as "the proposed bill to confer civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians on the State of Nebraska."34 That meeting resulted in the adoption of a joint resolution in which the tribal delegates announced that they had "read, discussed, and carefully considered the draft of a proposed bill to confer on the State of Nebraska civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians in the State," and that "sections 2 and 4 of said proposed bill meet with the approval of the Indians of said tribes and have their endorsement."35 The resolution was signed by Tribal Chairman Amos Lamson on behalf of the Omahas, and was certified by Superintendent Bruce as having been adopted unanimously.36

In light of this apparent indication of consent by the tribe, and the Congressional testimony of Myer and Lewis on
the issue, it is easy to understand President Eisenhower's belief that the Omahas and other Indians affected by the transfer of jurisdiction "enthusiastically supported" the passage of PL 280. Nevertheless, there are several factors in the historical record which serve to cloud the issue of the Omahas' consent. In the first place, the March 9, 1951 resolution precedes the actual passage of PL 280 by more than two years. The resolution is not specific as to the precise piece of legislation being considered, nor does it specify the contents of "sections 2 and 4" of the bill, which were the only provisions endorsed by the tribe. The resolution thus does not definitively establish that the Omahas knowingly consented to the ultimate provisions of PL 280.

Moreover, the Omaha tribe was subject to the same factionalization and political infighting that characterize any other governmental entity. Given the two year gap between adoption of the 1951 resolution and enactment of PL 280, it is entirely possible that the political sentiments of the tribe and its leadership may have changed in the interim. Alternatively, there is some reason to suspect that the actions of the tribal representatives at the 1951 meeting may not have accurately reflected the attitude of the tribal membership as a whole.
Again, the records relating to H. E. Bruce's tenure as Superintendent of the Winnebago Agency offer some insight into the latter possibility. In a May 16, 1949 report to the Commissioner that is notable for both its thoroughness and its rather patronizing tone, Bruce provided his own subjective assessment of the character and abilities of each of the members of the Omaha Tribal Council. Writing of tribal Chairman Amos Lamson (who would sign the 1951 "consent resolution" on behalf of the Omahas), Bruce stated "[Lamson's] thinking is rather superficial. He is only one-quarter or less Indian, does not speak the Omaha language and will have difficulty maintaining a position of tribal leadership for these reasons." He went on to note that other tribal members "resent his present efforts to help the agency overcome [other problems described in the report]." Other Council members were variously described as "unscrupulous and shiftless," "a slow and shallow thinker," or "motivated by a desire to feather his own nest."

In a subsequent memorandum to the Aberdeen Area Director, Superintendent Bruce described Lamson as being "motivated first, last, and always by personal interest... he is thoroughly insincere and unreliable." Bruce recorded this assessment on May 1, 1951, just eight days before Lamson signed the "consent resolution" on behalf of the Omaha tribe. That resolution would be the only formal
indication of the government's consultation with the Omahas regarding PL 280 -- a law that would in fact not even be enacted until more than two years after this questionable "endorsement."

A more tangible indication of the uncertainty surrounding the Omahas' "consent" to PL 280 may be found in a 1953 Congressional Investigatory Report on the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In July, 1952 Congress authorized the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs to conduct a comprehensive investigation of the BIA in order to recommend steps that would effectuate the withdrawal of all federal supervision and control over Indians as rapidly as possible.\textsuperscript{41} To perform this investigation, a special subcommittee was created, which forwarded a request to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for a report from the BIA addressing numerous specific issues related to the ultimate termination goal.

The Commissioner, in turn, sent a memorandum to all Bureau officials ordering that certain data be gathered from each reservation so as to facilitate the ultimate withdrawal of Bureau services. One of the specific tasks assigned to agency officials was to ascertain the attitudes of Indians, state officials, and county officials with respect to the transfer of law and order jurisdiction over the reservation to the State. The responses to that inquiry were compiled
and summarized in Table XII attached to the final Committee Report, titled "Data on Reservation Law and Order."

Contrary to the representations of Lewis, Myer, and Adams, and in sharp contrast to the apparent effect of the 1951 "consent resolution," the Omaha Indians in Nebraska are clearly indicated as being "not favorable" to the proposed transfer.42 [Figure 1].

Additional evidence that the Omahas were not necessarily "willing" participants in the PL 280 experiment may be found in the text of an appellate brief filed with the Nebraska Supreme Court in 1970. Arguing on behalf of an Omaha tribal member who had been convicted in state court of the murder of another Indian, attorney Lawrence E. Murphy challenged the constitutional validity of PL 280's jurisdictional transfer. Murphy asserted that "no referendum of the members of the Omaha Indian Tribe" had been conducted prior to the transfer of jurisdiction to the state in 1953, and that therefore the purported abrogation of their rights under federal law was constitutionally infirm.43

While Murphy's 1970 statement was unsubstantiated, the question of the Omahas' consent is further obscured by the statements of tribal representative Alfred Gilpin at the same 1957 conference where Allen Adams had indicated the tribe's prior consent. Gilpin did not directly refute
FIGURE 1

Compilation of data relating to "Reservation Law and Order," prepared for Congress by BIA in contemplation of termination legislation. Note indication that attitude of Omaha Indians is "not favorable" to state jurisdiction.
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Adams' statement (he had been delayed by bad weather and was not present at the conference at the time of Adams' report), but he repeatedly and bitterly lamented the "damage" and "destruction" caused to the reservation by its passage. Thus, whatever "endorsement" of the transfer of jurisdiction may have existed among the Omahas prior to 1953 had apparently evaporated within just a few years.

It is also instructive to note that an examination of local and statewide newspapers during the period in which PL 280 was being considered and enacted reveals very little public awareness of the transfer of jurisdiction from the federal government to the state. Moreover, even those few state and local officials who were aware of the bill's provisions seemed to have little appreciation of its meaning or likely effect. Just as the New York Times had suggested, the passage of PL 280 seems to have been a fait accompli long before any substantial portion of the Nebraska populace, Indian or white, realized what was happening.

Perhaps the apparent lack of public and governmental attention to the passage of PL 280 in 1953 may be explained by the most intriguing conclusion to be drawn from an examination of this law as it affected the Omaha Reservation. Surprisingly, PL 280 made very little change in the day-to-day jurisdictional status of the reservation because the State of Nebraska had been erroneously
exercising criminal jurisdiction over the Omahas for some 70 years prior to 1953.\textsuperscript{47} Enactment of PL 280 was therefore most likely viewed by Nebraska state officials, as well as the Omahas who purportedly "endorsed" its passage, as little more than a Congressional confirmation of the status quo. 

An understanding of this situation requires an examination of several conflicting decisions of the Nebraska Supreme Court and the federal courts. These decisions reflected, and arguably contributed to, the uncertainty and confusion that has characterized criminal jurisdiction on the Omaha Reservation throughout its existence. Ironically, that jurisdictional turmoil was not addressed, or even appreciably acknowledged, by the state or federal courts in Nebraska until well after the passage of PL 280, which had been designed to eliminate those very concerns.

The Nebraska Supreme Court most directly addressed the pre-1953 jurisdictional status of the Omaha Reservation in \textit{Robinson v. Sigler} (1971).\textsuperscript{48} In that case, Omaha tribal member Enoch Robinson had been tried and convicted in the Nebraska state courts for the 1969 murder of another Indian on the Omaha Reservation.\textsuperscript{49} Robinson sought a writ of habeas corpus from the Nebraska Supreme Court, arguing that the state did not have jurisdiction to prosecute an Indian for the murder of another Indian within the limits of the reservation. The bulk of the parties' arguments in \textit{Robinson
were devoted to issues unrelated to the pre-1953 jurisdictional status of the reservation. In the course of its decision, however, the Robinson court noted in dicta that the state of Nebraska had been exercising both civil and criminal jurisdiction over the Omaha Indians since at least 1882, over 70 years before PL 280 purportedly gave the state the right to do so.

The claimed basis for this pre-1953 state jurisdiction was set out in the brief filed on behalf of the state by Attorney General Clarence A. H. Meyer, much of which was accepted by the Court and repeated verbatim in its opinion. The state argued that it had been vested with criminal jurisdiction over Indians long prior to 1953 on the basis of an 1882 allotment statute which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to convey tribal land to individual members of the tribe and retain certain portions in trust for the tribe as common property. The statute went on to provide that, upon completion of the allotments, every member of the tribe "shall have the benefit of and be subject to the laws, both civil and criminal, of the State of Nebraska." Based upon that language, the Robinson court held that the state courts of Nebraska had "either concurrent or residual criminal jurisdiction" over the Omahas prior to 1953. PL 280 had merely "confirmed it and gave it to the state conclusively and exclusively."
The state's position on this issue was reiterated several years later in testimony before a Senate subcommittee considering the amendment or repeal of PL 280. On March 4, 1976, Nebraska Assistant Attorney General Ralph H. Gillan appeared before the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs to present the views of the Nebraska Department of Justice with respect to the proposed Indian Law Enforcement Improvement Act of 1975. In the course of his testimony, Gillan matter-of-factly asserted that PL 280 had not appreciably changed the jurisdictional facts of life on the Omaha Reservation:

The history of jurisdiction over Indian country in Nebraska prior to 1953 is somewhat confusing, and it may well be that State jurisdiction was mistakenly exercised. . . in any event, it is clear that for many years before 1953 the Nebraska courts did exercise civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians on the reservation, apparently concurrently with the Federal courts. The exercise of this jurisdiction was not challenged before 1953 . . . State jurisdiction had, in fact been exercised, rightly or wrongly, before 1953. In 1953, under Public Law 280, Nebraska acquired exclusive civil and criminal jurisdiction over all Indian country in Nebraska. It probably did not involve any great exchange, as a practical matter, from what had gone on before. (emphasis added).54

Gillan's statement was sufficiently provocative as to prompt additional inquiry into the matter by the subcommittee. Chairman Senator James Abourezk asked the BIA to investigate and analyze the question of Nebraska's pre-1953 exercise of jurisdiction.55 The request resulted in a responsive memorandum dated March 24, 1976 from the
Winnebago Agency Superintendent to the Director of the Aberdeen Area Office. The Superintendent reported that, although he had been unable to locate agency records pertaining to law enforcement activities prior to 1953, he had determined through discussions with local residents that the state of Nebraska, specifically Thurston County, had indeed exercised both criminal and civil jurisdiction over Indians prior to the enactment of P.L. 280.56 The memorandum specifically recited conversations with various individuals, including Omaha Tribal Chairman Edward L. Cline and several persons connected with local law enforcement, in which each respondent confirmed that Indians were routinely arrested and prosecuted in the state courts of Nebraska prior to 1953.57

The Nebraska Supreme Court's decision in Robinson v. Sigler thus served as both a confirmation of, and an attempted justification for, the de facto state of criminal jurisdiction on the Omaha Reservation as it had existed for almost a century. Whatever clarity the state court may have thought it brought to this issue with Robinson, however, was quickly dissipated by the federal courts. In Omaha Tribe v. Village of Walthill (1971), decided just five months after Robinson, the federal district court specifically rejected the state court's reliance on the 1882 allotment statute as the basis for its assertion of pre-1953 jurisdiction.58 The
court held that the provisions of the allotment act had never been fully executed on the Omaha Reservation, and therefore criminal jurisdiction within the Omaha Reservation had not passed to the State of Nebraska by virtue of that statute. Thus the "dragon's nest" remained intact.

While the state's exercise of jurisdiction prior to 1953 was almost certainly erroneous, the fact that it proceeded without challenge by the federal government for so many years offers a compelling illustration of the complex and confusing state of jurisdictional issues surrounding Indian reservations in the pre-1953 era. A complete examination of the historical background of jurisdiction in Indian territory is beyond the scope of this paper, and is available in numerous other sources. Suffice to say, however, that throughout American history the problem of criminal and civil jurisdiction over Indian lands has presented a chaotic and often conflicting morass of treaties, statutes, and regulations, resulting in what one commentator has accurately described as "a complex labyrinth which many practitioners and courts find virtually impossible to master."

A great deal of this nationwide jurisdictional confusion stemmed, as it had in Nebraska, from the allotment ideology of the late 1800's, and the piecemeal implementation of the various allotment statutes enacted
during that era. Specifically, section 6 of the General Allotment Act of 1887 provided that Indians who were allotted lands under the Act would thereafter be subject to the jurisdiction of the state courts, just as the 1882 Act had been interpreted by the courts in Nebraska to confer jurisdiction on themselves, as the court held in Robinson v. Sigler.

For several reasons, however, section 6 of the General Allotment Act did not have the anticipated effect of substantively shifting criminal jurisdiction over Indian lands to the states. In the first place, section 6 was never intended to create an exception to the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts over certain crimes committed on Indian reservations pursuant to the Federal Major Crimes Act. Furthermore, heirs of an allottee were deemed not subject to state jurisdiction, thus creating a totally unworkable practical dilemma for state law enforcement operations. That operational dilemma was expressly recognized by the Acting Solicitor of the Department of the Interior when he wrote in a 1954 opinion letter to Assistant Secretary Orme Lewis:

Such complexities and distinctions as these have rendered the grant of State jurisdiction over Indians contemplated by the general Allotment Act largely ineffective. The sponsors of that legislation assumed that the allotment of the Indians in severalty would be but the prelude to the termination of their tribal relations . . . When that program failed to be carried out, and the Indians . . . continued to maintain their
tribal relations and the Government continued its guardianship over them, the subjection of the Indians to the jurisdiction of the States ceased to have much reality. State law enforcement officers could not, after all, go around with tract books in their pockets, and being unable to distinguish a patent-in-fee Indian from a ward Indian, they did not commonly concern themselves with law violations by Indians, and the theoretical jurisdiction of the States thus fell into innocuous desuetude.

Given these and many other jurisdictional complexities, it would be unduly simplistic for modern observers to engage in sweeping criticism of the Nebraska courts for their invocation of jurisdiction over the Omahas in the pre-1953 era. It can be plausibly concluded that the state courts' exercise of jurisdiction prior to the passage of PL 280 was not so much a "usurpation" of power as it was an attempt to pick their way through a jurisdictional quagmire.

For example, in Kitto v. State (1915), the Nebraska Supreme Court offered a rather compelling rationale for its exercise of jurisdiction in Indian cases. The court noted that the only way to give meaning to the apparent intent of the allotment statutes was to construe them so as to transfer jurisdiction to the state courts after the allotments were made. If such jurisdiction was not vested in the state, the court reasoned, it was vested nowhere. Indeed, this may have been the case on the Omaha Reservation, where there was no viable tribal judiciary before the early 1970s. On other reservations, however, the tribes themselves were empowered to handle all "non-major"
crimes. The Kitto court concluded that Congress could not have intended for non-major offenses to go completely unpunished, and that therefore the Nebraska courts had no choice but to hear such cases, in order to provide "equal protection of the law . . . to all, both Indians and white men."64

Nevertheless, by 1975 the state of Nebraska would itself acknowledge that its pre-1953 criminal jurisdiction over Indian matters should have been limited to: 1.) offenses committed by Indians off the reservation and 2.) offenses committed on the reservation by non-Indians.65 The state's actual exercise of criminal jurisdiction over Indians in the years preceding PL 280 had far exceeded those bounds.66 Still, whatever errors had occurred in the state's invocation of Indian jurisdiction prior to 1953 were in fact obviated by the enactment of PL 280. As a "mandatory" state, Nebraska gained absolute and exclusive jurisdiction at that time regardless of what had gone on before.

Thus, the real impact of PL 280 on the Omaha Reservation was not to alter the entity that exercised jurisdiction over Indian matters, for the state had been doing that for decades. What the new law changed was the pattern of criminal law enforcement operations on the Omaha Reservation. An assessment of the effect of PL 280 on the
Omaha Reservation therefore must begin with an examination of the law enforcement situation in Thurston County in the years immediately preceding 1953.

In his report to the Commissioner, dated May 16, 1949, Winnebago Superintendent H. E. Bruce presented a bleak account of the abysmal social, economic, and law enforcement conditions on the Omaha Reservation. In keeping with the assimilationist tenor of the times, Bruce scathingly criticized the attempts of the Collier era administrators to foster tribal self-government and cultural practices among the Omahas:

Since acceptance of the Indian Reorganization Act by the four Nebraska tribes . . . social problems which were vital and basic . . . have been neglected and ignored until they have become ugly sores . . . Vicious social practices, once reasonably controlled, have multiplied with apparent official sanction and encouragement . . . All this has served to intensify maladjustment, confusion, discouragement, and frustration in the collective pattern of Indian thought . . . Today a large majority of the Indians on the four Nebraska reservations exist in a sort of twilight zone between two cultures -- they have lost the best of their Indian culture and have reached out to accept only the worst of the white man's culture.

Bruce went on to provide substantial details regarding many of the apparent "social problems" that he claimed had festered on the Omaha Reservation during the Collier era, including alcoholism, peyoteism, juvenile delinquency, educational and health deficiencies, breakdowns in marital and family stability, and many others.
Bruce’s comments about the law and order situation on the reservation are particularly noteworthy. After first acknowledging that state and county courts had been exercising jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians within the reservation since the allotment days, he went on to report that the burden of Indian law enforcement had been exceedingly heavy for both Thurston and Knox Counties. Bruce compiled statistics from Thurston County jail records showing that, for the years 1946 through 1948, Indians were prosecuted for 64 per cent of the violations of law in a county in which they constituted only 20 per cent of the population. He prepared and attached an exhibit to the report in which he categorized the Indian prosecutions by type of offense. [Figure 2]. Bruce suggested that most of the Indian offenses resulted from excessive use of alcohol, and noted that bootlegging and the manufacturing of Indian "home brew" were particularly prevalent in the area.

In a refrain that would become even more common after the passage of PL 280, Bruce reported that county law enforcement authorities were "seriously handicapped" in dealing with the Indian situation by a shortage of funds. Thurston County officials contended that from 75 to 80 per cent of all funds spent on law enforcement were devoted to Indian cases. In light of those numbers, Bruce suggested
Morals:
- Adultery: 1
- Fornication: 4
- Rape: 6
- Assault with intent to rape: 1
- Contributing to delinquency of minor: 6 (or 18?)

Violence:
- Assault and battery: 45
- Assault with intent to do great bodily harm: 2
- Breaking and entering: 12
- Burglary: 9
- Robbery: 3
- Manslaughter: 1

Property:
- Auto theft: 7
- Cattle stealing: 1
- Chicken stealing: 1
- Stealing posts: 2
- Malicious destruction of property: 5
- Sale of mortgaged property: 1
- No fund check: 2 (or 19?)

Juvenile:
- Juvenile delinquency: 15 (or 15?)

Miscellaneous:
- AWOL from army: 1
- Traffic (no license, defective brakes, etc.): 8
- Vagrancy: 1
- Mentally ill: 1
- Non-Support: 2

Liquor:
- Drunken driving: 8
- Furnishing liquor to Indians: 6
- Drunk and disturbing the peace: 13
  Total: 145

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Per cent of Offenses</th>
<th>Per cent of Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By Indians</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Whites</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2
Prosecution of Indians, Thurston County, Nebraska, 1946-48

that the county needed and deserved more federal assistance than the single Indian policeman who was then stationed at the reservation could provide. Bruce recommended that two additional positions of Indian Police be established, and urged "close cooperation with county officers in a more effective enforcement of law among Indians." Instead of providing more assistance, however, the federal government chose the opposite approach -- proceeding to abandon the Thurston County law enforcement situation via the passage of PL 280. A bad situation soon became significantly worse.
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However bad the law enforcement situation may have been on the Omaha Reservation prior to 1953, passage of Public Law 280 in that year only exacerbated the problem. The disastrous effects of PL 280 would include not only a further deterioration of law and order conditions on the reservation, but also an increase in racial tension and animosity between the Omahas and non-Indians living in the area. Not surprisingly, a fundamental dichotomy exists between the Omahas' perception of the reasons for these problems and the perceptions held by non-Indian residents of the reservation.

From the non-Indian perspective, the root cause of the difficulties that followed the invocation of PL 280 lay in the lack of funding for the local governments that were required to assume criminal enforcement operations on the reservations. After August, 1953, all federal law
enforcement personnel, few though that may have been, were withdrawn from the Omaha Reservation. Prior to the act, Thurston County was already prosecuting Indians on a routine basis for all "non-major" crimes, that is, those crimes not falling within the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts under the Federal Major Crimes Act. According to Winnebago Agency Superintendent H. E. Bruce's May, 1949 Report to the Commissioner, there was only one BIA policeman serving the reservation in the years immediately preceding passage of PL 280. This federal "force" was not increased between 1949 and 1953, despite Bruce's repeated recommendations for more law enforcement manpower. Several other sources likewise indicate that only one federal Indian officer had served the reservation before 1953.

Despite this apparently minimal pre-1953 BIA presence, some records seem to imply that the "complete" and "immediate" withdrawal of federal law enforcement personnel from the reservation was the primary cause of the ensuing lawlessness in the area. It is hard to understand how the removal of a lone BIA officer could have become the basis for all the problems that ensued. It is probably more accurate to state that Thurston County found itself significantly overburdened by the sudden unfunded increase in its law enforcement responsibilities on the reservation, since PL 280 had expressly repealed the Major Crimes Act in
the mandatory states, and the county would now have to prosecute Indians for both "major" crimes and misdemeanors. Whatever the precise effect of the removal of that single federal officer, it is clear that the county soon found itself unable to adequately police the reservation due to financial constraints and manpower limitations. Law and order conditions in the area quickly deteriorated.

Thurston county officials maintained that they were doing their best to police the reservation, despite extreme financial hardship and the federal government's complete abandonment of the problem. The county petitioned the state for assistance, complaining that it "was short on money, had only one sheriff, and there had been a dramatic increase in crime among the Indian population." The state provided little immediate assistance. Attorney General C. S. Beck noted that Thurston County had been handling Indian offenses in its courts since 1875, and offered only the vacuous platitude that "the problem in Thurston County is not one of jurisdiction. The problem is to help the Indians, and by so doing to help Thurston County."6

By 1957, however, the state had at least recognized the existence of the funding problem. Governor Victor Anderson met with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington to seek federal financing for increased law enforcement on the reservation. Given the passage of PL 280 and Nebraska's
status as a mandatory state, the BIA could not agree to Anderson's request. The Commissioner did, however, commit to bolstering the federal programs relating to juvenile delinquency on the reservation. 

Upon his return to Nebraska, the governor asked the state legislature to address the problem. Anderson advised the Nebraska Unicameral that, because some Indian lands in Thurston County were exempt from taxation, "it is apparent that the Indian population of Thurston County assumes a very small portion of the tax burden of that County, although constituting about 1/3 of the population." The governor went on to report that for the year 1956, Indians constituted over 84% of the total jail population in Thurston County (236 out of 280 individual incarcerations), and that the total annual cost to the county for the housing of all prisoners had been $10,549. To remedy the problem, Anderson introduced legislation designed to "equitably distribute the added burden of law enforcement imposed upon certain counties by reason of the passage of Public Law 280." The bill, which passed into law on June 21, 1957, provided that the state would reimburse the county for expenses in excess of $500 per month incurred in the feeding of Indian prisoners, with the state commitment limited to a maximum of $500 each month.
Within several years, it became apparent that the state's $500 monthly contribution would not suffice. On May 18, 1961 the Government and Military Affairs Committee of the Nebraska Legislature conducted a hearing to consider Legislative Bill 713, a bill that would amend the 1957 legislation so as to provide funding for up to three additional deputy state sheriffs in the counties affected by PL 280 jurisdiction. The transcript of that hearing, which includes testimony from state and local officials as well as both white and Indian residents of Thurston County, provides a wealth of insight into the law enforcement conditions on the reservation in the early years of PL 280 jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{11}

Norman Otto, appearing as the representative of then-Governor Frank Morrison, expressed the administration's frustration with the PL 280 scheme. Responding to a state legislator who asked "why [is] this a state concern rather than a national concern?" (a question which in itself reflects the lack of awareness among state officials of the impact of PL 280 even eight years after its passage!), Otto replied:

Well, it is only a State concern because the State accepted the responsibility. It used to be a national concern and they asked the State, would you like this problem, would you like to accept it, and the State said yes. . . . Maybe the people made a mistake in 1953 but this was their decision. I think you're right. It should have stayed a federal problem.\textsuperscript{12}
W. Earl Dyer Jr., executive editor of the *Lincoln Star*, testified at the hearing "as a private citizen interested in a problem on which the state must act." He appeared to have studied the Thurston County situation extensively, and offered compelling statistics in support of the proposed legislation. Dyer reported that from 1954 to 1958, criminal cases involving Indians in Thurston County increased from 249 to 353. Likewise, expenses for the county jail increased over 178% from 1950 to 1959. In 1949, the Thurston County jail had lodged 93 Indians at some time during the year; by 1958, that number had risen to 334. In light of these numbers, Dyer contended that the state had "the moral and legal responsibility to see to it that law and order is established in Thurston County -- and that this blemish is removed from the political face of the state."¹³

Omaha tribal representatives presented similar appeals for state action. Chairman of the Omaha Tribal Council Alfred W. Gilpin first rebutted the prevalent notion that the tribe was not paying its fair share of the financial burden in the county, contending that the Omahas had in fact been paying taxes on their allotted lands since 1910. He went on to urge the Committee to consider the proposed legislation so as to end the lawlessness "that has caused us to even lose some of our members by death."¹⁴
Tribal member Edward Cline likewise urged the Committee members to take action, contending that the reservation was not safe for women or children at any hour of the day.\textsuperscript{15}

Rev. Reuben H. Ten Haken, a tribal member and clergyman from Macy, offered a particularly eloquent plea for state attention to the problem:

\begin{quote}
The Omaha Reservation is desperately in need of the kind of law enforcement that this bill makes possible. . . . We can testify to experience after experience that cries out for justice. . . . I visit people in the hospital monthly and sometimes weekly who have been knifed [or] beaten . . . Violence and brutality are often left unreported. . . . Our community [has become] a haven for the lawless to ply their trades at the expense of ruined lives.\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

LB 713 passed into law on July 1, 1961. As ultimately enacted, the bill authorized the governor to appoint up to three deputy state sheriffs for each county in which 60% or more of the persons convicted for violation of state criminal laws were Indians. The "60% rule" was a last-minute insertion in the bill, designed to accommodate legislators from northern Nebraska counties bordering on the Sioux Reservations in South Dakota, who claimed that their counties were experiencing Indian problems comparable to those in Thurston County. The unanticipated result of that hasty amendment, however, was to turn what had been a well-intentioned measure into an "Indian Bounty Act."\textsuperscript{17} Indians and their supporters contended that county officials now believed that the most expedient method to obtain increased
state funding was to arrest more and more Indians. The resulting deluge of Indian arrests created great resentment among the Omahas, many of whom had originally supported the legislation.\textsuperscript{18} The tribe became increasingly anxious to find some mechanism to escape from state jurisdiction.

Many observers believed that the lawlessness on the reservation in the years after passage of PL 280 was exacerbated by the enactment of federal legislation in 1955 which permitted the sale of alcoholic beverages to Indians. Thurston County Sheriff John Elliott and other non-Indian officials repeatedly cited alcohol consumption as a major factor in the escalation of crime on the reservation. In a July, 1956 interview with the \textit{Omaha World-Herald}, Elliott asserted that rising costs for the transport and housing of Indian prisoners had depleted county resources, and that no funds were available for the maintenance of a deputy at Macy or Winnebago. He went on to note that four murders had occurred on the reservation in a six month period, and claimed that in each case "the cause was drunkenness followed by assault and battery."\textsuperscript{19} Walthill Mayor Dale French echoed Elliott's comments, stating that the crime problem on the reservation "has been increased since Indians were allowed to buy and drink liquor."\textsuperscript{20}

At least a few Omahas shared Elliott and French's opinion on the alcohol issue. An article in the July 1,
1956 *Omaha World-Herald Magazine* quoted an unidentified member of the Omaha Tribal Council as asserting that the lifting of the prohibition on the sale of alcohol to the Indians had been the "worst mistake the Government and State ever made."  

In the minds of most Omahas, however, the problems in the implementation of PL 280 jurisdiction were not caused primarily by the increased availability of alcohol on the reservation or by a lack of funding. Rather, the general perception of the Omahas was that local government officials lacked the fundamental will to fairly and efficiently police the reservation, due to inherent racism and discrimination. Council Chairman Edward Cline voiced that tribal impression in Congressional testimony delivered years later:

> [During the PL 280 years] the tribe experienced harassment and unfair treatment at the hands of county law enforcement officials. . . . [We] were subject to physical abuse and discriminatory prosecution. Rehabilitation was nonexistent. Indians would be placed in jail upon arrest for minor offenses for which non-Indians would merely be told to appear in court. The county sheriff would refuse to set bail for an Indian, making him sit in jail until he could appear before the judge for arraignment.  

Cline went on to relate an incident in which a pregnant Indian girl had pleaded with her Thurston County jailers that she was about to have her baby. The baby was born in the jail, and the girl was given only an aspirin. Cline stated that "as a result of this treatment, the baby died."  

Thurston County Sheriff Clyde Storie strongly
rebutted Cline’s version of the story, contending that the woman had been found drunk in the street and was initially taken to a hospital. She left the hospital voluntarily, and was later found again on the streets of Walthill. She was then jailed at Pender where she could be monitored by a jail matron. A doctor was called, and was present at the birth. The baby was born with the umbilical cord twisted around its neck and could not be saved. Whatever the truth in this specific case, it is easy to envision the heightened tension and animosity associated with the incident.

The Omahas’ frustration and resentment toward the state’s exercise of jurisdiction under PL 280 was also evidenced in the poignant statements of Tribal Chairman Alfred Gilpin at the University of South Dakota’s Conference on Indian Affairs in 1957:

Public Law 280 has actually left our Omaha and Winnebago Reservations lost since 1953. . . . Ever since then we have had no law protection. . . . The Omahas and the Winnebagos pay tax on their trust land. It seems as though we should enjoy the same services as other communities . . . . The county should be able to give us a deputy on the reservation, which it hasn’t done.

We had some killings going on there, one right on Main Street, which could have been prevented if we had law and order. This is not exaggerating. It’s exactly the truth . . . . How this situation can exist in the United States is beyond me.

In an interview conducted twenty years later, Gilpin still lamented the tragic consequences of PL 280 on the reservation. He recalled his persistent but largely futile
efforts to convince state officials to meet their newly-
accepted responsibilities to the tribe:

In Macy, we had murder, we had rape, we had
bootlegging, we had gunfights, right on the streets.
... I asked them, 'Why did you accept [PL 280
responsibilities] if you're not going to give us these
services? ... You're talking about money -- we're
talking about lives.' 26

As the situation deteriorated, tribal leaders, county
officials, and concerned non-Indian residents took steps to
address the area's problems. Realizing that it could no
longer rely on the federal government for any substantive
assistance, the tribe announced a long-range cooperative
program for community development. The plan was designed
first to identify the tribe's aspirations for its future,
and then to move toward those objectives with the assistance
of state, local, and private institutions.27 As a corollary
to its long-range plan, the tribe took part in a program
administered by the national Association on American Indian
Affairs called "We Shake Hands." The program was publicized
as an effort to "end the social and spiritual isolation of
the tribal community by encouraging friendly relations
between them and the white communities around them."28

On December 3-4, 1958, a conference was convened in
which state, county, and tribal representatives sought to
solve the law enforcement problems on the reservation.29
Although the tone of the meeting was apparently cordial and
constructive, little substantive progress was made.
Governor Anderson's representative at the conference was particularly passive, suggesting that the state would get actively involved in the problem only after the tribal councils and local officials had made "an honest effort" to solve the difficulties on their own.30

Despite the good intentions evidenced by these conferences and programs, they could not resolve the day-to-day problems of law enforcement on the reservation. By 1961, the Omaha Reservation had gained a national reputation as a glaringly bad example of the inherent folly of the terminationist ideology in general, and of PL 280 in particular. Representative Arnold Olsen of Montana called specific attention to the Nebraska debacle, declaring on the floor of the House of Representatives that PL 280 had created a "lawless area" in which "murdered men have lain in the street within the Omaha Reservation for over 24 hours before police have investigated."31

As the PL 280 years dragged on, the community-action programs and cooperative ventures ground to a standstill due to suspicions and resentment among both the Omahas and the non-Indian residents of Thurston County. In the late 1960s, tensions that had reached the boiling point were ignited by an incident in which a 20-year-old white woman was abducted and raped by seven Indian men after attending the Winnebago Pow-Wow on the reservation. Although the suspects were
arrested and charged almost immediately, many non-Indian area residents claimed that the Indian suspects had been given preferential treatment. A letter signed by 67 persons identified only as "concerned citizens of Thurston County" was mailed to local newspapers, alleging that the crime had been "hushed up" by local authorities. The letter, printed in its entirety on the front page of the *Pender Times*, starkly reveals the simmering racial tension and hostility that had festered in the area throughout the PL 280 years:

> We have watched the newspapers and listened to the newscasts since [the abduction and rape] happened and have seen or heard no mention of this crime. Why? A similar incident happened a few weeks earlier where two couples were beaten ... and no mention of this was ever made public. And I would guess that the criminals were gently reprimanded and reminded that this was a 'no-no' and that the Great White Father who doles out the monthly checks and commodities for this 'poor' misguided minority group was unhappy with them. But they received their checks the next month so they could stay drunk and continue their drunkenness and criminal acts.

> We who live in this community are getting just about all we can take of this favoritism; it is time we whites demand our equal rights. If seven white men had committed this horrendous crime ... it would be in the headlines the following morning and swift legal action would be taken.32

County officials denied the allegations of preferential treatment for the Indian suspects, pointing out that the crime had been reported in several area newspapers and on local television broadcasts even before the letter was published.33 Thurston County Attorney Mark Fuhrman did acknowledge, however, that some areas around Macy and
Winnebago were a "jungle," where it was not safe for persons to go out at night. Once again, Fuhrman and other county officials pointed to the lack of state and federal financial support as the fundamental impediment to improved law enforcement.

The letter outraged the Omahas and Winnebagos, who called it a "slur on their race." In protest, the tribes initiated an economic boycott of white businesses in Walthill. The boycott resulted in a statement released by Walthill Mayor Blair Richendifer, in which most of the 67 signers of the original letter apologized for any "misinterpretation" of the letter's meaning, and contended that it had not been intended to condemn "the whole Indian nation." The Indians, however, refused to accept the proffered apology, noting that "it was addressed to no one [and] signed by no one," and contained "more of the same type of bigotry, racism and implications toward Indian people."

Quickly, a county "human relations board" comprised of both Indian and white representatives was formed to address the issue, and the boycott ended shortly thereafter. As the seven Indian men accused of the crime were brought to trial in Thurston County District Court, however, racial animosity continued to simmer. In January, 1970, editor Anne Flicker of the Walthill Citizen reported that she had
received a threatening phone call in which the caller invoked the name of the Omaha Tribal Council and warned her "not to come to Macy but to stay in Walthill like the other Walthill garbage." The following month, Indian inmates in the Thurston County jail revolted against the overcrowded conditions there, threatening to burn the jail down. Sheriff Clyde Storie called for assistance from neighboring law enforcement agencies, and reported that force was used on at least one prisoner in quelling the disturbance. Several days later, three fires were set in Macy by arsonists, and Indian residents went to the streets to patrol the area.

Ultimately, all seven of the Indian men accused of the kidnapping and rape were convicted. Two were sentenced to life imprisonment, thereby producing more claims of racial discrimination. Wayne Tyndall, Secretary of the Omaha Tribe and brother of one of the men sentenced to life, claimed "No Indian can receive a fair trial in Thurston County." Tribal Chairman Ed Cline was even more vehement in echoing Tyndall's allegations of discrimination:

What we see is what we’ve seen from the beginning, the white man’s intent to keep the Indian prisoner in his own land. . . . We know damn good and well our people don’t get fair and humane treatment . . . White law enforcement leans on the Indian. . . . We’ll always mistrust the white man. We’re not prejudiced against him. We’re simply telling the truth. White people have to be watched. The white man has no logical reason for telling his children to watch us. But we have to tell our children to watch them.
The non-Indian response to such comments was again voiced by Anne Flicker. The Walthill Citizen editor argued that the Indians' claims of inequitable treatment were "overexaggerated," stating "it's been blown past the point where it's believable. I know they have been taken in the past. Now that is over and done with. Don't forget, a few whites lost their scalps, too." 

While incidents like the 1969 rape case served to escalate the racial tensions on and around the Omaha Reservation, a more fundamental dispute between the Omahas and non-Indian residents centered on the question of how best to resolve the problem of lawlessness on the reservation -- a problem that both sides readily acknowledged. This battle would focus on the concept of "retrocession," and it became a struggle that the Omahas would eventually win.

By the mid-1960s, the terminationist ideology of immediate post-WW II era was on the wane. Dissatisfaction with the effects of PL 280 in several states, coupled with the well-publicized failures of the Menominee and Klamath reservation terminations, combined to bring about yet another federal re-examination of the Indian jurisdictional problem. The now federal posture on Indian matters eventually manifested itself in Titles II through VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. Those statutes would
substantially amend the provisions of PL 280, bringing dramatic changes to the Omaha Reservation.

The process that would lead to the 1968 amendments began in 1961, when the Senate Judiciary Committee commissioned its Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights to conduct an extensive analysis of the legal status and constitutional rights of Native Americans. Led by its chairman, Senator Sam Ervin, the subcommittee gathered testimony and evidence over a four year period. In June 1965, a delegation of Omahas led by Tribal Chairman Edward Cline testified before the subcommittee, expressing a strong desire for amendments to PL 280 that would allow the federal government to resume jurisdictional control. The investigation culminated in a comprehensive report issued in 1966, in which the subcommittee concluded that PL 280 had "resulted in a breakdown in the administration of justice to such a degree that Indians are being denied due process and equal protection of the law." The report recommended extensive amendments to PL 280, including provisions requiring Indian consent to any further transfers of jurisdiction and, most importantly for the Omahas, provisions for the retrocession of jurisdiction back to the federal government.

The Ervin Committee's Indian rights provisions remained stalled in Congress for two more years. On March 6, 1968,
President Lyndon Johnson sent to Congress a message entitled "The Forgotten American." That message marked the Johnson administration's formal repudiation of the termination policy, as Johnson called for a new policy of "self-determination" for American Indians. The President specifically asked Congress to amend PL 280 along the lines recommended by the Ervin Committee two years earlier.

Ultimately, the amendments to PL 280 came to fruition as Titles II through VII of the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1968. For the Omahas, by far the most significant change was contained in Title IV, Sec. 403(a). That section provided:

The United States is authorized to accept a retrocession by any State of all or any measure of the criminal or civil jurisdiction, or both, acquired by such State pursuant to [PL 280]. (emphasis added; the underlined language would prove to be crucial in later judicial interpretations of the statute vis a vis the Omaha situation.)

With this statutory language, Congress cracked open the door for Indians in all the PL 280 states to escape the perceived inequities inflicted upon them during the 15 years of PL 280 jurisdiction. The Omahas would become the first tribe in the nation to push through that door.

Just as PL 280 had not provided for Indian consent to the transfer of jurisdiction to the state, the 1968 legislation did not give Indians the power to initiate retrocession. The federal government was authorized only to
accept retrocession "by any state." Thus, it was up to the state of Nebraska to determine whether it wished to return jurisdiction to the federal government. The debate on this issue would turn into a bitter contest, once again pitting the Omahas against county officials and their other non-Indian neighbors.

The Omahas, of course, had been seeking an escape from state jurisdiction almost from the moment PL 280 went into effect. With passage of the 1968 amendments, the tribe moved quickly to position itself for that long-desired release. Chairman Cline traveled to Washington to meet with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on the retrocession issue. He was advised to file a formal request with the BIA, after which a representative would be sent to the reservation to assist the tribe in its efforts. At those subsequent meetings in January, 1969, Cline informed the BIA representatives that the tribe wanted its own jail and court facilities, and that the Omahas would expect the BIA to provide law enforcement coverage on the reservation until the tribe could establish its own police force. On that same day, the Omaha Tribal Council adopted Resolution No. 69-33, asserting the tribe's strong desire for the return of federal jurisdiction, and requesting "urgent action" in furtherance of that goal. [Appendix III].
In sharp contrast to the Omahas' perception of retrocession as the long-awaited deliverance from their problems, Thurston County officials and non-Indian residents viewed it as yet another impending blunder on the part of the federal government. They described it as a policy fraught with danger and destined to make a bad situation infinitely worse. Once again, the local non-Indian perception was that if only adequate financial resources could be obtained, the state and county could quite adequately and fairly police the reservation.

Sheriff Clyde Storie was so distressed by the possibility of retrocession that he wrote a letter to President Richard Nixon arguing against the return of jurisdiction to the federal government. Storie contended that retrocession would be a major step backward for the Omahas and could only lead to grievous consequences for the entire community. He warned against the "creation of special agencies for any one group of people," and proposed a "simple solution to the whole problem." Storie's solution, not surprisingly, was for the federal government to provide the county with sufficient funds to adequately police the reservation. With additional financial support, the sheriff claimed, his office "can do the job and will do the job."52
As Storie's letter indicates, local non-Indian opposition centered on the potential danger and inequity inherent in the re-creation of a "state within a state," complete with its own police force and tribal courts. County officials argued that the "checkerboard pattern" of Indian and non-Indian owned land on the reservation would make day-to-day jurisdictional determinations a practical impossibility for both county and tribal police forces. Moreover, local residents believed that retrocession would entitle Indians to take advantage of all the benefits of state citizenship with none of the concurrent responsibilities.

With these strong competing viewpoints before it, the Nebraska Legislature stepped into the retrocession debate. Attorney General Clarence A. H. Meyer recommended that the Legislative Council appoint a special committee to address the issue. That committee held hearings on July 31 and August 1, 1968, which produced the expected differences of opinion between the Omahas and county officials. The committee also visited the Pine Ridge and Rosebud reservations in South Dakota, which were then under federal jurisdiction, to determine how those systems were operating. Finding that federal/tribal jurisdiction on the South Dakota reservations generally "worked well," the committee ultimately concluded that jurisdiction should be returned to
the federal government, provided that the BIA agreed to assume immediate responsibility for day-to-day law enforcement operations on the reservation.56

The Council's recommendation, combined with the lure of the potential cost savings inherent in the abandonment of Indian jurisdiction, proved too much for the state to resist. On April 16, 1969, the Nebraska Legislature unanimously adopted Legislative Resolution 37, in which the state retroceded to the federal government "all jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians in the areas of Indian country located in Thurston County, Nebraska, acquired by the State of Nebraska pursuant to Public Law 280 of 1953."57 [Appendix IV]. The preamble to the resolution clearly indicates the cost-cutting motivation for its adoption, declaring that the assumption of jurisdiction by the state in 1953 had led to "steadily increasing costs" which Thurston County did not have a sufficient tax base to pay for, and noting that the state's financial assistance to the county had "increased each biennium."58 Plainly, the state saw retrocession as an opportunity to rid itself of a messy and expensive problem, despite the strong misgivings of local non-Indian residents.

With the issuance of the state's offer of retrocession, the burden shifted to the federal government to act on the proposal. Executive Order No. 11435 vested the Secretary of
the Interior with the unilateral power to accept or reject offers of retrocession on behalf the federal government. When the state of Nebraska tendered its offer, Secretary Walter Hickel responded by ordering yet another investigation of conditions in Thurston County. The BIA investigators who had been sent to Nebraska quickly confirmed that which had been apparent for years -- that law enforcement conditions in the county were indeed abysmal. The BIA reports and memoranda stemming from those investigations are replete with the now-familiar litany of claims and counterclaims among the Omahas and local officials. For example, in an August 1, 1969 memorandum, Area Special Officer William F. Walker reported that, in his meeting with Omaha tribal officials, he had been inundated with details of discriminatory prosecution, inadequate and inhumane jail facilities, and generalized mistreatment of the Omahas by county law enforcement officers. County officials, on the other hand, renewed their argument that they were willing to deliver adequate policing of the reservation, if sufficient funding could be provided.

In keeping with the new federal policy of "self-determination" for Indians, and based upon the BIA reports confirming the poor law enforcement conditions on the reservation, Secretary Hickel ultimately decided to accept Nebraska’s offer of retrocession. Yet a complication still
lingered. The Winnebago Tribe, occupying the northern portion of Thurston County, did not wish to undergo retrocession, and it issued a tribal resolution to that effect on April 17, 1969.[See Map 1]. Hickel attempted to meet the desires of both the Omahas and the Winnebagos by issuing a "Notice of Acceptance of Retrocession of Jurisdiction" dated October 16, 1970 in which he accepted jurisdiction over only a part of the area tendered by the state of Nebraska, i.e., he accepted jurisdiction over only the area "located within the boundaries of the Omaha Reservation in Thurston County, Nebraska."[Appendix V]. With that notice, the Omaha Tribe became the first Indian nation in the country to undergo retrocession.

Yet even before the federal "acceptance," state officials had begun to express second thoughts about the wisdom of retrocession. Nebraska Senator Roman Hruska and state Attorney General Clarence Meyer asked the Department of Interior to "take no hasty action" on retrocession until all aspects of the jurisdictional problems on the reservation had been thoroughly examined. In the minds of state and county officials, the Secretary's "partial" acceptance clouded an already chaotic situation. Meyer contended that the state still retained jurisdiction to prosecute Indians, because the federal "acceptance" of jurisdiction did not comport with the terms of the state's
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Thurston County Attorney Mark Fuhrman indicated his complete uncertainty over the jurisdictional status of the reservation, stating to a reporter, "You tell me what's going to happen. I don't know." 66

Despite the confusion among state and county officials, the Omahas were elated with the Secretary's acceptance, and proceeded with plans for their own tribal police force, jail, and court system. Congress appropriated $100,000 in interim funding to establish a BIA law enforcement presence on the reservation. 67 By late November, 1970, a tribal judge, police captain, and five patrolmen were stationed on the reservation, awaiting construction of the tribe's new courthouse, jail, and police station. 68 Construction of that multipurpose building was completed in 1971, and the Omahas looked forward to a new era of self-determination and economic advancement. 69

In the meantime, however, the federal government's "partial" acceptance of the Nebraska Legislature's 1969 offer of retrocession provided the state with a viable legal theory upon which to attempt to rectify what it now deemed to have been a mistake. Relying on the basic principle of contract law that, in order to be effective, the acceptance of an offer must be the "mirror image" of the original offer, the Nebraska Legislature, on February 1, 1971, purported to "rescind" its offer of retrocession. 70
[Appendix VI]. The ensuing litigation over the efficacy of the federal "acceptance" and the state's "rescission" would once again lead to conflicting decisions by the state and federal courts.

In *State v. Goham* (1971), the Nebraska Supreme Court sided with state and county officials and held that the Secretary of Interior's action had not constituted a legally valid "acceptance" of the state's offer. Rather, the court viewed the Secretary's "notice of acceptance" as merely a "counteroffer, which the state was then free to accept or reject. The Court stated:

> The measure of the jurisdiction to be retroceded was a matter for the state to determine, and is not dictated in any way by the federal act. The attempted acceptance was not in accordance with the terms of the offer, and was therefore of no force and effect.

It is intriguing to note that, at least initially, even Commissioner of Indian Affairs Louis R. Bruce shared the state's belief that the Secretary could not accept only part of the state's offer of retrocession. In an October 30, 1969 letter to Winnebago Chairman Gordon Beaver, Bruce attempted to elicit a clarification of the Winnebagos' position, indicating that their refusal to accede to retrocession was a serious obstacle to the Omahas' request. Bruce told Beaver that Nebraska's offer could only be accepted or rejected in its entirety, writing "we cannot accept more or less than the specific area . . . offered for
retrocession by the state."73 By the time of the Secretary’s "Notice of Acceptance" one year later, the Department of Interior had either changed its opinion on this issue, or decided to proceed with the Omaha retrocession despite it.

Notwithstanding the apparent strength of the state’s legal argument (as impliedly acknowledged in Bruce's letter), the federal courts made short work of the Goham decision. In Omaha Tribe v. Village of Walthill (1971), the federal district court held that the language of the 1968 amendments to PL 280 was sufficiently flexible so as to allow the Secretary to accept "piecemeal retrocession."74 The federal court specifically rebutted the state court’s reasoning in Goham, stating:

The problem I have in accepting the interpretation reached by the High Court of Nebraska is that here we are not considering a contract that was entered into between Nebraska and the United States Government, but rather a legislative Act. . . . The words ‘The United States is authorized to accept a retrocession . . . of all or any measure of criminal . . . jurisdiction acquired by a State’ refutes [Nebraska’s] contention and gives the United States Government the right to accept ‘any measure’ of the jurisdiction offered back to it by a State. (emphasis added).75

The district court’s decision validating the Omaha retrocession was upheld by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit in 1972.76 When the U. S. Supreme Court declined to review the case in 1973, the Omahas’ battle for retrocession was over.77 For better or
worse, the tribe was now permanently in control of its own law enforcement operations.

As might be expected, relations between the new tribal police force and Thurston County law enforcement officials were strained from the beginning. In its offer of retrocession, the state had retained jurisdiction over traffic offenses committed on public highways within the reservation. That "loophole" in the system became a particularly troublesome point of conflict between the two forces. County officials claimed they were often forced to stand idly by and watch violators commit crimes due to the vagaries of the jurisdictional issues. Likewise, tribal officials complained that the county officers often acted outside their authority by making sham arrests for purported "traffic offenses."78

An added practical problem for both police forces lay in the determination of the ethnic identity of criminal offenders or suspects. The newly-created Omaha Tribal Court did not possess criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians, nor could it prosecute Winnebagos or other non-Omaha Indians who committed crimes on the reservation.79 Just as many observers had predicted, this anomaly led to substantial uncertainty in the investigation and prosecution of crimes. Until the specific ethnic identity of a criminal offender or
suspect was determined, it was impossible for county or tribal police to know which force had jurisdiction.80

On March 14, 1975, the BIA convened a meeting with tribal and county officials to resolve the lingering jurisdictional conflicts between the two police forces. The meeting seemed to swing toward the Omahas' view of the situation, with the issuance of a report by Agency Special Officer Eugene Trottier in which he "confirmed" that various county police officers had made arrests of Indians for other than traffic offenses within the Thurston County portion of the reservation.81 Trottier's report further indicated that county officials were warned that the failure to coordinate their efforts with tribal police "might expose county officials to undesirable litigation."82

Several weeks after that meeting, Trottier wrote to Thurston County Sheriff Clyde Storie, offering to "cross-deputize" county officers so as to allow them clearer authority in dealing with reservation crimes. He asked that Storie, in return, offer cross-commissions as deputy county sheriffs for the tribal police officers.83 Storie refused the offer, contending that the Indian police did not meet state qualifications for deputization.84 County Attorney Mark Fuhrman did agree, however, to "suggest" that the Sheriff and his officers make a stronger effort to cooperate with the federal and tribal enforcement personnel.85
Fuhrman's "suggestion" notwithstanding, the decades since the Omaha retrocession have seen continuing tension between the Omahas and their non-Indian neighbors regarding law enforcement and jurisdictional issues. By 1975, when the Winnebago Tribe decided that it too wished to undergo retrocession, the state of Nebraska had concluded that the Omaha retrocession had been "a monumental mistake." Numerous state and county officials journeyed to Washington to testify before the Senate's Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, which was considering a bill that would allow Indian tribes such as the Winnebagos to unilaterally initiate retrocession. There they related a litany of complaints regarding the adverse effects of retrocession, and lobbied strongly against its extension to the Winnebagos.

The full story of the debate over the Winnebago retrocession is beyond the scope of this paper. It may be noted, however, that the primary thrust of the state and county objections to the Winnebago initiative related to the perceived problems caused by the Omaha retrocession six years earlier. Among those testifying in opposition to Winnebago retrocession were Thurston County Attorney Mark Fuhrman, Sheriff Clyde Storie, and the ubiquitous Anne Flicker, who contended that the Omaha retrocession had been a grievous constitutional error, inasmuch as it had the
effect of "recognizing a sovereign Nation within the confines of the Continental United States." In a less dramatic prepared statement, a staff member of the Nebraska Legislature's Judiciary Committee testified:

The 1969 criminal retrocession of the Omaha Tribe was initiated for the sole reason of relieving the State of Nebraska of $90,000 of law enforcement costs. Since that time it has become very clear that the financial savings was of little compensation for the confusion and jurisdictional questions which have resulted... This lack of clarity breeds confusion to the extent that oftentimes jurisdictional authorities will ignore or avoid areas of unclear jurisdiction. When this happens, problem areas which otherwise may be resolved are simply not dealt with and the problem continues to exist or worsen.

The non-Indian frustration with the "lack of clarity" created by the Omaha retrocession evidenced in this 1976 testimony would linger for many years. Even nine years later, Sheriff Clyde Storie continued to insist that the Omahas "should be assimilated into the white man's culture," and that retrocession had been a "step backward" for the tribe. A local group of non-Indians calling themselves the "Concerned Citizen's Council" continued to complain of a "law enforcement void" on the reservation. The gap between that view of the situation and the Omahas' perception seemed as wide in 1985 as it had ever been. Captain Thomas Janis of the Omaha Tribal Police Force claimed that retrocession was "working real well," and that crime had dropped on the reservation since 1970, with a corresponding rise in tribal self-esteem and satisfaction.
Janis' 1985 comments echoed the sentiments expressed by Tribal Chairman Edward Cline some ten years earlier. Cline had also testified in the 1975-76 Senate hearings, and his view of the situation contrasted sharply with those of the non-Indian witnesses. He asserted that retrocession had been a godsend for the tribe, allowing its members to escape "physical abuse and discriminatory prosecution" at the hands of county law enforcement officials. Cline concluded his Senate testimony by stating:

Although problems do exist, the Omaha Tribe has been very content with its law and order system since retrocession of criminal jurisdiction. Located in a Public Law 280 state, retrocession of criminal jurisdiction and the maintenance of the law and order system has been the first step to self-determination for the Omaha Tribe. (emphasis added).93

That tentative and troublesome "first step" would be followed by more confident Omaha strides on different legal fronts in the ensuing years.
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At the same time the Omahas were attempting to cope with the consequences of Public Law 280 in Thurston County, the tribe was waging an equally consequential legal struggle 1,200 miles away in Washington, D.C. The forum for that battle was the Indian Claims Commission (ICC). Created in 1946 at the outset of the terminationist offensive, the ICC began its life as a curious eddy in the current of postwar federal Indian policy. The ICC’s creators envisioned an objective, non-judicial forum in which the nation’s Indian tribes could obtain a swift and permanent adjudication of long-held grievances against the government. This new tribunal was designed to be largely free of the constrictive legal and political obstacles that had always delayed, and often prevented, the resolution of Indian claims in previous decades. On its surface, the legislation creating the ICC seemed to produce just such an entity.
As many commentators have observed, however, the ICC in practice did not live up to the lofty goals upon which it was founded. The Commission that had been designed to be streamlined and "nonjudicial" quickly assumed a decidedly court-like sluggishness, bogging down in many of the same adversarial and legalistic swamps that had plagued the judicial handling of Indian claims in earlier years.\textsuperscript{3} Given the volume of claims filed and the historical complexities of the issues involved, the delays were at least understandable, if not always entirely justifiable.\textsuperscript{4}

More disappointingly, however, the high-minded principles upon which the ICC was ostensibly founded were undermined almost from the outset by the burgeoning terminationist ideology, as tribal claims became enmeshed with and co-opted by the assimilationist aims of the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. In his message accompanying the signing of the Act, President Truman hinted at this dilution of the motives driving the ICC's creation:

\begin{quote}
It would be a miracle if in the course of [our dealings with the Indians] -- the largest real estate transaction in history -- we had not made some mistakes and occasionally failed to live up to the precise terms of our treaties and agreements . . . But we stand ready to submit all such controversies to the judgment of impartial tribunals. . . With the final settlement of all outstanding claims which this measure insures, Indians can take their place without special handicaps or special advantages in the economic life of our nation and share fully in its progress.\textsuperscript{5}
\end{quote}
Truman's suggestion that the ICC's resolution of Indian claims would allow the tribes to "take their place" in society presages the evolution of the ICC into an instrument of termination. In practice, the Commission became simply a liquidating agent -- a necessary condition precedent to the federal government's getting out of the Indian business.6

The creation, operation, and legacy of the ICC have been thoroughly explored and evaluated at the "macro level" by many knowledgeable commentators, including Harvey Rosenthal, John Wunder, Francis Paul Prucha, Vine Deloria, Jr., Wilcomb Washburn, and others.7 These observers have generally concluded that the ICC turned out to be, at best, a well-intentioned but flawed and incomplete resolution of the Indian claims problem.8 At worst, it is viewed as a bastardized travesty of justice and another tragic governmental debacle in the field of Indian policy.9

While the generalized impact of the ICC has thus received ample scholarly attention, a relatively neglected area of inquiry is the localized or "micro level" effect of particular ICC adjudications on the tribes which prosecuted those claims.10 The story of that grassroots experience, from the initial filing of the Omaha's claim in 1951 until its ultimate resolution in 1964, provides an instructive illustration of the complexities involved in the ICC process, and the impact of its awards on a specific tribe.
Just as the relatively small and overlooked Omaha Tribe gained modest notoriety as the first Indian group in the nation to undergo retrocession (see Chapter 2 infra), so too did their ICC claims produce a "first" in the Commission's history -- the "Omaha Rule" for processing proposed compromise settlements. The result is an Omaha imprint on the annals of the institution that makes its claim particularly worthy of examination. Moreover, the Omaha case study offers the opportunity to examine several other seldom-explored aspects of the ICC's micro-level impact -- the divisive intra-tribal controversies over the distribution and use of the funds awarded, and the way in which those funds were ultimately utilized for the tribe's benefit. For the Omahas, these "aftermath" issues were as much a part of the ICC story as the claims themselves.

An evaluation of the specific impact of the ICC on the Omaha Nation requires a brief review of the Commission's enabling legislation and its statutory mandate. The broad language of the Indian Claims Commission Act of 1946 seemed to provide all that Indian claimants and their supporters could have hoped for. The legislation created a three-person panel (later expanded to five members), which was authorized to hear and resolve virtually every conceivable type of grievance that any "identifiable Indian group" might wish to prosecute against the United States. Specifically,
the Commission's jurisdiction extended to five separately-categorized causes of action, including claims based upon fraudulent or unconscionable treaty provisions, and claims based upon land confiscations without compensation. In addition, an extraordinarily open-ended "catch-all" provision allowed the filing of claims based upon "fair and honorable dealings that are not recognized by any existing rule of law or equity."11

The Act specifically extinguished any statute of limitation's defense that might otherwise have applied to such claims and allowed Indian claimants to hire attorneys of their own choosing to prosecute their claims. In a provision that reflected the desired "once and for all" nature of the Commission's mandate, the Act required that all Indian groups be formally advised of the creation of the Commission, and it actively solicited the submission of claims.12

The Act's liberal jurisdictional provisions were significantly tempered, however, by the limitations of the actual remedial powers exercised by the ICC. The Commission awarded only monetary judgments; it did not restore land to claimants. For many Indians, cash awards, no matter how substantial, were not a satisfactory recompense for lands wrongfully taken.13 Likewise, very early in its proceedings the Commission determined that it would not award interest
on the amounts found to be owed to claimants. Its ruling on that issue was subsequently upheld by both the Court of Claims and the Supreme Court, and became a source of considerable discontent among claimants and their supporters.\(^\text{14}\)

An equally significant restrictive element was introduced by the ICC's method of determining land claims' valuation. The Commission took the position that it would award monetary judgments based upon the value of the land in question at the time of taking, \textit{i.e.}, at its eighteenth or nineteenth century value, rather than its current market value.\(^\text{15}\) Coupled with the refusal to grant prejudgment interest, this limitation meant that the final judgments awarded most claimants would fall far short of restoring them to the position they would have reached had they retained the land in question.

While each of these limitations on the Commission's power was essentially self-imposed, the 1946 Act specifically provided an additional "reducing element" in the computation of final awards. The government was statutorily authorized to "offset" from the Commission's awards the value of certain payments made to the tribes in the past.\(^\text{16}\) The establishment of the appropriate amounts of these offsets generated considerable controversy and delay in the processing of claims, as attorneys sparred endlessly
over the details of government payments and annuities made generations before.17

The determination of land ownership and valuation some 100 years in the past necessarily turned the ICC litigation process into an interminable "battle of the experts," and spawned a symbiotic cottage industry in anthropological research, ethnography, and real estate appraisal. While the resulting documentation would provide a rich source of data for modern researchers, the laborious process of collecting and analyzing that material became a significant additional impediment to the rapid resolution of claims.

Operationally, the Commission's consideration of claims evolved into a three-stage process. The threshold determination, generally labeled the "title phase," involved the establishment of Indian ownership of the land in question. If that issue was decided in the Indians' favor, the case proceeded to a second stage, the "liability/valuation phase." Those proceedings involved exhaustive investigation and voluminous testimony regarding the facts of the claimants' allegations and the value of the land in question. If and when the liability issue was established in the Indians' favor and the value of the property was determined, the Commission proceeded to the third step, called the "offset phase." There the parties contested the appropriate amount by which the judgment would
be reduced for payments made to the claimants since the time of the taking. Each of these stages in the process typically involved extensive evidentiary hearings, accompanied by the preparation and filing of countless motions, briefs, and proposed findings on behalf of the parties, and generally concluded with the Commission’s rendering of an interlocutory order resolving the central issue in that phase, i.e., title, valuation, or offset. Each of those interlocutory orders, in turn, was often subject to motions for reconsideration or rehearing, creating further delay and expense for the parties.¹⁸

The fourteen-year history of the Omahas’ ICC litigation provides a classic illustration of the bureaucratic delays and legalistic wrangling that became ingrained in the Commission’s operations. The Omaha saga began with the filing of their original complaint with the Commission on August 8, 1951.¹⁹ Assigned Docket Number 225, the complaint initially asserted a number of grievances related to the government’s negotiation of various treaties with the Omahas prior to 1854.²⁰ Specifically, the Omahas alleged that they had been induced to enter into those unspecified treaties and agreements through fraud and misrepresentation on the part of government agents. The tribe’s attorneys couched their claims in language that the Commission would later describe as "typical" of many ICC complaints:
(a) By failing to disclose and explain the true meaning of the language used in the treaties to those executing the same on behalf of the Indians . . . [who were] unlettered and unfamiliar with the use of the English language and not comprehending the full meaning of the language used.
(b) By secret instructions given to the Commissioner sent to negotiate treaties.
(c) By special inducements of lands and goods.
(d) By promises given to the Indians that they would be permitted to remain in possession of the lands described in the treaty.
(e) By promises to permit them to continue to hunt and fish in ceded territory.
(f) By making consideration payable at the will and pleasure of the President and Congress.
(g) [By negotiating and executing the treaties with Indians who] were without authority of the tribe and acted contrary to the wishes and intentions of the authorized leaders and members of the tribe.21

In addition to those specific allegations of fraud, the Omahas claimed that the payments made to the tribe for the lands ceded pursuant to the pre-1854 agreements had "amounted to a small fraction of the value of the land and were an "unconscionable consideration."22 Leaving no portion of the 1946 Act unused, the tribe also attacked the treaties by way of a generalized invocation of the Act's "fair and honorable dealings" language.23

Having set out their grievances with respect to the pre-1854 treaties in the preliminary paragraphs of their complaint, the Omahas then presented five separately-stated counts in which they attacked the provisions of their landmark 1854 treaty with the government, and their treatment pursuant to several subsequent agreements. The 1854 treaty was the major land cession in Omaha history and
the defining moment in their future relations with the federal government. By the terms of the treaty, the Omahas ceded to the government all of their traditional homelands west of the Missouri River, reserving to themselves only a 300,000 acre tract which would become the Omaha Reservation. In return, the government agreed to pay the tribe $975,739.54, and to protect the Omahas from the Sioux and other hostile neighboring tribes.

In Count I, the tribe alleged that it had not been properly compensated for all the lands conveyed pursuant to the 1854 treaty, due to errors in the surveying of their traditional homelands. Count I further alleged that the government had failed to prevent white encroachment onto Omaha land prior to the 1854 treaty in disregard of the promises made in prior treaties. Count II alleged that the amount paid to the Omahas for a portion of their reservation that was set aside for the Winnebago Tribe in 1865 was unconscionably low. The tribe asserted that it had been paid $50,000 for 103,000 acres, amounting to 50 cents per acre for land that they now deemed to have been worth "in excess of $5.00 per acre."

In Count III, the Omahas claimed that the government had failed to protect them from the Sioux and other hostile tribes as agreed in the 1854 treaty, resulting in the death of 22 men and the theft of at least 152 horses and other
property. Count IV again invoked the catch-all language of the 1946 enabling legislation, claiming that the Omahas had not been dealt with "fairly and honorably." Finally, in Count V the tribe sought an accounting from the government with respect to its performance as guardian and trustee of the tribe's funds, property, and other assets. In their prayer for relief, the Omahas asked the Commission to revise all of their treaties and agreements with the government so as to provide them "the reasonable and fair value of the lands so ceded," and to compensate them for the depredations of the Sioux.

The filing of the original Omaha complaint in August, 1951 initiated a two-year period of tactical skirmishing in which the attorneys for the tribe and the government exchanged numerous motions, replies, and other procedural documents. On October 6, 1953, that "paper war" culminated in a Commission Order requiring the Omahas to sever the allegations of their original complaint into three separately-docketed claims. In compliance with that order, the tribe filed amended complaints, entered as Commission Docket numbers 225-A, 225-B, and 225-C.

Case 225-B became the "Winnebago cession" claim, essentially reiterating the allegations of inadequate compensation for the 103,000 acres ceded to the Winnebagos, as set out in Count II of the original complaint.
225-C was filed more than five years later, asserting the tribe's claims for trespass and losses from Sioux raids, and repeating the request for an accounting as previously alleged in Counts III and V of the original complaint.\(^3^4\) Those proceedings meandered through the ICC machinery for years, but both took a back seat to the much weightier allegations of Case 225-A.

Filed on October 6, 1953, the Omahas' amended complaint in Case 225-A refined and greatly expanded the tribe's original allegations relating to the 1854 Treaty. It would become the centerpiece of the Omaha litigation, engaging the services of dozens of lawyers, anthropologists, historians, geographers, and appraisers over the next seven years. The complex mixture of ownership issues, boundary determinations, and valuation questions presented in Case 225-A illustrates the complexity of the ICC's burden and offers a compelling explanation for the glacial pace of its progress.

In order to understandably convey the ICC's handling of the issues presented in Case 225-A, it is necessary to examine both the convoluted provisions of the 1854 Treaty itself and the prior interpretations of that treaty by the Court of Claims and Supreme Court. Pursuant to Article I of the 1854 Treaty, the Omahas ceded to the federal government all of their ancestral homelands located west of the
Missouri River and "south of a line drawn due west" from the confluence of the Ayoway and Missouri Rivers. The "Ayoway River" referred to in the treaty is the stream now identified as Iowa Creek, which empties into the Missouri River near present-day Ponca, Nebraska. The artificial boundary running west from its confluence with the Missouri became known as the "Ayoway" or "due west" line. The ceded territory was bounded on the west by the so-called "Shell Creek line," on the south by Shell Creek and the Platte River, and on the east by the Missouri River. The conveyed land totaled 4.5 million acres, for which the Omahas were paid $881,000, or 19.6 cents per acre.

By the terms of the treaty, the Omahas retained all of their traditional lands located to the north of the Ayoway line, unless they found those lands unsuitable. In the event the Omahas deemed those "remainder lands" north of the Ayoway line to be unsatisfactory for their permanent home, they were authorized to exchange the northern acreage for a portion of the ceded territory south of the Ayoway line. The new location in the southern territory was to be no larger than 300,000 acres. If the Omahas opted to accept the southern acreage, they thereby ceded to the government all of their lands north of the Ayoway line, and were to be compensated for that land at the same rate the government agreed to pay for the southern cession, with an offset for
MAP 2

The 1854 "Omaha Cession," with boundaries outlined in green, and "Ayoway Line" in red.

Source: Omaha World-Herald, May 4, 1958. Despite its "unofficial" nature, this map is far more useful in identifying the land at issue in Case No. 225 than any of the maps formally introduced before the ICC.
the 300,000 acres chosen in the south. Finding the country north of the Ayoway line to be too close to the home range of their eternal tormentors, the Sioux, the Omahas chose to take instead a 300,000 acre tract in the Blackbird Hills area of present-day northeastern Nebraska. That property (less the portion ceded to the Winnebagos in 1865) became the present Omaha Reservation in Thurston County, Nebraska.36

More than fifty years after the 1854 treaty, the Omahas had still not been paid for the additional acreage north of the Ayoway line that they had ceded by virtue of their acceptance of the 300,000 acres south of the line. In 1910, they sought and received from Congress a special jurisdictional act conferring authority on the Court of Claims to hear and determine their claim for compensation pursuant to the 1854 treaty.37 The Court of Claims ultimately held that the Omahas' land north of the Ayoway line had totalled 783,356 acres.38 Upon subtracting the 300,000 acres in the south that the tribe accepted for its reservation, this left a balance of 483,365 acres for which the government was obligated to pay the Omahas the same 19.6 cents per acre it had paid for the rest of the ceded land. The Supreme Court subsequently affirmed the Court of Claims' decision, with some minor modifications, and the government
ultimately paid the Omahas an additional $117,655.31 for this "excess acreage" north of the Ayoway line.\textsuperscript{39}

Based upon that tortuous history, the Omahas' petition to the ICC in Case 225-A ultimately centered on two fundamental assertions: 1.) that the 19.6 cents per acre originally paid for their 4.5 million acres south of the Ayoway line was "grossly inadequate" and "unconscionable"; and 2.) that the Court of Claims' judgment in 1918 awarding the Omahas that same 19.6 cents per acre for their "excess acreage" north of the Ayoway line was likewise unconscionably inadequate. With that framing of the issues in place, the case moved forward into the first stage of the ICC process -- the "title phase."

The title proceedings began with an exchange of motions and briefs in which the parties debated the \textit{res judicata} effect of the prior Court of Claims and Supreme Court opinions on the ICC's consideration of the Omahas' ownership of the land in question. In an interlocutory order entered October 19, 1954, the Commission held that the Court of Claims' decision in 1918 was controlling as to the boundaries, the acreage, and the price paid to the Omahas for lands ceded pursuant to the 1854 treaty.\textsuperscript{40} It further held that the Court of Claims litigation had conclusively established the Omahas' "Indian title" to the ceded property north of the Ayoway line and the government was barred from
attempting to relitigate that issue before the Commission. As to the much larger cession south of the Ayoway line, however, the Commission held that the Court of Claims' decision had not conclusively established the Omahas' title to the land conveyed. Thus the Omahas were placed in the rather novel position of having to prove to the ICC's satisfaction that they had in fact "owned" 4.5 million acres of land that they had already formally conveyed to the federal government by treaty more than 100 years before. Only after "proving" that which the federal government had already implicitly acknowledged would the tribe be allowed to address the issue of the appropriate valuation of the property.

On September 27-29, 1955, an evidentiary hearing was convened before the ICC to address the ownership question. University of Nebraska anthropologist Dr. Frederick Champe testified on behalf of the Omahas, while the government relied on the opinions of Smithsonian archaeologist G. Hubert Smith. Both experts conducted admirably extensive research into the history of the Omaha Tribe in the disputed territory, and they reached similar conclusions regarding the facts of the Omahas' presence there. On the legal issue of "title" to the land, however, they came to diametrically opposed conclusions. Smith concluded that "At no time after their arrival on the west side of the Missouri did [the
Omahas] have exclusive control or possession of the area involved.\textsuperscript{42} (emphasis added -- "exclusive" control was the ICC standard for determination of Indian title). Champe, in contrast, took the position that the Omahas had indeed established exclusive possession of the area in question since at least the 1750s, and that they therefore had established compensable "Indian title" to the 4.5 million acres. He testified:

[The Omahas] were free to move about anywhere within the area, except to stand off these raids from the Dakota, and perhaps the Pawnee, or whoever; but they had their farms near the various villages we have indicated. . . . they hunted from the village locations out along the southern side of the Niobrara into west and north central Nebraska, and the intervening rivers out along the Elkhorn.

At no time that I am aware, has [sic] any of the surrounding tribes made any attempt to settle within the [4.5 million acres in question] and I can only conclude that the Omaha used and occupied that area as they chose during that entire time. (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{43}

Also appearing on behalf of the Omahas were Tribal Council Chairman Gustavus White and Secretary George Grant. Their testimony is a poignant reminder of the bleak conditions on the reservation at that time, and the tribe’s aspirations for a better future. White told the Commission:

I come here to represent my people in their thinking, and what they have in their hearts. . . . We hired these lawyers to fight for what we think is rightfully ours. And my people have prayed that they will be given . . . what we think is rightfully ours. And if we are awarded what is rightfully ours, my people want to use this to better themselves, educate our young ones, . . . and rehabilitate ourselves some way. . . . This is a turning point of my people, and we demand justice.\textsuperscript{44}
Ultimately, the ICC agreed with Dr. Champe on the issue of Omaha title. In an opinion rendered January 18, 1957, Chief Commissioner Edgar Witt noted that "under cross examination, Dr. Smith agreed almost in toto to the facts and conclusions as testified to by Dr. Champe." (emphasis in original). Accordingly, he ruled that the Omahas had established, by use and occupancy, their title to the 4.5 million acres south of the Ayoway line. The case then proceeded to the valuation phase.

Just as the title proceedings had turned into an ethnographic and anthropological debate between the parties' experts, the question of the appropriate valuation of the Omahas' territory ultimately centered on the competing opinions of the parties' real estate appraisers. On February 24, 1958, an evidentiary hearing commenced before Commissioner Louis J. O'Marr to determine the fair value, as of 1854, of the 4,982,097 acres of Nebraska real estate once "owned" by the Omahas. As was the case at the title hearing more than two years before, the parties' experts presented starkly contrasting opinions. The government's appraiser, William G. Murray, divided the Omaha tract into five classifications according to the quality and desirability of the land in question. He then assigned a sliding scale of values to the various classes, ranging from $2.00 per acre for "choice sites along the Missouri and
Platte River" to 10 cents per acre for "very poor land . . . not suited for settlement." [See Figure 3]. Averaging his figures across the total acreage, he arrived at a value of 55 cents per acre, for a total value of $2,725,000. Naturally, the Omahas' expert disagreed with Murray's conclusions. During almost three full days of testimony that would create 200 pages of transcript, appraiser W. D. Davis vigorously advocated a substantially higher value for the Omahas' cession. Arguing that the Omaha territory had been considerably more attractive than Murray suggested, and taking into consideration comparable sales figures for a period extending some twenty years after 1854, Davis ultimately arrived at a value of $1.50 per acre, for a total recommended award of $7,437,100. Thus the ICC found itself confronted with two widely divergent expert opinions on valuation, with almost $5 million hanging in the balance. Not surprisingly, it chose a middle course between the two extremes.

In a decision delivered on November 28, 1958, the Commission criticized the opinions offered by both Murray and Davis and reached its own conclusion on the valuation issue. Writing for the ICC, Commissioner O'Marr held that Murray's work had been too limited in terms of the evidence considered. Davis, in turn, was chastised for considering comparable sales and other valuation evidence that O'Marr
1. Choice sites along the Missouri and Platte rivers, especially at the southern end.
   300,000 acres @ $2.00 an acre - $600,000

2. High quality land, near choice sites, near timber and water and water transportation.
   700,000 acres @ $1.25 an acre - $875,000

3. Medium quality land, near streams and some timber, but not close to water transportation.
   800,000 acres @ 70 cents an acre - $560,000

4. Poor quality land in 1854 period, little or no timber, soil good but not suited to settlement.
   2,500,000 acres @ 25 cents an acre - $625,000

5. Very poor land, no timber, hilly, soil poor, not suited to settlement and remote in distance from settlement and access to water transportation.
   650,000 acres @ 10 cents an acre - $65,000

Total 4,950,000 acres @ 55 cents an acre $2,725,000

I conclude that the value of the Omaha tract on the basis of the evidence analyzed and presented was 55 cents an acre on March 16, 1854 or a total value of $2,725,000.

FIGURE 3

Government-hired appraiser William G. Murray's "sliding scale" and final conclusion regarding the valuation of the 1854 Omaha cession. Offered in evidence before the ICC in Case No. 225, February 25, 1958.

deemed too remote in time to be relevant to the 1854 value of the Omaha cession. Notwithstanding its criticism of both experts' opinions, the Commission arrived at a figure that was much closer to the government's position. O'Marr held that the appropriate valuation of the Omaha cession would be 75 cents per acre, for a total payment of $3,736,573.40. Subtracting the previously-paid "unconscionable" consideration of $975,739.54, the Commission ruled that the Omahas were entitled to an award of $2,760,833.86, minus whatever offsets were found to be appropriate.55

With the issuance of that order, the Omahas' ICC saga moved significantly closer to a conclusion. Although the troublesome question of offsets remained to be decided, and the separately-docketed claims in Cases 225-B and 225-C remained pending, the general framework of a final resolution was in place. During the six months following the Commission's November 28 Order, the parties exchanged motions and proposed findings relating to the issue of offsets. The Omahas stipulated to a small offset of $25,000 for unspecified prior payments, but the parties clashed over the government's claim for an offset based upon the payment of $374,465 to the Omahas in 1926. That payment had been specifically authorized by special acts of Congress as interest on the Court of Claims' 1918 judgment relating to the lands north of the Ayoway line. The government argued
that the payment of that sum had been a "gratuitous" offering to the Omahas, for which it was now entitled to a credit against the ICC award. The Commission disagreed. On May 6, 1959, the Commission held that the 1926 payment to the Omahas, having been mandated by Congress, was not "gratuitous" within the meaning of the ICC Act of 1946, and therefore would not be allowed as an offset against the $2,760,833 award. That decision became the final dispositive order in Case 225-A. The amount of the award to the Omahas was established at $2,735,833.86 and a final order was issued to that effect.

In the weeks following the Commission's May 6 final order, the government filed the usual complement of motions to vacate or reconsider, all of which were denied. On July 31, the government routinely filed its notice of appeal to the Court of Claims. If followed to its normal conclusion, that appeal, combined with the pending claims in Cases 225-B and 225-C (which had by this time evolved into Case 225-D), might well have extended the Omaha litigation another several years. Fortunately for both sides, that dismal prospect was averted. During the late months of 1959, the government and the Omahas took innovative steps to consolidate and resolve all of the tribe's claims in one final compromise settlement.
On December 22, 1959, the government and the tribe filed a joint "Stipulation of Settlement," in which they agreed to a final compromise of all of the remaining litigation between them. The proposal encompassed the tribe's still-pending claims in Dockets 225-B, 225-C, and 225-D, and the government's recently-filed appeal to the Court of Claims in Case 225-A. By the terms of the stipulation, the Omahas agreed to accept $2.9 million in full settlement of all claims set forth in Dockets 225-A through 225-D, and the government agreed to dismiss its appeal to the Court of Claims in 225-A.57

The filing of that proposed compromise settlement presented the Commission with a situation it had not previously faced in almost thirteen years of operation. Its handling of the proposal resulted in the enunciation of a new set of operational guidelines for the approval of such settlements in the future -- a procedure that would become known as the "Omaha Rule."

In a landmark opinion delivered by Commissioner Arthur Watkins on February 11, 1960, the ICC approved the proposed compromise settlement and praised the Omahas and the government attorneys for their efforts to bring the litigation to a conclusion.58 Watkins noted that the Commission's operations had become intolerably slow and he urged other parties to enter into compromise agreements as
"the best hope for the early settlement of hundreds of claims still pending before the Commission." While encouraging the use of compromise agreements like the Omaha settlement, Watkins also professed concern over possible abuses in the processing of such settlements which might later lead to renewed Indian charges of bad faith or dishonorable dealings. To avoid such a result, the Commission enunciated a set of procedural guidelines for the negotiation and approval of proposed settlements, designed to ensure "that the agreements are fair, understood, and approved by a majority of the Indian tribe members, so that the Indians will accept the final judgments in good faith."^60

Specifically, the Commission's new "Omaha Rule" required parties wishing to enter into a compromise settlement to comply with the following steps:

1. On behalf of the Indian claimants, the original compromise agreement was to be signed by the Tribal Council Chairman, as well as all the individually-named petitioners and their respective counsel. On behalf of the government, the agreement was to be signed by the Attorney General or his designated representative.

2. The parties were to file a joint motion with the Commission, setting forth the terms of the proposed compromise and requesting a hearing on the matter.
3. An open evidentiary hearing would be held before the Commission.

4. At the hearing, the Indian claimants were directed to present as witnesses the Tribal Chairman, Secretary, and any other individual tribal members who wished to appear. Those witnesses were to testify as to "what has been done by them or the attorneys . . . to acquaint tribal members with the provisions of the agreement." In addition, the Commission would require the parties to offer documentary evidence in the form of Tribal Council resolutions approving the compromise settlement and authorizing the Chairman to sign it on the tribe's behalf. The government was required to provide a letter from the Secretary of the Interior approving the compromise.61

Finding that these procedures had been substantially followed in the Omaha case, the Commission entered a "Final Judgment" contemporaneously with its February 11, 1960 opinion, in which it approved the compromise agreement and directed the government to pay the Omaha Nation the net sum of $2.9 million in full and final settlement of all claims it had asserted in Case 225.62 On that same day, the Commission issued a separate order authorizing the payment of $217,900.25 to the Omahas' attorneys and $17,313.96 to their appraiser, W. D. Davis, with both bills to be paid from the $2.9 million judgment fund.63
those orders brought the Omaha litigation in Case 225 to a close. A few procedural obstacles still remained, however, before the Omahas would collect their judgment.

The 1946 Act provided that final ICC awards were to be submitted to Congress for the appropriation of funds for payment. Prior to 1960, this had been largely a rubber stamp process, with the judgment amounts routinely approved by Congress and deposited into the Federal Treasury for distribution to the tribes under the direction of the Secretary of Interior. Beginning in 1960, however, Congress took steps to increase its oversight of ICC awards, requiring special legislation for the payment of each judgment, specifying the use and distribution of the funds. The Omahas' award became ensnared in this heightened Congressional scrutiny, creating another significant delay before the tribe could reap the benefits of its hard-won legal victory.

The ICC formally "reported" its judgment to Congress on February 23, 1960. Bills providing for the appropriation and disposition of the Omaha award were then introduced in both the House and Senate, followed by a period of over a year and a half during which the bills were considered by the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and the House Indian Affairs Subcommittee. During their investigations, the Congressional committees sought input
from the Interior Department and, more importantly, from the Omahas themselves with respect to the anticipated uses of the judgment fund. As with most other tribes awaiting ICC awards, the central issue facing the Omahas was how best to distribute the ICC award -- through individual per capita payments, or by "communal" investments in tribal programs and resources. The heated intratribal debate on that issue would have far-ranging consequences for the Omahas, including intense factionalization between on and off-reservation tribal members, a redefinition of tribal membership qualifications, and a dramatic turnover in the membership of the governing tribal council.

The Omahas' decision regarding the distribution of their ICC award came on March 8, 1961, when the Tribal Council unanimously adopted a Resolution in which it approved the provisions of the two bills then pending in Congress for the dispersal of the Omaha fund. Those companion bills, House Resolution 5971 and Senate Bill 1518, called for per capita payments of $750 to each enrolled tribal member possessing "Omaha blood of the degree of one-fourth or more," and provided that the balance of the judgment fund should be used "as appropriate for the future economic security and stability of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska." Upon Congress' receipt of the tribal Resolution and a similarly favorable report from the
Department of the Interior, the appropriation bills were consolidated and passed into law on September 14, 1961.\textsuperscript{69}

The statute established a four-month period for the filing of new petitions for tribal membership, after which the applications would be examined by the tribe over a three month period for approval or rejection. By January 14, 1962, Tribal Chairman Alfred Gilpin was predicting that almost three thousand members would receive individual shares of the judgment.\textsuperscript{70} Adult members would receive cash payments of $750, while the shares owed to children would be held in trust until each child reached age 21. [See Figure 4]. The balance of the judgment fund was targeted for economic and social improvement projects, to be determined by the tribe and approved by the Secretary of Interior.\textsuperscript{71}

In June, 1962, almost eleven years after the filing of their original ICC complaint, the per capita payments were finally distributed to each of the adult members of the Omaha tribe. For most of the Omahas, this tangible reward from the long ICC fight was a welcome, but short-lived, benefit. Ed Zendejas, a tribal member who was a young child at the time of the distribution, recalls the general euphoria on the reservation as the checks were received: "My grandmother was practically throwing dollar bills out the window. The general feeling was 'We're rich!'"\textsuperscript{72} The \textit{Walthill Citizen} newspaper reported a "considerable increase
Louis A. Saunseki (in headdress), chairman of the Omaha Indian Tribal Council, is handing a check for $1,133,516 to R. W. Hunt, Sioux City, Heap Big Transaction chairman of the Omaha Indian Tribal Council, is handing a check for $1,133,516 to R. W. Hunt, Sioux City, for deposit. Valentine Parker, council vice-chairman, is at right. The money represents the tribe's children's share of $2,900,000 awarded in a Government settlement for 2,800,000 acres of Northeast Nebraska land acquired from the Indians in treaties of 1834 and 1865.

FIGURE 4

Photo and caption from Omaha World-Herald, January 18, 1964.
in business activity" as many tribal members used the cash to buy clothes, furniture, or appliances. Others paid off old bills or made improvements to their homes, and many parents indulged their children with new bicycles. [See Figure 5]. Not all the recipients used their shares so benignly, and one tribal member noted sadly that the distribution had resulted in "too many drunks."

While the impact of the per capita payments faded quickly, the communal portion of the Omahas' ICC award was earmarked for significant, and largely successful, long-term social and economic development programs on the reservation. Among the initial projects utilizing the ICC fund were the construction of three new family housing units and a new multi-purpose community building designed to house administrative offices, adult education classrooms, conference rooms, and a large tribal meeting room/gymnasium. [See Figure 6]. In subsequent years, funds from the ICC judgment were used, in whole or part, for several other reservation projects, including a new water and sewage system for the village of Macy, a factory for the manufacture of hydraulic tractor parts, a tribal hog production facility, and the development of recreational facilities designed to boost tourism on the reservation. The U.S. Department of Interior would note several years later that it was "most gratified with the effects of the
FIGURE 5

Photo depicting a group of Omaha children riding new bicycles purchased by their parents with part of the per capita distributions in Case No. 225.

Artist's rendering of the proposed Omaha Tribal Community Building, constructed with funds from the ICC judgment fund in Case No. 225.

Photo depicting one of the new tribal housing units, located to the rear of an existing adobe structure. Three such units were constructed with the initial proceeds of the ICC judgment fund in Case No. 225.

FIGURE 6

programming by the tribe for the use of the balance remaining after the per capita distribution."78

Shortly after the ICC funds were received, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Phileo Nash appeared at the Omahas' annual pow-wow, and complimented the tribe on its handling of the ICC fund.79 Nash specifically praised the tribe's limitations on per capita distributions and the fact that $40,000 had been set aside for educational scholarships. He urged the tribe to safeguard the childrens' portions of the award and warned that those funds should not be disbursed "in the child's early years before the full educational requirements are known."80 Even as the majority of the tribe basked in the good feelings generated by the influx of long-awaited cash, however, rumblings of discontent were heard from other quarters.

Although the Tribal Council's decision to approve the distribution plan established by the Congressional appropriation statute was unanimous, and had been reached at an open meeting attended by approximately 200 adult members of the tribe, not all the Omahas were pleased with the dispersal program. Tribal members who lived off the reservation were particularly concerned, feeling that their needs and desires would not be taken into account in making final decisions regarding the use of the "communal" balance of the judgment fund. As early as October, 1961, an off-
reservation faction led by tribal member Clarence White expressed misgivings about the distribution plan, demanding that the Council "recognize their problems," and prepare "a joint program . . . to coordinate the off-reservation Indian's development with his reservation brothers." Many of these off-reservation members argued that the entire fund should have been distributed per capita, believing that they would realize little benefit from the on-reservation improvements paid for by the undistributed balance.

The tension and divisiveness escalated over the ensuing months. By October, 1962, the off-reservation faction had become a unified and potent political force, which flexed its muscle in the tribal elections held on November 5. Voters ousted longtime Tribal Chairman Alfred Gilpin, along with four other incumbent members of the Council.

Ironically, the new Council and its Chairman Louis Saunsoci had no better success in appeasing some of the off-reservation members. One year after the election, a small group of Omahas living off the reservation was still complaining that they were being treated like "outcasts" by the Council, and threatening lawsuits because "you have [our] money and are using it without [our] permission."

In addition to the acrimony created by the tribe's distribution of the ICC funds, the "one quarter blood" provision incorporated into the distribution statute became
a source of great consternation for some Omahas. As of 1961, approximately 200 persons with less than one-fourth Indian blood were enrolled as members of the Omaha Tribe pursuant to the provisions of the tribal Constitution adopted in 1936. Moreover, Congressional investigators determined that an unknown number of descendents of the aboriginal Omaha Tribe were not formally enrolled as members of the tribe, but were nevertheless entitled to share in the judgment.

To bring closure to the issue, the Omaha legislation called for the Secretary of Interior to create a new membership roll comprised only of those persons meeting the one-fourth Indian blood requirement. The one-quarter blood rule would then become the new standard for tribal membership, and would be incorporated into the Constitution by amendment. By endorsing this procedure through its March 8, 1961 Resolution, the tribal council unilaterally revoked the membership of some 200 individuals. The ousted members were not only eliminated from participation in the $750 per capita distribution, but also were deprived of the various other services and benefits available to tribal members. Some of those 200 did not go quietly.

In August, 1962, one of the former tribal members who had not been allowed to share in the ICC distribution initiated a protest movement among disenrolled Omahas,
culminating in a threat to seek an injunction prohibiting further distributions of ICC funds. Although no litigation actually ensued and the protest quieted rather quickly, the ousted members' lingering resentment coincided with that of the off-reservation faction to create an air of intra-tribal tension and division that would remain for years. That lingering tension would be re-ignited several years later when the Omahas received another influx of ICC funds.
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The "offset problem" is noted and discussed in virtually all of the ICC treatments previously cited, including Rosenthal, Prucha, Wunder, and DeLoria. For a specific examination of certain aspects of the offset issue, see John R. White, "Barmecide Revisited: The Gratuitous Offset in Indian Claims Cases," Ethnohistory 25 (Spring 1978): 179.

As with other elements of the ICC story, the Commission's procedural operations have been thoroughly examined in the secondary literature. A particularly concise description of the Commission's processing of claims may be found in Rosenthal, "Their Day in Court," pp. 157-158.

The records of the ICC have been compiled on microfiche by the Clearwater Publishing Company, with the documents segmented into six "parts" and organized by docket number. Part A is comprised of Commission decisions; Parts B and C are transcripts of testimony; Part D is titled "Briefs," and includes the pleadings, motions, and proposed findings filed by the parties; Part E contains GSA materials relating to the claims, such as the texts of relevant treaties; and Part F, labeled "Journal," contains the Commission's dockets and
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CHAPTER FOUR

"THIS MAY BE ONE OF THE MOST NERVE-WEARING, DIFFICULT SITUATIONS TO EVER COME BEFORE THE COMMISSION"

ROUND TWO BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION -- CASE 138
1951 - 1966

The Omaha experience before the Indian Claims Commission did not conclude with the tribe’s receipt and distribution of the funds produced by the settlement of Case 225. As that case wound its tedious way through the ICC’s procedural machinery, the Omahas also maintained an active interest in another cause pending before the Commission. That parallel proceeding, ICC Docket 138, would eventually be resolved in favor of the Omahas in a manner similar to that of Case 225. It would also produce many of the same consequences, both good and bad, for the tribe and its individual members.

As the docket number indicates, Case 138 actually commenced several months before the tribe initiated its claim in Case 225. On July 20, 1951, the Omahas joined with the Iowa Tribe and the Confederated Sac and Fox Tribes (hereinafter collectively referred to as "the Three
Nations") to file a petition seeking recovery of the fair market value of each of the tribes' respective interests in almost 10 million acres in what is now western Iowa and northwestern Missouri. While the Three Nations were co-petitioners before the Commission, their interests in the case were largely separate and adversarial. Indeed, the tribes would ultimately expend nearly as much time and effort in arguing cross-claims among themselves as they would in establishing liability against the federal government. Taken together, the myriad claims and cross-claims in Case 138 presented the ICC with a bewildering set of historical circumstances, such that one of the parties' attorneys would describe it as "one of the most nerve-wearing, difficult situations to ever come before the Commission."¹

Despite the complexity of the legal issues and the "shared" nature of the claims involved in Docket 138, the case would ultimately produce a judgment of $1.75 million in the Omahas' favor -- funds that would both benefit the tribe and resurrect many of the same intratribal tensions created by the award in Case 225. Case 138 therefore represents a significant and noteworthy chapter in the Omahas' modern legal history, one that again illustrates the "mixed blessing" nature of the ICC experience for individual tribes.
In addition, an examination of Docket 138 is useful as a classic example of the laborious tasks often faced by the ICC. In this proceeding, just as in many others addressed by the tribunal in its 32 years of existence, the Commission was asked to resolve a labyrinthine series of disputes involving the interpretation of treaties and agreements executed more than a century earlier, most of which were impenetrably vague and contradictory even at the time of their execution. Notwithstanding the many legitimate criticisms of the ICC and its operations, the Commission’s efforts to interpret those anomalies and to produce some measure of justice for the long-suffering Native Americans are certainly worthy of recognition. Case 138 provides a particularly useful example of that "expository role" played by the ICC.

Omaha claims in Case 138 centered on the convoluted provisions of treaties that the tribe executed with the federal government in 1830, 1836, and 1854, as well as treaties negotiated with other Midwestern tribes regarding the same territory. The procession of events began in 1825, when the federal government intervened in the bloody warfare that was then raging among a number of tribes in the upper Midwest, primarily the Sac and Fox tribes of the Upper Mississippi basin and the Yankton Sioux of southern Minnesota. Greatly oversimplified, the warfare involved
incursions from the east by the Sac and Fox, and from the north by the Yankton Sioux, into the traditional hunting grounds of the less-aggressive Iowa, Otoe, and Omaha tribes in the area of what is now western Iowa.

Seeking to avoid future difficulties between the warring tribes, the federal government sought to construct an agreement that would "promote peace among the tribes, and establish boundaries among them and other tribes who live in their vicinity, and thereby remove all causes of future difficulty." The resulting treaty, concluded on August 19, 1825 at Prairies des Chiens in Michigan Territory, established a southern boundary on Sioux territory, which would become known as the "Article 2 line," and acknowledged the respective interests of numerous other tribes in the lands south of that line.

The Omahas were not parties to the 1825 Prairie des Chiens treaty, although their interests in the area involved in those negotiations would be expressly acknowledged by the federal government and by most of the other tribes in the ensuing years. By implication, the treaty also recognized a Sac and Fox interest in the area south of the Article 2 line, although the Omahas would later argue before the ICC that the Sac and Fox had "no proper claim to the area," since whatever interest they purported to have acquired was based on conquest rather than aboriginal use as a
traditional hunting ground. In addition, the 1825 treaty committed the government to convene additional councils in subsequent years to establish specific boundaries for the various tribes' respective hunting grounds in the lands south of the Article 2 line. Those future councils would also obtain the assent of other tribes with interests in the area, such as the Otoe and Omaha, who were not parties to the treaty.

The federal government took no immediate steps to convene the promised additional councils and, predictably, new tensions arose between the various tribes in the area. By August, 1828, a bitter dispute had arisen between the Sac and Fox tribes on the one hand, and the Omaha and Otoe tribes on the other. The Sac and Fox claimed that any interests that the Omahas might have had in the Iowa lands had been ceded to the former via the 1825 treaty, and the Sac and Fox threatened war against the Omahas and Otoes if they continued to hunt in the area. The Omahas naturally claimed that their historic interests in this land could not have been extinguished at Prairie des Chiens since they were not even a party to that agreement. Hostilities also loomed between the Sac and Fox and the Yankton Sioux, who also had not assented to the 1825 treaty.

In July, 1830, the federal government finally made good on the commitment it had made five years earlier by
compelling representatives of the Omaha, Iowa, Otoe, Sac and Fox, and various bands of Sioux to gather once again at Prairie du Chien. The ostensible purpose of that council was to resolve the lingering boundary problems among the tribes in the area, and thereby "remove all causes which may hereafter create any unfriendly feelings between them."\textsuperscript{11} That benign intention notwithstanding, the treaty executed at the 1830 Prairie du Chien council did far more than simply resolve intertribal boundary disputes. It resulted in the tribes' unknowing "cession" of the entire area in question in exchange for small government payments and annuities. This area would later earn the title of "Cession 151" among government policy makers. [See Maps 3 - 6].

The negotiation and execution of the 1830 Prairie du Chien Treaty, and the events that followed its execution, would become the linchpin of the Three Nations' claims in the Docket 138 ICC litigation. In their Petition to the ICC, filed July 20, 1951, the tribes alleged that they had been intentionally misled from the outset as to the true purpose of the Prairie du Chien council. While government representatives purported to seek only peace among the tribes, their actual goal had been to obtain the complete extinguishment of all Indian claims to western Iowa in order to open the area to unrestricted white settlement. This subterfuge, alleged the petitioners, was consistent with
MAP 3

Depicting portion of Cession 151 territory located in present-day Iowa, with "Article 2 line" shown in red.

MAP 4

Depicting small portion of Cession 151 territory located in present-day Minnesota.

MAP 5

Depicting the southernmost portion of Cession 151, located in present-day Missouri, which would later become known as the "Platte Purchase."

A "combination" of the preceding Royce maps, depicting the entire Cession 151 territory.

President Andrew Jackson’s aggressive implementation of the recently-enacted Indian Removal Act of 1830, which explicitly announced the government’s intent to remove all Indians from eastern lands and force them onto unsettled western territory.¹²

Unaware of those underlying political motivations, the Omahas and other tribes which gathered at Prairie du Chien in July, 1830 believed that the meeting represented merely the government’s "initial step . . . in discharging its obligations under the Treaty of 1825 to fix and establish boundary lines," and that "a cession of lands would not be required by [the government]."¹³ Interpreters were provided for the tribes, but the Three Nations would later allege that those translators were neither willing to nor capable of providing the tribes with the assistance necessary to negotiate on an equal basis with the government.¹⁴

The "plan" presented by government representatives, ostensibly designed to settle tribal boundary disputes, was in reality a masterful combination of strong-arm intimidation and diplomatic obfuscation. After first compelling all the gathered tribes to sign a peace agreement among themselves under threat of U.S. armed intervention, the treaty commissioners "proposed" that the tribes relinquish to the government "that portion of the country between the Demoine [Des Moines] and Missouri [Rivers],"
which you all assert a right to hunt upon; to be allotted as a common hunting ground." This proposal would give rise to the fundamental misunderstanding upon which all the later grievances arising out of the 1830 treaty would be based. The Omahas and other tribes at Prairie du Chien believed that they were ceding the land only for the limited purpose of having it subsequently allotted and assigned back to them based upon fixed and specific boundaries. The government, in contrast, viewed the cession as an outright relinquishment of Indian title in exchange for agreed-upon cash payments and annuities, with the land to be subsequently used and distributed in whatever manner the government might deem appropriate.

Specific language in the treaty can be utilized to support both viewpoints. The first sentence in Article One provided that the tribes "cede[d] and relinquish[ed] to the United States all their right and title to the lands [described]." A subsequent passage in the same Article, however, seemed to place significant limitations on the government's future use of the land:

But it is understood that the lands ceded and relinquished by this Treaty, are to be assigned and allotted under the direction of the President of the United States, to the Tribes now living thereon, or to such other Tribes as the President may locate thereon for hunting, or other purposes.

While the first portion of the underlined language was consistent with the Three Nations' understanding of the
purpose of the treaty, they would later allege that they were completely unaware of the final clause in that passage, purporting to give the President the right to settle other tribes on the land in question.¹⁷

Laboring under these crucial misunderstandings, twelve representatives of the Omaha Tribe affixed their marks to a treaty that would ultimately lead to the loss of more than 3 million acres of the tribe's traditional hunting grounds east of the Missouri River. The consideration paid to the tribe for this massive land cession amounted to $2500 annually for ten years, along with the government's promise to provide the tribe with one blacksmith and $500 worth of agricultural implements.¹⁸ The Iowas and Sac and Fox received identical payments.

It took only three years for the confusion surrounding the meaning and intent of the 1830 treaty to manifest itself. In a treaty executed September 26, 1833, the government granted to the Chippewa, Ottawa and Potawatomi Indians a five million acre tract which was entirely encompassed within the Cession 151 territory.¹⁹ That treaty was concluded without the consent or knowledge of the Omahas or the other tribes involved in the 1830 agreement, and without the payment of any additional consideration to those groups.
Although that unilateral action by the government appeared to indicate that the United States considered the land in question to have already been entirely ceded by the Three Nations, the government contradicted that impression by taking steps in the ensuing years that partially acknowledged the continuing title of the Omaha, Iowa, and Sac and Fox Tribes. For example, in 1836 the government concluded a series of treaties with each of the tribes that had been a party to the 1830 agreement, whereby the Indian groups relinquished their respective interests in the southernmost portion of the Cession 151 territory -- an area that would become known as the Platte Purchase.\textsuperscript{20} [See Map 5]. The Omahas' share of the payment for this cession amounted to just $1,270.\textsuperscript{21}

In subsequent years, the government continued to acknowledge the title of the Prairie du Chien tribes to the Cession 151 territory. In 1837, the United States concluded a series of treaties with the Sac and Fox and the Iowa to relinquish their respective interests in the remaining area of Cession 151.\textsuperscript{22} Likewise, in April, 1838 the government acknowledged the Omahas' continuing interest in the Cession 151 territory by negotiating a treaty in which they too would have expressly ceded their title to the area, but that treaty was never ratified by Congress.\textsuperscript{23} Finally, in the seminal 1854 Treaty with the Omahas, which established their
reservation on the Nebraska side of the Missouri River, the tribe formally relinquished its interest in the remaining area of Cession 151 on the Iowa side of the river. The total compensation paid to the tribe over the previous two decades for the more than three million acres in question amounted to $26,270, or less than 1 cent per acre. More than 100 years would pass before that "purchase price" would be adjusted upward.

The ICC petition jointly filed by the Omaha, Iowa, and Sac and Fox Nations in Docket 138 on July 20, 1951 took full advantage of all the potential theories of recovery provided by the broad language of Section 2 of the 1946 ICC Act. In their First Cause of Action, the petitioners sought revision of the 1830 treaty on several alternate grounds: 1.) that the treaty had been executed by the Three Nations under duress; 2.) that the tribes had been induced to sign the treaty with the promise that the lands thereby ceded would be allotted back to the tribes with precisely defined boundaries; 3.) that the provision in the treaty purporting to allow the President to settle other tribes on the land was directly contrary to representations made to the tribes at the Council and to the tribes' understanding of the agreement; and 4.) that the consideration paid to the tribes was "nominal in amount and unconscionably small."
The tribes' Second Cause of Action alleged that the government's acquisition of the Cession 151 area constituted a wrongful "taking" without just compensation in violation of the Fifth Amendment, for which the tribes were entitled to recover under Clause (4) of Section 2 of the Act. In their Third and Fourth Causes of Action, the Three Nations employed similar language to seek recovery under Clauses 1 and 2 of the Act, generally providing relief for all claims in law or equity against the United States.

Finally, the petitioners' Fifth Cause of Action invoked the broad "fair and honorable dealings" language contained in Clause (5) of Section 2 of the Act to attack a litany of governmental transgressions surrounding the 1830 Treaty. Among these were the failure to provide competent interpreters and advisers, and the failure to inform the Three Nations of the treaty provision which purported to give the President the right to locate other tribes on the Cession 151 lands.

After seeking and obtaining three separate extensions of time, and being denied a fourth, the United States finally filed its answer to the Three Nations' allegations on June 2, 1952 -- almost one full year after the petition had been filed. The answer asserted the government's usual panoply of standard defenses, including the assertion that the government's dealing with the tribes "were at all times
fair and honorable," and that the Three Nations had "received a fair, just and reasonable compensation for their purported claimed interest in and to said lands." More specifically, but no less predictably, the government asserted that the Omahas and the other tribes involved in the 1830 negotiations had not maintained the necessary "exclusive possession" of the Cession 151 area in the years prior to the treaty. Rather, the government argued that the land had been "used by numerous groups or bands of Indians as a common hunting ground and that no one group or band used or occupied the land to the exclusion of other groups or bands." In addition, the government took the unique position that the "cessions" of land made by the various tribes in the 1830 treaty were in fact superfluous, inasmuch as the United States had already acquired full title to the area by way of earlier cessions by these tribes. Thus, argued the government, it had "acquired no additional right, title or interest in and to said lands which it did not already possess." Just as in Case 225, the Omahas and their co-petitioners would therefore be required to "prove" that which the government had already explicitly acknowledged through its course of dealings with the tribes over several decades in the nineteenth century — namely, that the Three
Nations had possessed both a *de facto* and *de jure* compensable interest in the Cession 151 territory.

With the issues thus framed by the parties' initial pleadings, the case moved sluggishly forward through the "title phase" of the Indian Claims Commission's procedures. After more than two years of reciprocal discovery among the litigants, the "title hearing" commenced before Acting Chief Commissioner Louis J. O'Marr and Associate Commissioner William M. Holt on December 7, 1954. Consistent with the typically glacial pace of the Commission's proceedings, the witness testimony and arguments of counsel would ultimately extend over three separate sessions, spanning more than three years. The initial hearing in December, 1954 began with the opening statements of the parties' respective counsel. The attorneys, including I. S. Weissbrodt on behalf of the Omahas, struggled to summarize the series of treaties involved in the case and the complicated web of claims and cross-claims. Just as in Case 225 and most other ICC proceedings, the "battle of the experts" then ensued.

To establish their title to the Cession 151 area, the petitioners presented the testimony of Dr. Anthony F. C. Wallace, an anthropologist from the University of Pennsylvania. Wallace testified that the Three Nations had each maintained exclusive occupancy of a distinct portion of
the tract, and that a reasonable interpretation of the provisions of the 1830 treaty necessarily recognized those respective interests. The government countered Wallace's opinions with those of anthropologist and "ethno-historian" Mildred Mott Wedel. Predictably, Wedel testified that the tribes in question had not established exclusive occupancy of the disputed area, and that the Treaty of 1830 did not give rise to compensable continuing interests in the land.

Following the December 10, 1954 session, the hearing was adjourned until February 23 of the following year, at which time Wedel concluded her testimony. The hearing adjourned the following day, and the "paper war" commenced anew.

For almost two years after the hearing, the litigants filed volumes of findings, objections, motions, replies and other procedural documents with the Commission. The countless papers exchanged between the parties during this period reflected both the emotionalism and the legal complexity of the case, not only between the government and the Indian claimants, but also between the claimants themselves. The written cross-attacks among the petitioners were, in some instances, even more bitter than the sparring with the government's attorneys, as illustrated by a set of "Objections" filed by the Sac and Fox on December 26, 1956. In that memorandum, the Sac and Fox attempted to completely exterminate the claim asserted by their Omaha co-petitioners
by raising the same argument they had used against the Omahas in the years leading up to the 1830 Prairie du Chien council. They argued that the 1825 Prairie des Chiens Treaty had established the Sac and Fox and the Iowa tribes as the only owners of the Cession 151 territory. Omaha claims to the land, therefore, could only be legitimitized by "ignoring" the Treaty or blatantly mischaracterizing its terms. By such misrepresentation, the Sac and Fox claimed, the Omahas thrust upon the Commission a "basic and material error" of such magnitude that it "raise[d] a serious question as to the adequacy and reliability of any or all of the Omaha's [proposed] findings."\(^35\)

Notwithstanding such internecine disputes and cross-claims, the case was finally submitted to the Commission for decision on February 15, 1957, following oral arguments of counsel. Six months later, on July 31, 1957, the ICC rendered its decision on the title issue. It was an unqualified victory for the Omahas and their co-petitioners. In its "Findings of Fact," the Commission expressly held that title to the Cession 151 area was in fact vested in the Three Nations, as well as the Otoe-Missouri, at the time of the signing of the 1830 Treaty. It found that, by the pronouncements and actions of the officials conducting the 1830 Prairie du Chien negotiations, and by its actions following the execution of the treaty, the United States had
acknowledged the use and occupancy of each of the tribes in the area in question.\(^{36}\)

The ICC also agreed with the petitioners' arguments regarding the interpretation of the crucially troublesome treaty language which purported to give the government the right to settle other tribes on the Cession 151 lands. The Commission held that the government's subsequent grant of land to the Potawatomi in 1833 was contrary to the plan under which the tribes had been enticed to execute the Treaty. The area was being ceded to the government solely to allot it back only to those tribes whose interests were being acknowledged therein.

With the question of general Indian title thus resolved, the Commission was faced with the more difficult task of establishing the specific interests of each of the tribes in the Cession 151 area. Writing for the unanimous Commission, Chief Commissioner Edgar E. Witt noted, with justifiable regret, that the tribes' conflicting claims and the government's failure to abide by its promise to fix their respective boundaries made the problem "even more difficult now than it would have been at the time of the Treaties of 1825 or 1830."\(^{37}\)

Witt ultimately held, however, that the evidence had established "with reasonable certainty" the parts of the Cession 151 area that had been used and occupied by each of
the claimant tribes. The Commission therefore proceeded to divide Cession 151 among the claimants as follows: the Iowa Tribe was awarded an undivided interest in that portion of Cession 151 "lying easterly and southerly of the watershed which separates the Nodaway and Nishnabotony Rivers in said cession and extends from the Missouri River to the easterly line of the cession about midway between the sources of the Nodaway and Nishnabotony Rivers." As to the remainder of the cession area, the Commission determined that the evidence was "not sufficient to make a division between the areas used by the Otoe-Missouria, Omaha, and the Sac and Fox tribes." Accordingly, it held that each of those claimants was entitled to "an undivided one-third interest thereof." Accordingly, it held that each of those claimants was entitled to "an undivided one-third interest thereof."39 [See Map 7].

After the usual motions for rehearing on the title issue had been filed and rejected, Docket 138 (now permanently consolidated with the Otoe-Missouri's claim in Docket 11-A) proceeded into the valuation phase. Almost four years later, on May 22, 1961, a hearing commenced before Chief Commissioner Arthur Watkins and Associate Commissioners William M. Holt and T. Harold Scott to hear evidence on the valuation question. The evidence presented in this phase of the case differed significantly from the "battle of the appraisers" in Case 225. While the petitioners offered the testimony of several experts
Depicting the approximate location of the boundary line between the portion of the Cession 151 area assigned by the ICC to the Iowa Tribe, and the portion assigned to the Omaha, the Otoe-Missouri, and the Sac and Fox.

regarding land settlement patterns, topography, climate, soil quality, and crop productivity in the Cession 151 area, none of those witnesses affixed a firm valuation to the land.\textsuperscript{40}

The government, in contrast, again presented the meticulously-detailed work of appraiser William G. Murray. Murray presented a 374-page report in which he analyzed the value of the land at three different dates.\textsuperscript{41} For the Platte Purchase area in northwest Missouri, comprising 2,041,000 acres, Murray assigned a value of 50 cents per acre as of the date of the tribes' respective cessions in September and October, 1836, for a total valuation of $1,020,500. For the western Iowa tract, comprising 8,338,260 acres, he assigned a value of 25 cents per acre as of February, 1838, the date of the Iowa and Sac and Fox cessions of that territory. For the Omahas and Otoes, he used a valuation date of April 17, 1854, and assigned a value of 70 cents per acre. [See Figure 7].

Unlike Case 225, the Commission was never required to render a final decision on the question of value in Docket 138. Led by the Omahas, whose pathbreaking settlement in Case 225 had produced the "Omaha Rule" for consideration and approval of compromise agreements, each of the claimant tribes in Dockets 138 and 11-A ultimately negotiated an individual settlement of their Cession 151 claims.
This is to certify that I have been appraising and studying land value in the Mid-West for more than thirty years; that I am familiar with the areas appraised in this report; that I have inspected the Royce 151 tracts in Missouri and Iowa described in this appraisal; that I have searched for all pertinent evidence bearing on the value of the tracts in question; that I have carefully considered, weighed and judged the factual material; and that as a result I appraise the fair market value of the Royce 151 tracts in Missouri and Iowa in Dockets 11-A and 138 before the Indian Claims Commission as follows:

1. Northwest Missouri, Royce 151 tract - 2,041,000 acres
   Dockets: 11-A and 138. Tribes: Iowa, and Sac and Fox
   Omaha, and Otoe and Missouri
   Date of valuation: Sept. 17 and 27, 1836, and Oct. 15, 1836
   Value: $1,020,500 or 50 cents an acre.

2. Western Iowa, Royce 151 tract - 8,338,260 acres
   Docket 138. Tribes: Iowa, and Sac and Fox
   Date of valuation: February 16, 1838
   Value: $2,084,600 or 25 cents an acre.
   One-half interest: $1,042,300

3. Western Iowa, Royce 151 tract - 8,338,260 acres
   Dockets: 11-A and 138. Tribes: Omaha and Otoe and Missouri
   Date of valuation: April 17, 1854
   Value: $5,836,800 or 70 cents an acre
   One-half interest: $2,918,400

I further certify that I have no interest in these tracts; that I have no financial interest in the outcome of these cases; and that I have presented to the best of my knowledge and ability the essential facts, conclusions and judgments relating to the value of the tracts described.

William G. Murray, M.A.I.*

* A note on appraisal qualifications of this appraiser appears at the end of the report.

Ames, Iowa
February 1, 1961

FIGURE 7

Summary page from William G. Murray's appraisal of the Cession 151 territory, admitted into evidence in ICC Dockets 138 and 11-A

It is not surprising that the Omahas would have been the first of the Docket 138 litigants to seek and obtain a settlement. The tribe had received its long-awaited payment in Case 225 in June, 1962, just one year after the valuation hearing in Docket 138.42 As the 138 litigation meandered along with no end in sight and the Omahas realized the tangible benefits of their settlement in Case 225, the possibility of terminating their involvement in Case 138 in a similar manner no doubt took on increasing appeal. In the months following the May, 1961 valuation hearing, the Omahas' attorneys negotiated with government counsel in an effort to reach a compromise regarding the tribe's claims. The negotiations reached fruition in early 1964, when the Omahas' claims were severed from those of the other tribes, and the government agreed to pay the tribe $1.75 million in full satisfaction of its claims in Docket 138.43

With that stipulated agreement in place, the stage was set for application of the Commission's recently-enunciated "Omaha Rule." This provision established procedural requirements for the approval of such compromises by both the ICC and the tribal membership involved.44 The parties' efforts to comply with those requirements are reflected most vividly in the transcript of the ICC hearing conducted on March 13, 1964, at which the Commission was asked to approve the terms of the proposed settlement.45
Appearing on behalf of the Omahas were Assistant Tribal Business Manager Francis Freemont, Jr. and Wilson Wolf, Secretary of the Council. Both men were asked to relate the manner in which the tribal membership had been notified of the proposed settlement, and the methods by which tribal approval had been debated and ultimately obtained. Freemont testified that a meeting of the Tribal Council had been convened on February 14, 1964, at which the tribe’s attorney had explained the terms of the settlement in detail, to the unanimous satisfaction of the Council. That acceptance was formalized with the adoption of a Council Resolution approving the settlement, a copy of which was offered into evidence before the ICC.

Freemont further testified that the Council meeting was followed on the same day by a meeting of the general tribal membership, at which the terms of the proposed settlement were again explained in both English and the Omaha language. Freemont related the steps that had been taken to give notice of the meeting to the tribal members, through mailings, newspaper notices, and radio and television announcements. Minutes of that meeting were offered into evidence, reflecting a vote of 228 to 2 in favor of the settlement. Both Freemont and Wolf were repeatedly asked whether they felt that the tribal membership understood the terms of the agreement, and whether the members felt the
settlement was "fair and equitable." Both witnesses consistently answered "yes" to those questions.46

In addition to its value as a demonstration of the "Omaha Rule" in operation, the settlement hearing in Docket 138 is intriguing as an illustration of the hoped-for "finality" of ICC decisions, and the evolution of the Commission into an instrument of termination.47 The Omaha representatives were pointedly asked, both by counsel for the government and by Chief Commissioner Arthur Watkins himself, whether they understood that the proposed settlement would preclude the tribe from making "any further claims of any kind or purpose or nature against the United States."48 When Freemont equivocated slightly in answering that question, Watkins and the government's attorney took pains to elicit an acknowledgement from him that the time for filing claims under the ICC Act had expired, and that the tribe had no further pending claims before the Commission.49 A similar acknowledgement of the "finality" of the settlement was elicited from Wolf.50

The terminationist flavor of the settlement hearing was even more directly revealed in the comments of Associate Commissioner Scott at the conclusion of Wilson Wolf's testimony. After being told by the Omahas' counsel that the tribe intended to distribute only a portion of the
settlement proceeds on a per capita basis,-reserving the
rest for tribal programs, Scott remarked:

That is mighty good news. It isn't our objective
here, but there was a hope in Congress that the
settlement [of these] claims might have some influence
in bringing the Indians into the normal cultural
economic pursuits of life. I mean, they are mighty
fine people, and [we need] any program that . . .
gives them an opportunity to become assimilated in the
formal pursuits of life.

We hope that eventually the Federal Government
will be relieved of the present and continuing
paternalistic burden, really I am not talking about
finances now, but upon the approach, the Indians
coming on out to normal life, standing on their own
feet, and becoming leaders and members of the various
communities throughout the country. Wolf and Freemont did not respond to Scott's encouragement
of their future "normality."

Satisfied with the evidence of tribal consent presented
at the hearing, the Commission entered a "Final Judgment" on
April 14, 1964. It approved the compromise agreement and
awarded the Omahas the sum of $1.75 million in final
settlement for its ancestral hunting grounds east of the
Missouri River. Though pleased with the result, the
Omahas' experience in Case 225 made them well aware that it
would still be some time before the money found its way to
the tribe's bank account.

Just as had been the case with the $2.9 million
settlement in Case 225, the Omahas were forced to wait more
than two years for the receipt of this new award. By an Act
of June 9, 1964, Congress appropriated the $1.75 million
necessary to cover the Omaha judgment.\textsuperscript{54} Those funds were deposited into the U. S. Treasury to the credit of the tribe, to be held in escrow with interest at 4\% per annum, pending the preparation and approval of a plan for their distribution and use. On April 19, 1965, the Tribal Council approved a plan which, like the 1962 design, called for per capita payments of a portion of the judgment fund, reserving the balance for tribal economic development programs.\textsuperscript{55}

On August 25, 1966, Assistant Secretary of the Interior Harry R. Anderson submitted a report on the Omaha situation to the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, which was considering a pending bill for disposition of the Omaha judgment fund.\textsuperscript{56} Anderson's report provides an evaluation of the tribe's proposed distribution of the award in Case 138, and a revealing assessment of the Omahas' use of the funds awarded four years earlier in Case 225:

In general, the membership of the Omaha Tribal Council has shown considerable sophistication in the management of tribal affairs during recent years. The experiences of the Council in the handling of programs established for the use of the previous judgment award has proven a valuable one and a number of tribal leaders show excellent leadership qualities. . . . The Omaha Tribe has made excellent use of most of the judgment funds awarded in 1960. . . . In general, it is our feeling that the Omaha tribal members have gained much valuable experience in the handling of their previous award which will benefit the program development of the present award.\textsuperscript{57}

Anderson's report detailed many of the social, educational, and economic development programs funded by the
award in Case 225, and concluded that the similarly proposed distribution plan for the Case 138 fund should be approved. Despite the generally favorable tone of Anderson’s evaluation, he stopped well short of recommending that the Omahas be given total autonomy in the use of their new judgment fund, and he made it clear that the Omahas’ success in the management of the 1962 ICC award did not mean the tribe was ready for termination from its federal connection:

Despite the local activities stimulated by the use of the past judgment fund a great deal remains to be accomplished in terms of economic opportunities for the Omaha people. As was pointed out previously, the unemployment level and resultant welfare caseloads are extremely high. Despite the forward strides being made it is our feeling that there must be additional time allowed for the tribe to gain the knowledge and experience which is vital and essential in the administration of complex tribal affairs. These qualities in the tribe must be assured before exclusive supervision and control of the tribal estate can be transferred to the tribe with confidence.

On November 2, 1966, President Lyndon Johnson signed Public Law 89-717, authorizing the distribution of the Omaha judgment fund, as proposed by the Tribe and approved by Congress. Seven anxious weeks later, on December 23, 1966, each adult tribal member received a check for $270. As with the 1962 award, payments apportioned to minors were placed in a trust account for future educational purposes. Shares were paid to 2,660 certified members, 1,279 of whom resided on the reservation. Not surprisingly, a portion
### Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Fiscal year 1965 amount</th>
<th>Fiscal year 1966 amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest, U.S. Treasury funds</td>
<td>$51,841</td>
<td>$82,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land rentals</td>
<td>20,505</td>
<td>24,355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award docket 138</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of sand and gravel</td>
<td></td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal fees</td>
<td>$3</td>
<td>$9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,831,430</td>
<td>168,975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Fiscal year 1965 amount</th>
<th>Fiscal year 1966 amount advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per capita payments (Public Law 87-235)</td>
<td>$1,030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership roll</td>
<td>133,826</td>
<td>41,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney fees and expenses (docket 138)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling expenses</td>
<td>3,707</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm expansion program</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships</td>
<td>13,142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community building</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>2,270</td>
<td>41,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividend payments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital expenditures</td>
<td>3,336</td>
<td>38,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal government</td>
<td>40,203</td>
<td>38,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>229,283</td>
<td>173,192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Programming of judgment funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>1961 amount</th>
<th>1966 proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per capita payment</td>
<td>$17,002,500</td>
<td>$17,720,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal loan program</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land purchase program</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm enterprise expansion</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial development</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship grant</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>53,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community building</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and initial organizations</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal sanitation projects</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park and reservation program</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of tribal buildings and grounds</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction insurance program</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,757,500</td>
<td>1,454,174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 $750 per capita to 2,000 members.
2 Limit of $270 per capita in present proposed bill.

### FIGURE 8


of the money was used for Christmas shopping, but most Omahas reported that their shares went toward rent, groceries, clothing, and other necessities. One tribal official observed to a reporter, "You'll know when the checks arrive. The vultures [bill collectors] will be here first."63

While this additional ICC award was a gratifying and much-needed addition to tribal coffers, it also reignited many of the same intratribal controversies that had been smoldering since the 1962 ICC distribution. In the months leading up to the December, 1966 distribution, an off-reservation faction led by Clarence White and Arthur Springer organized itself as the "Land and Resources Development Association."64 The group leveled a series of public charges against the tribal leadership, accusing the Council of establishing a "dictatorship" that discriminated against off-reservation members and ignored their plight in the urban settings of Omaha, Lincoln, and Sioux City.65 The Tribal Council, chaired once again by Alfred Gilpin responded to the accusations with an ostensibly sympathetic ear, but claimed that the tribe's ability to assist the off-reservation members was severely limited by BIA regulations.66 Winnebago Agency Superintendent Alfred DuBray confirmed Gilpin's assertions.67
The tension between the on and off-reservation factions would plague the tribe for years, resulting in sporadic intra-tribal political and legal upheavals following the final ICC distribution in 1966. To a significant extent, those differences remain a problem within the tribe to this day, as some off-reservation members feel a continuing sense of isolation from the decision-making process. Ed Zendejas, an attorney and tribal member who lives off the reservation, recently voiced that frustration, asserting that "once you leave the reservation, you're ignored with respect to the use of tribal revenues." That exclusion is grounded in the language of Article V, section 1 of the Omaha Tribal Constitution, which provides that only members who reside on the reservation may vote in Tribal Council elections. Zendejas proposes that the tribe issue "ownership share certificates," comparable to corporate stock, to all enrolled members, whether they lived on or off the reservation. Holders of certificates would be entitled to vote on a "Board of Directors," which would control tribal revenues in conjunction with the separately-elected Council. It is uncertain when or if such a proposal might be acted upon by the Council.

While those types of negative repercussions of the ICC awards should not be minimized, it seems difficult to dispute the conclusion that the ICC experience was a
valuable one for the Omaha Tribe. The funds generated by the two Commission judgments were, by and large, put to beneficial use by both the individual members and the tribe at large. The educational, economic, and social improvement projects funded by the Commission awards almost certainly would not have been possible without the ICC litigation. While it is a legal truism that "justice delayed is justice denied," it may be argued with equal force in the Omahas' case that "justice delayed is better than no justice at all."

Perhaps just as significantly, the successful resolution of the tribe's ICC litigation may have given it valuable insight into the rewards available to it on the judicial battleground. Even as it celebrated its 1966 ICC award in the new community building paid for by its 1962 judgment, the tribe was setting its sights on an even more ambitious legal fight. This would be a struggle in which the Omahas would seek not merely monetary compensation for past injustices, but the actual reacquisition of land that the tribe felt still belonged to it. The Battle of Blackbird Bend loomed on the horizon.
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Buoyed by the success of its claims before the Indian Claims Commission, the Omaha Tribe soon turned its attention to an even more ambitious legal battle. Beginning in 1966, the Omahas sought to regain possession of more than 11,000 acres situated east of the Missouri River, which the tribe claimed had been a part of its reservation before changes in the river channel moved the land to the Iowa side. The ensuing judicial odyssey would span almost thirty years, and would become so emotionally charged and legally complex that it would make the tribe's ICC claims seem almost mundane by comparison.

The results of the Iowa land claims battle, which became known as the "Blackbird Bend litigation," cannot be captured in simple terms of a legal "victory" or "defeat." While at first glance the twelve published court decisions seem to indicate that the Omahas succeeded in their quest for the return of their land, the tribe was, in fact, bitterly disappointed with the final outcome of the litigation. The
Omahas ultimately obtained title to only a small portion of the total acreage they claimed, and they felt that they were the victims of fraud by the federal judiciary and the Department of Justice throughout the proceedings.

Yet the Omahas' opponents could not be wholly satisfied with the legal outcome either. For the white farmers in Iowa who had asserted title to the land prior to the litigation, the loss of even a single acre was a bitter pill to swallow. Even those Iowans whose title to the property was ultimately upheld by the courts incurred substantial legal expense and endured years of uncertainty as the cases made their way through the court system.

The Blackbird Bend litigation has received substantial attention in both the academic and popular press, and it is a subject of national import on several levels. In its most "technical" aspects, the Blackbird Bend proceedings produced significant judicial statements on the arcane subject of riparian landowners' rights, as those rights are affected by the complex geological actions known as "accretion" and "avulsion." In addition, the Blackbird Bend cases required the courts to interpret and apply a federal statute adopted in 1834 which gave a clear judicial preference to Indian claimants in any boundary disputes with "white persons." That statute had never previously been invoked or interpreted by the courts, and its constitutionality and
applicability to the Blackbird Bend dispute became the subject of substantial debate, both among the parties and in the academic press. On another level, the Blackbird Bend litigation provides valuable insight into the often-overlooked "human" dimensions of legal issues relating to land ownership. Both the Omahas and the Iowans pursued their claims with a dogged determination that occasionally approached violence, offering stark evidence of the deep emotional bonds that tie persons to the lands of their ancestors. That emotionalism grew stronger as the litigation weaved its way through the court system, belying the staid legal concepts at issue in the cases.

Blackbird Bend also offers another opportunity to examine the "localized" impact of federal Indian policy, this time in the context of the federal government's paternalistic role as the continuing "trustee" of Indian lands. The court documents, transcripts, and other records pertaining to the litigation reveal an extremely antagonistic relationship between the Omahas and the government attorneys who were bound by law to act on the tribe's behalf. Throughout the proceedings, the Omahas found themselves "represented" by officials who did not share their view of the facts or law, and whose "assistance" the tribe would have much preferred to do without. Those
conflicts are not readily apparent in the published judicial decisions rendered in the Blackbird Bend cases, nor were they significantly discussed in the contemporary news accounts or academic analysis of the proceedings. For the Omahas, however, they were every bit as much a part of the Blackbird Bend story as the decisions themselves.

Although actual litigation would not commence until 1975, the Omahas began giving formal notice of their claims to the Blackbird Bend area as early as 1966. In February of that year, Tribal Chairman Alfred Gilpin first indicated that the Omahas had "staked their claim" to the Iowa land with Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) officials, and that "action was pending" on the matter. The tribe's stated objective was to gain "official recognition" of the land as a part of the Omaha Reservation. That initial claim encompassed three full sections and parts of three others, as the area was then platted by the State of Iowa. [See Map 8].

From the beginning of the dispute, the Omahas' claims were grounded in the language of their seminal 1854 Treaty, in which they ceded the remainder of their traditional hunting grounds on both sides of the Missouri River for a 300,000 acre reservation in northeastern Nebraska. The precise acreage set aside for the Omaha Reservation was not formally established until 1867, when the boundaries were
MAP 8

Depicting the Blackbird Bend meander lobe and the Missouri River channel at various times relevant to the Omahans' claims. This is one of the earliest and clearest of the published maps showing the area.

surveyed for the General Land Office by T. H. Barrett. The "Barrett Survey" established the eastern boundary of the reservation as the "centre" of the Missouri River's main channel. At the time of the survey, the reservation acreage included a thumb-like "meander lobe," or peninsula, jutting east from Nebraska into Iowa and known as "Blackbird Bend." [See Map 9]. Over the next seventy years, until the river channel was stabilized by the Corps of Engineers in the 1940s, the river would move back and forth over the Blackbird Bend lands, ultimately "straightening" itself to the west and south and leaving the Blackbird Bend lobe on the Iowa side of the river. Because that land was cut off from the remainder of the reservation, non-Indians in Iowa gradually took control of the property.

In asserting its claim to those Iowa lands, the Omaha Tribe was about to be swept up into another judicial maelstrom -- one that would weave an incredibly complex trail through the federal court system over a period of almost twenty years. In addition to the Supreme Court's review of the dispute, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals would address the case on seven separate occasions, and the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Iowa would render four separate published opinions in the cases. As with the Omahas' ICC claims, the Blackbird Bend litigation would yield only a partial redemption of the
A later depiction of the Blackbird Bend area.

tribes' historic claims, but would create far-ranging consequences for the tribe's future.

The Omahas' "notice" to the BIA in early 1966 produced no immediate results. In December of that year, the tribe announced that the matter was "in the hands of their attorneys" for the possible filing of a lawsuit to reclaim the land. Despite that hint of immediate action, the issue lingered for several more years, while the tribe conferred with BIA officials and Interior Department attorneys regarding the details and merits of their claim.

In August, 1972, Nebraska Senators Roman Hruska and Carl Curtis, and Representative Charles Thone delivered a letter to Indian Commissioner Louis Bruce, asking the BIA to allocate $50,000 to help settle the simmering boundary dispute along the river. Bruce was advised that the Omaha and Winnebago Tribes claimed as much as 9,000 acres on the Iowa side of the river, which was "being used for private gain by Iowa farmers and the state government." Before the BIA's bureaucratic machinery plodded into action, however, the burgeoning spirit of Indian political activism that swept the United States in the early 1970s found its way to the Omaha Reservation, bringing the Blackbird Bend dispute to a potentially dangerous head.

On April 3, 1973, twelve carloads of Omaha Indians moved onto a portion of the Blackbird Bend lands in Monona
County, Iowa. Led by former (and future) Tribal Chairman Edward Cline, the "occupying force" pitched several teepees and tents on the site, announcing their intention to remain camped on the land indefinitely, and to farm it for tribal benefit.¹⁴ [See Figures 9 - 12]. Most of the group identified themselves as members of the American Indian Movement (AIM), an organization that had achieved nationwide notoriety in the preceding years as an aggressive instrument for the advocacy of Indian rights. Indeed, the AIM-backed occupation of Blackbird Bend followed closely on the heels of the group's most renowned action -- the Indian occupation and subsequent government siege of the village of Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge Sioux Reservation in South Dakota.¹⁵

With the violence at Wounded Knee fresh in everyone's mind, both Indians and white officials expressed hope that Blackbird Bend "would not turn into another Wounded Knee."¹⁶ Tensions ran high, as Cline informed authorities that the Omahas, although unarmed, would resist efforts to remove them from the land. Two days after the occupation began, the Indians met at the site with a group of attorneys representing the purported "owners" of the land. The thirty minute conference resulted in no appreciable change in the parties' positions. The attorneys maintained that their clients had obtained title to the land through several
Claim It's Theirs

A band of Omaha Indians from Macy, Neb., talk to newsmen near their large tepee Thursday about their occupation of farmland near Onawa, Iowa, across the river from their reservation. They claim the land was given to the Omahas in 1854 when it was on the Nebraska side of the shifting Missouri River. (Photos by Porter, staff photographer)
Matthew Sheridan, a member of the Omaha Indian Tribe of Macy and American Indian Movement director there, displays a framed photocopy of what he said is the 1854 treaty under which the Omahas claim land now on the Iowa side of the Missouri River. He's talking to Journal reporter. Bob Gunolley.

FIGURE 10

Photo and caption from Sioux City Journal, April 6, 1973.
Indians Near Onawa

This is part of the group of 20 Omaha Indians from Macy, Neb., who have occupied a tract of riverfront farmland across the Missouri River near Onawa, Iowa. A few are young people, apparently hearing out a report by Omaha tribal council vice chairman Wayne Tyndall, who said he had heard some of the group were "young people who should be in school." The tribal council says it has not authorized the occupation. (Photos by Porter, staff photographer)

FIGURE 11

Photo and caption from Sioux City Journal, April 6, 1973.
Leader Explains

Edward Cline, facing camera, explains why he led a group of about 20 members of the Omaha Indian Tribe of Macy, Neb., in occupying a tract of disputed riverfront land on the Iowa side of the Missouri River near Onawa. He said all are members of the American Indian Movement who intend to settle the land because the Omahas claim the land under an 1854 treaty.

FIGURE 12

Photo and caption from Sioux City Journal, April 6, 1973.
"quiet title" actions prosecuted in the Iowa state courts in previous years. Cline and the other Omahas argued that those decisions had no effect on the tribe's ownership of the land since the Omahas had not been named as an interested party in the suit, and the Iowa courts had no jurisdiction over an Indian reservation. The occupiers also told reporters that they would "defend our land the way you would defend your home," and blamed the federal government for failing to protect the tribe's interests when the land had been slipping into white control.

Several weeks later, Cline and two other men involved in the occupation were arrested on larceny charges by the Monona County Sheriff's Department. The arrests stemmed from the men's picking corn that was growing on the disputed land, and which had been planted by the Iowa "owners." While the other two men were released routinely on bond, Cline chose to remain in jail, and was released five days later after a preliminary hearing. The charges against the men were referred to the Monona County grand jury to determine whether indictments were warranted.

While those criminal proceedings were pending, one of the white claimants, Harold Jackson, initiated a civil action against Cline and the other occupying Indians to try to regain possession of the land. The matter was heard on May 7 by Monona County District Judge Donald Pendleton.
Nine days later, Pendleton issued an order requiring Cline and the other Omahas to vacate the land, pending further hearings on the question of actual ownership of the property. This opening skirmish in the Battle of Blackbird Bend quickly subsided as Cline and his compatriots left the property before Monona County Sheriff Albert Wood arrived to formally serve them with Pendleton’s order.

It is apparent that the Omahas were not sufficiently funded or unified to sustain this initial 1973 occupation of the Blackbird Bend lands. Because the AIM-sponsored action was not endorsed by the Omaha Tribal Council, Cline and the other AIM members were forced to look elsewhere for financial assistance. When that effort failed, the occupiers retreated, but they remained committed to the goal of gaining the disputed lands.

Meanwhile, the BIA, which had been asked to address the matter more than seven years earlier, finally lurched into limited action. Wyman Babby, Aberdeen Area Director for the BIA, requested a formal opinion on the question of title from the Solicitor of the Department of Interior. With the issuance of that opinion in February, 1975, and a change in the leadership of the Tribal Council during the interim, the stage was set for the Omahas to return to Blackbird Bend.
On April 2, 1975, members of the tribe re-occupied the Blackbird Bend lands. Several key elements distinguished this effort from the short-lived 1973 sit-in. First and most significantly, the 1975 occupation was fully endorsed by the Omaha Tribal Council, which was now chaired by the leader of the failed 1973 action, Edward Cline. Whatever AIM presence may have remained from 1973 was no longer visible in 1975, and the tribe presented a unified and cohesive front in asserting its right to the land. Signs were erected around the property reading "Boundary line Omaha Indian Reservation. No trespassing. Federal law prohibits damage or removal of this sign. Violators will be prosecuted. Omaha Tribal Council." The occupiers constructed a small heated cottage on the property and prepared for a long stay. [See Figure 13].

The 1975 occupation was also directly supported by BIA officials, buttressed by the long-awaited Interior Department opinion in which the federal government formally asserted Indian title to the property. That opinion, authored by Interior Department Solicitor Kent Frizzell, declared that the disputed lands had been a part of the Omaha Indian Reservation since 1854, and that title should be vested in the United States as trustee for the tribe. Based on that opinion, BIA attorney Herbert Becker publicly reiterated the Omahas' original argument that the earlier
FIGURE 13

Depicting the Omahas' April, 1975 re-occupation of Blackbird Bend

Photo and caption from Omaha World-Herald, April 8, 1975.
"quiet title" actions in the Iowa state courts had not resolved the question of title to the property, since neither the Omahas nor the federal government had been named as parties in that suit. Beyond Frizzell's assertion of Indian title to the property, however, there was little agreement between the Omahas and the federal government on any other issue relating to the Blackbird Bend dispute. Indeed, from that point on, the tribe would find itself spending nearly as much time battling its purported governmental "representatives" as it would in fighting the purported Iowa "owners" of the land.

The BIA's initial proposal for solving the Blackbird Bend problem was for the Iowa claimants to simply lease the land from the federal government as trustee for the tribe, and to continue to farm it as they had been doing during the previous decades. Not surprisingly, this proposal held little appeal for either the Omahas or the Iowa farmers. The Omahas did not want to lease to the Iowa claimants, since the tribe's constitution mandated that tribal members be given first priority in the awarding of leases. For their part, the Iowans expressed little interest in renting land that they believed they had owned for generations.

Even if the Omahas had been amenable to the BIA's leasing proposal, significant disagreements remained over the specific manner in which Omaha title to the property
would be formally established. BIA attorneys advised the Omahas that court action would be required to fully establish the tribe's ownership. They reasoned, with substantial logic, that the Iowa claimants would not agree to being ousted without first having their day in court.33 Having waited almost ten years for the government to take action on their claims, however, the Omahas were in no mood to wait for the courts to grind their way to a decision in the case.

In a meeting with BIA Commissioner Morris Thompson and Interior Department attorneys shortly after the 1975 occupation began, Edward Cline and other tribal officials resisted the attorneys' efforts to convince them to vacate the land while the government prosecuted an action on the tribe's behalf. Cline asked, "Why can't we go ahead and make like we own it? We're not going to hassle these people. But we are prepared to defend ourselves."34 Acknowledging that the BIA should have resolved the matter years earlier, but also believing that violence and bloodshed were imminent, Interior Department Solicitor Kent Frizzell begged the Omahas to leave the property and give him a chance to fight their battle in court "with clean hands."35 Cline reluctantly agreed to discuss Frizzell's recommendations with the full tribal membership, but the
Omahas did not move off the property, and even bigger disagreements with the government attorneys loomed.

On May 19, 1975, the U.S. Department of Justice, acting in the capacity of trustee for the Omaha Tribe, filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Iowa seeking to establish that approximately 2,900 acres within the original Barrett Survey of the Blackbird Bend meander lobe belonged to the Omaha Tribe. In its complaint, docketed as Case No. C75-4024, the government also asked for immediate injunctive relief allowing the tribe to maintain control of the land it had occupied since April 2.

The Omahas were outraged by the unilateral action taken by their purported "trustee." The tribe viewed the government’s claim as precipitous and unduly "constricted," asserting Omaha title to only a fraction of the total acreage that the tribe felt it owned. More grievously, the Omahas believed that the Department of Justice attorneys were acting in concert with Iowa state officials and the "politically and financially powerful squatters occupying the Tribe’s lands" to defraud the tribe.

Kent Frizzell defended the government’s action as a legitimate attempt to forestall violence and bloodshed at Blackbird Bend. In a letter to Cline, Frizzell wrote:
I can appreciate the tribes' justifiable frustration after 40 years of trying to secure department support for its title claim. I cannot be responsible for, nor can I justify, past inaction. By the same token, I cannot rectify the consequences of that action overnight. Courts exist so as to settle controversies in an orderly fashion. The alternative to such settlement is too often bloodshed.

On the day after the government filed its "quiet title" action in Case 4024, the tribe filed a complaint of its own, prepared by private counsel John T. O'Brien of Sioux City, Iowa, asking that the Iowa claimants be restrained from interfering with the tribe's possession of the land. That suit, docketed as Case No. C75-4026, did not seek to "quiet title" to any of the disputed land, because the Omahas did not feel that all the preparation had yet been completed to conclusively establish their ownership of all the land. Rather, the tribe sought only to maintain its occupancy of the land and, more importantly, to serve notice of the Omahas' strong opposition to the "constricted" complaint filed on their "behalf" by the federal government on the previous day.

Two weeks later, the Omahas filed a motion to dismiss the government's complaint in Case 4024, arguing that the tribe's interests were not being adequately represented in that proceeding. In a tribal resolution attached to the motion, the Omahas contended that they had been "grossly and completely abandoned by the Department of Justice," and that the Attorney General and Secretary of the Interior had
breached their trust responsibilities by secretly acting in concert with the Iowa claimants. 43

The Indians argued that the U.S. attorneys who prepared, filed, and prosecuted the complaint in Case 4024 had limited the tribe’s claim to only 2,900 of the total 6,390 acres within the Blackbird Bend lobe, and had completely abandoned the Omahas’ claim to approximately 5,000 additional acres in two areas north of Blackbird Bend, known as the Monona Bend and Omaha Mission Bend tracts. 44

The Omahas’ anger was exacerbated by the fact that the United States Attorney who filed the complaint in Case 4024, Evan L. Hultman, had previously served as Attorney General for the State of Iowa. In that capacity, Hultman had represented the state in earlier disputes with the current Iowa claimants of the Blackbird Bend area. That litigation had been settled by dividing the Blackbird Bend lobe among the non-Indian claimants and the state, with the result that the State of Iowa itself now claimed title to about 700 acres of the land sought by the Omahas. 45

On June 5, 1975, Federal District Judge Edward J. McManus consolidated the two cases for hearing on the requests for injunctive relief, and granted the Omahas a preliminary injunction allowing them to continue their occupancy of the land during the pendency of the litigation. McManus’ order also required, however, that all proceeds
from the tribe's farming operations on the land be deposited with the court and held in escrow until title to the property could be determined.  

Several weeks later, Judge McManus denied the Omahas' motion to dismiss the government's complaint, holding that the tribe's arguments regarding United States Attorney Hultman's conflict of interest were "without merit at this time." The Omahas viewed this as simply another example of the governmental conspiracy against them, inasmuch as McManus had been the Lieutenant Governor of Iowa at the time of the earlier intra-state litigation regarding the Blackbird Bend lands, and was thus well aware of Hultman's prior connection to the case. Over the ensuing years, the federal courts would repeatedly reject the tribe's continuing allegations of fraud and conspiracy among the government attorneys, often imposing sanctions on the tribe for repeatedly raising what the courts deemed to be "frivolous" claims. Nevertheless, the fraud charges would resonate throughout the extended course of the litigation, creating a disturbing atmosphere of hostility that would ultimately contribute to the dismissal of the tribe's claims for most of the lands it sought.

By October, 1975, the Omahas had completed the preparation of their claim for all the Iowa land to which they felt entitled. On October 6, attorney John T. O'Brien
filed the tribe's second independent complaint in the Blackbird Bend proceedings. In the new action, docketed as Case No. C75-4067, the Omahas named nearly 100 separate Iowa landowners as defendants, and asserted title to three separate tracts of land totaling 11,300 acres on the eastern side of the river. Tract One encompassed an additional 3,490 acres within the Blackbird Bend meander lobe (in addition to the 2,900 acres within the Barrett Survey claimed for the tribe in the government's suit). [See Map 10]. Tract Two was the "Monona Bend" area located north of Blackbird Bend, comprising 4,185 acres. Tract Three was a 725 acre parcel farther to the north known as "Omaha Mission Bend." [See Map 11]. In addition, the tribe's complaint asked for damages in the amount of $50 million for the defendants' wrongful use of the land over the previous fifty years, in contrast to the government's complaint for the Omahas which sought no monetary relief.

As the dozens of Iowans named in the Omahas' complaint were served with court notices in the case, tensions rose again. Some of the defendants joined forces to hire former Iowa Congressman Wiley Mayne as their attorney, and all expressed a common resolve to fight for the land they had farmed for generations. One of the named defendants, Mrs. Howard Miller, voiced a common sentiment:
MAP 10

Depicting the additional acreage within the Blackbird Bend lobe, but outside the Barrett Survey, claimed by the Omahas in Case 4067. The government's complaint on "behalf" of the tribe in Case 4024 sought only the area within the Barrett Survey line.

Source: "Motion of Omaha Indian Tribe To Have Disqualified and To Enjoin Evan L. Hultman, United States Attorney," November 7, 1985, Case Nos. C75-4024, C75-4026, and C75-4067 consolidated, Federal District Court For Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.
MAP 11

Depicting all the additional acreage sought by the Omaha Tribe in Case 4067.

Source: Appendix prepared for United States Supreme Court, Case Numbers 78-160, 78-161 consolidated, p. 148.
My dad bought this land from the man who homesteaded it. He bought that land, we have title to it and we're not giving it up."50

Mayne counseled his clients to refrain from resorting to "self-help" measures in defense of their land, despite their understandable shock and anger at being told that they were not rightfully entitled to their property.51

The Omahas responded to the Iowans' resentment with equal indignation, publicly asserting that those who were now complaining about the tribe's claim had known for years that the land belonged to the tribe, and had been merely "squatting on the land for the last fifty years."52

Attorney John O'Brien defended his clients to reporters, stating:

A great number of people who live there [in Monona County] took over the land when the Missouri was a wild river. They ran people off it and claimed it for their own when it was really Indian land. . . . You're going to hear they [the Omahas] are no-good, lazy devils. But they're hard working people trying to get ahead like anyone else.53

Edward Cline reported that shots had been fired at the Omahas who were occupying the land, but that "authorities had failed to take action."54 Despite those hostilities, Cline expressed sympathy for the Iowans who were going to lose land to the Omahas. He pointed out, however, that the fault lay not with the Indians, but rather with the Iowans' attorneys who had failed to warn them of the potential problems with their title at the time they purportedly acquired the land.55
On January 26, 1976, Judge McManus granted a motion filed by the Omahas seeking to have the three pending cases consolidated for trial. In so doing, he placed in issue the title to all the Iowa land claimed by the Omahas, thereby effectively overriding the government's "constricted" complaint filed on the Omaha's behalf. Three months later, however, Judge McManus reversed course. On April 5, 1976, he entered a new order in which he held that the tribe's allegations in Case 4067 were "hindering an orderly and efficient administration of justice." McManus therefore severed the Omaha's claims for the additional acreage outside the "Barrett Survey Area" in Blackbird Bend, and their claims for the lands at Monona Bend and Omaha Mission Bend. The net effect of the April 5 order was to cause the case to proceed to trial on the "constricted" complaint originally filed by the government, leaving the Omahas' claims for the much larger additional areas "on hold" for more than eight years. While the severance order may have been grounded in legitimate procedural concerns, to the Omahas it signaled a judicial "sell-out" of their claims, and offered further evidence of a continuing governmental conspiracy.

The case proceeded to trial before Judge Andrew W. Bogue on the issue of title to the 2,900 acres within the Barrett Survey. From November 1 to December 6, 1976, the
parties presented voluminous and complex expert testimony and scores of maps, charts and other documentary evidence in seeking to establish the precise nature of the meanderings of the Missouri River from 1867 until the 1940s.60

From a purely legal perspective, the dispositive issue before the court became relatively straightforward. Under centuries-old principles of riparian property law, land that is moved to the opposite side of a river by reason of an "avulsion" remains the property of the original landowner. Courts have traditionally defined an avulsion as the sudden and clearly perceptible shift of identifiable land from one side of a river to the other. If, on the other hand, a river's current causes land on one side of the river to gradually erode away and slowly "re-emerge" by sedimentary action on the opposite side, the newly created land is considered an "accretion" to the property of the owner on that side of the river.61 At Blackbird Bend, therefore, the Omahas generally argued that their land had been shifted to the Iowa side by avulsion, while the Iowans claimed that the operative geologic forces had been those of erosion and accretion.62

While the relevant legal doctrines could thus be succinctly stated, the application of those principles to the movements of the Missouri River in the Blackbird Bend area from the 1860s to the 1940s was not nearly as clear-
cut. A full examination of the massive amounts of evidence offered by the parties relating to the movements of the river is beyond the scope of this chapter, and is best presented in Judge Bogue's painstakingly-detailed analysis contained in his published decisions in the case.\textsuperscript{63} The difficulty of the court's task is reflected in \textit{dicta} offered by the judge within his opinion:

\begin{quote}
The events which the court is obliged to reconstruct occurred long ago and they were events of nature; so far as we know these events were not observed in their entirety by any person who could today be a witness concerning them. . . . In the process of pulling together the extensive and complicated evidence presented in this case, it becomes apparent that the movements of the Missouri River have not been so clean and precise that they easily fall into legal categories conveyed by the terms "accretion" and "avulsion."\textsuperscript{64}

Despite those misgivings, Judge Bogue ruled in favor of the Iowa landowners on May 2, 1977. He held that the Omahas had failed to sustain their burden of proving that the Blackbird Bend area had been detached from their reservation and re-deposited on the Iowa side of the river, consistent with the theory of avulsion. Accordingly, he awarded title to all of the disputed land within the Barrett Survey to the Iowa defendants, and ordered that the funds generated by the Omahas' farming operations during the previous two years be paid to them as well.\textsuperscript{65}

The continuing emotional and moral complexity of the dispute was reflected in a supplemental letter from the
court delivered at the time of the decision. In the letter, Judge Bogue took the unusual step of revealing his personal feelings about the equities of the case. He wrote of his "distaste for the laws of avulsion and accretion which have brought about this seemingly unfair result," and criticized the original creators of the reservation for failing to define the boundaries "by degrees of longitude and latitude or some other permanent type of description." Bogue went on to declare that Blackbird Bend "should have remained the property of the Tribe for evermore no matter whether it was under water or divided in whole or in part by water, and no matter how it got that way." He concluded by suggesting that "the least that should be done is for the Congress to reimburse the Tribe for its loss. If this Court had the power to order such payment, you can rest assured it would be done."66

The District Court's "personal" sentiments did little to appease the Omahas. Incensed by the decision, they vowed to remain on the land despite the court's dissolving of the June 5, 1975 injunction which had given the tribe temporary possession. When Monona County Sheriff Albert Wood and County Attorney Stephen Allen served the "occupying" Omahas with a court order to vacate the property, Edward Cline told them that their attorneys were in the process of appealing the District Court's decision, and that the tribe would not
As county officials began to "organize a force to remove the Indians as expeditiously as possible," the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals stepped in, issuing a temporary stay of Judge Bogue's decision. That temporary order was subsequently extended so as to allow the tribe to remain in possession of the land throughout the continuing litigation.

On April 11, 1978, the Court of Appeals reversed the district court's decision, and ordered that title to the land be vested in the Omaha Tribe and the United States as trustee. Like Judge Bogue's opinion in the district court, the 8th Circuit's published decision contains a comprehensive analysis of both the voluminous evidence presented in the trial of the case, and the complex principles of law applicable to those facts. Although the appellate court disagreed with certain portions of Judge Bogue's analysis regarding the defining characteristics of "avulsion" and "accretion," the more fundamental basis for its reversal of the lower court's decision was less esoteric. Writing for a unanimous three-judge panel, Judge Donald Lay held that the district court had improperly placed the burden of proof on the Omahas. Lay cited a rarely-invoked federal statute enacted in 1834, which provides:
In all trials about the right of property in which an Indian may be a party on one side, and a white person on the other, the burden of proof shall rest upon the white person, whenever the Indian shall make out a presumption of title in himself from the fact of previous possession or ownership. (emphasis added). 71

Judge Lay held that the 1854 Treaty established the Omahas' "previous possession and ownership" of the land within the original Barrett Survey. Thus, under the statute, the tribe was entitled to a presumption of title in its favor, and the burden of proof fell on the Iowans to establish that the land had been entirely eroded away from the reservation and accreted to the opposite side. 72

After an exhaustive analysis of the massive trial record, this time in the context of the reallocated burden of proof, the Circuit Court ultimately held that the Iowa claimants had established "only speculative inferences" as to whether the river channel had moved as a result of accretion or avulsion. 73 Accordingly, the court held that the Iowans had failed to sustain their burden of proof at trial, thus necessitating judgment in favor of the Omahas.

Just as Judge Bogue had expressed his personal distaste for the result at the trial court level, the appellate court acknowledged the seemingly harsh effect of its decision:

We recognize that to require [the Iowans] to prove the cause of the river's movement occurring some 100 years after the event is indeed an onerous burden. This may seem to be an injustice when one considers that the [Iowans] have possessed and continuously farmed the land without protest for nearly 40 years. However, . . . . the clear policy of the federal government mandates that the interests of the Omaha
Indian Tribe be given their historical and statutory protection. These important possessory land interests cannot be taken away on proof that is basically speculative and conjectural.74

Naturally, the Omahas were gratified by the Court of Appeals' decision, while the Iowans expressed "shock and disappointment."75 Attorney Thomas Burke, representing one of the losing claimants, called the decision a "travesty" that would have far-reaching adverse consequences in other Indian land claims across the country.76 The Iowans asked the United States Supreme Court to accept the case for review, arguing that the 1834 statute created an unconstitutional judicial preference for Indians based solely upon race.77

In November, 1978, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case.78 As the parties filed their briefs and awaited the Court's decision, strong feelings continued to simmer at Blackbird Bend. Harold Sorenson, one of the Iowa farmers who claimed part of the disputed land, expressed concern about the future stability of land titles throughout the region, predicting "If [the Omahas] win this one, there's nothing to keep them from just keeping on going."79 The Omahas likewise viewed the fight in terms of its impact on the future, but for them the essence of the matter was different. As Tribal Council member Clifford Wolfe, Sr. told a reporter:

We think about our children and grandchildren. From the income [derived from the Blackbird Bend land],
maybe they'll feel like we're people. Maybe it'll help their schooling, give them something to fall back on. We want that land back. Anyway we can get it back, we want it back.

On June 20, 1979, the Supreme Court rendered its decision. Like so many decisions of the high court, its opinion in the Blackbird Bend case failed to settle the matter outright, but rather returned the case to the lower courts for further consideration. The Supreme Court declared that the 8th Circuit had been correct in its application of the "burden of proof" statute to the individual Iowa claimants, but had erred in applying the statute against the state of Iowa itself, since a state could not be considered a "white person" under the terms of the statute.

On remand, the Circuit Court reconsidered its analysis of the issues, but once again decided the case largely in favor of the Omahas. The court entered a final judgment awarding all but 700 of the 2,900 acres within the Barrett Survey area to the tribe. As to the 700 acres claimed by the state of Iowa, the court returned the case once again to the district court for further consideration, with instructions to place the burden of proof back on the tribe.

Over the next eleven years, the seemingly interminable litigation bounced back and forth between the district court and the 8th Circuit Court five more times on the issue of title to the 700 acres claimed by the state. Ultimately,
the courts held that the Omahas had failed to meet their burden of proving title to the remaining 700 acres in dispute, and awarded the land to the State of Iowa.  

Approximately 300 additional acres were awarded to various other non-Indian claimants for parcels that had previously been acquired by "fee patents." Thus, when the "Blackbird Bend I" litigation finally ground to a halt sixteen years after it commenced, the Omahas had been awarded title to approximately 1,900 acres out of the 2,900 acres within the Barrett Survey. In addition, the erstwhile "owners" of the land were awarded a judgment against the United States for almost $2 million, plus prejudgment interest, for the value of the improvements made to the property before it was returned to the tribe.

Meanwhile, the tribe's claims to the acreage outside the Barrett Survey within the Blackbird Bend lobe, and the additional land in the Monona Bend and Omaha Mission Bend areas to the north, remained to be resolved. [See Maps 10 and 11]. Those much larger claims, which now became known as "Blackbird Bend II," had been severed and placed in abeyance by Judge McManus in 1979. As the claims in Blackbird Bend I were slowly resolved, Blackbird Bend II took center stage.

The dozens of Iowa farmers whose lands were at issue in Blackbird Bend II had been following the convoluted
proceedings in Blackbird Bend I for years. As the threat to their lands was resurrected, tension within the community rose to new heights. Monona County Sheriff Albert Wood bluntly predicted bloodshed if the Omahas sought to "occupy" any of the contested land:

The boys have deeds to the land. They have paid taxes on it. They aren't about to give it up. If they get pushed too hard, I know what will happen. The river will run red.

Although Wood's dire predictions of violence proved to be overstated, the Omahas' attempts to proceed with their remaining claims ultimately deteriorated into a long series of acrimonious confrontations and ad hominen attacks between the tribe's counsel, the attorneys for the Iowa landowners, and the federal judiciary. As the Omahas continued to press their charges of fraud, conflict of interest, and collusion on the part of their opponents and the courts, procedural conflicts among the attorneys escalated to the point that the district court ultimately imposed the harshest possible sanction against the tribe.

On May 29, 1990, Federal District Judge Warren Urbom entered an order in which he condemned the tribe's attorney, William H. Veeder, for his "systematic pattern of failure to comply with court rules and orders," and dismissed all of the Omahas' remaining claims. One year later, the 8th Circuit Court upheld Urbom's ruling, and assessed a penalty against the tribe of double the costs of the appeal for its
continued prosecution of the "frivolous" claims of fraud and conspiracy.\textsuperscript{88} The judicial denunciation of William Veeder continued, as the court declared:

\textldots Mr. Veeder continues to exercise scurrilous disrespect for the judges involved in this case. He stands obsessed with the charges of fraud by Judges McManus and Urbom \ldots notwithstanding this court's prior dismissal of such a claim \ldots Mr. Veeder through his continued contumacious refusal to comply with the district court orders has done a great disservice to his client in important litigation. It is unfortunate in a case such as this that the client must live or die by the conduct of its counsel.\textsuperscript{89}

When the Supreme Court denied the tribe's request for it to review the case later that year, the Omahas' claims were finally extinguished. Four more years would pass, however, before the courts resolved the last remaining issue in the case.

After the dismissal of the Omahas' claims in Blackbird Bend II became final, two counterclaims against the tribe remained viable. Those counterclaims had been filed by the Iowans whose land the tribe had physically occupied since 1975, and they remained at issue because the tribe continued to occupy the property even after the dismissal of all its remaining claims. In April, 1993, the district court gave title to the land to the Iowans, and awarded them more than $400,000 for the rental value of the land during the tribe's occupancy. In January, 1995, the 8th Circuit affirmed the district court's decision, and the 29 year old Battle of Blackbird Bend finally came to an end.\textsuperscript{90}
While the Iowans expressed joy and relief at the final disposition of the case, the Omahas vowed to fight on, suggesting that they might re-occupy the land or even take their claims to some other forum such as the United Nations or the World Court. No such action was ever taken, although the tribe did make a futile request to the Senate Judiciary Committee for an "oversight hearing" to investigate its grievances against the judges and government attorneys. Notwithstanding the Omahas' lingering discontent, the Battle of Blackbird Bend is almost certainly at an end. The tribe was left with the 1,900 acres awarded to it in the Blackbird Bend I litigation, and the Iowans whose land had been threatened in Blackbird Bend II escaped on procedural grounds, without being required to confront the merits of the Omahas' claims.

It is too soon to draw any sweeping conclusions about the long-term impact of the Blackbird Bend litigation on the Omaha tribe. Whatever "lessons" the case may hold will require more time to fully manifest themselves. It may certainly be said, however, that the Battle of Blackbird Bend represented one of the many steps taken by the tribe in the last few decades to "resurrect itself" as a vibrant and economically viable political and cultural entity. The courts' dismissal of most of the Omahas' claims as a punitive measure against the tribe's attorney casts an
unsettling cloud on that determined effort. Nevertheless, the Omahas may take a measure of satisfaction in the fact that a portion of the land they recovered in Iowa is now the site of the tribe’s successful gaming operation, Casino Omaha. That enterprise, combined with the farming operations on the remainder of the land, have contributed significantly to the tribal revenue base over the past several years. [See Figures 14-16]. They provide an immediate, albeit incomplete, positive legacy for the Battle of Blackbird Bend.
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CASINO OMAHA, OCTOBER 1995
Casino Omaha -- "At Blackbird Bend"
October 1995

A view of the Missouri River, looking north toward Blackbird Bend. October 1995
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FIGURE 16

Tribal farming operations at Blackbird Bend. October 1995.
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In a separate matter occurring at about the same time, several Iowa farmers asserted title to land on the western side of the river within the reservation, which they claimed had shifted to the Nebraska side by the river's movement. The Omahas did not contest the Iowans' title to the land. The dispute centered on the farmers' attempts to bulldoze a road through the reservation to gain access to the site. See Fred Thomas, "Indians, Farmers Make No Peace in Land Dispute," Omaha World-Herald, March 23, 1968, p. 4.


13 Ibid.

15 The juxtaposition of the Pine Ridge situation with the 1973 Blackbird Bend occupation is starkly reflected in the fact that, at the bottom of the same front page of the Sioux City Journal on which the Blackbird Bend story is first reported, is a separate story headlined "Peace Comes to Wounded Knee." The continuing influence of the Wounded Knee episode was later suggested in internal BIA documents relating to the Blackbird Bend case. On August 9, 1976, a BIA official expressed misgivings about allowing the local U.S. Attorney's office to handle the Blackbird Bend case on behalf of the Omahas, since "the recent acquittals in the Pine Ridge murder trials have intensified local tensions between Indians and non-Indians." Memorandum from Martin E. Seneca, Jr., Director of the BIA's Office of Trust Responsibility, to Reed Chambers, Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs in the Interior Department, August 9, 1976, appended to "Motion of the Omaha Indian Tribe To . . . Have the Justice Department Aligned as An Adversary In These Consolidated Cases," filed September 23, 1976, Case Nos. C75-4024, C75-4026, and C75-4067, consolidated, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.


17 A "quiet title" action is one in which a court is asked to resolve competing claims to disputed real property. Theoretically, all parties who claim an interest in the disputed property are notified of the action, and are given the opportunity to assert and prove their claims.


19 "Corn Picking Brings Arrest," Omaha World-Herald, April 22, 1973, p. 1-B; "Three Indians Are Charged," Omaha World-Herald, April 23, 1973, p. 28. The latter headline is incorrect, inasmuch as the two other men arrested along with Cline were white farmers Harold Swanson, Jr. and Kenneth Davis, who had been hired to assist the Omahas with their farming operation on the land.


23 Ibid.


26 See Omaha Tribal Resolutions Nos. 75-28 and 75-31, and "Affidavit of The Omaha Indian Tribal Council," announcing the Council's unanimous endorsement of the occupation, and further indicating that the action had been taken "with the full approval, knowledge, and direction of the Acting Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Jose A. Zuni." All three of these documents are attached as exhibits to the Omahas' "Complaint For Injunction," filed May 20, 1975, Case No. C75-4026, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.


28 Memorandum From Solicitor Kent Frizzell to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, February 3, 1975. Although the memo is not published in the reported opinions of the Interior Department, it is attached in its entirety to the Omahas' "Complaint For Injunction," filed May 20, 1975, Case No. C75-4026, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division. [Hereafter cited as "Frizzell Opinion"]. See also Mary Kay Quinlan, "Interior Department Says U.S. Owns Disputed Land," Omaha World-Herald, April 8, 1975, p. 4.


31 See "Constitution and By-Laws of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska," Article VII, section 5; reprinted in George E. Fay, comp. Charters, Constitutions and By-Laws of the Indian
The Iowans' perspective in the early stages of the Blackbird Bend litigation is reflected in an untranscribed interview with an attorney representing one of the Iowa claimants. See Richard W. Peterson Interview with Peter J. Peters, January 26, 1976, Audiotape of 30 minutes, American Indian Oral History Project, Department of History, University of Nebraska at Omaha.


Mary Kay Quinlan, "BIA Urges Indians to File Suit," Omaha World-Herald, April 9, 1975, p. 47.

Ibid.

"Complaint To Quiet Title And For Injunctive Relief," May 19, 1975, Case No. C75-4024, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

The Omahas' anger at the actions of the Department of Justice is the more obscure "story within the story" of the Blackbird Bend litigation. Over the ensuing twenty years of court action, the tribe's volatile attorney William H. Veeder persistently argued that the Department of Justice had fraudulently failed to meet its trust obligations to the tribe. The Omahas repeated those allegations in countless resolutions, pleadings, motions, and briefs filed with the courts during the long history of the case. One of the earliest formal assertions of those feelings is found in Omaha Tribal Resolution No. 75-40, dated May 28, 1975, in which the Tribal Council accused the government attorneys of "gross double dealings, manipulation and abuse."


"Complaint For Injunction, For A Stay Of State Court Proceedings And Other Relief," May 20, 1975, Case No. C75-4026, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.
In their complaint, the Omahas asserted that the government suit initiated on the day before had been "filed over the protests of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska," and was "in effect a conduit to permit and allow [the Iowans] to retake possession of the lands involved." Ibid., para. 7.

"Application To Dismiss Or Hold In Abeyance," June 3, 1975, Case No. C75-4024, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

Omaha Tribal Resolution 75-40, May 28, 1975, attached to "Application To Dismiss Or Hold In Abeyance," June 3, 1975, Case No. C75-4024, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

One of the most comprehensive summaries of the tribe's arguments on the fraud issue may be found in "Motion of Omaha Indian Tribe To Have Disqualified and To Enjoin Evan L. Hultman, United States Attorney, James J. Clear, and Successors From Further Participation In These Cases, And Memorandum In Support," November 7, 1985, Case Nos. C75-4024, C75-4026, and C75-4067 consolidated, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

Ibid.

District Judge Edward McManus, "Order," June 5, 1975, Case Nos. C75-4024 and C75-4026 consolidated, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

U.S. District Judge Edward McManus, "Order," July 1, 1975, Case Nos. C75-4024 and C75-4026 consolidated, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

Notwithstanding the courts' repeated rejection of the Omahas' arguments regarding Hultman's apparent conflict of interest, it should be noted that there indeed seems to be at least a prima facie appearance of such a conflict. At least one "disinterested" outside party offered support for the tribe on that issue. In 1987, The National Council of Churches filed an amicus brief in which it argued that the Omahas' claims regarding Hultman's conflict of interest were "neither frivolous nor without merit," and that the Department of Justice had "stymied and stultified the efforts of the Tribe to act in its own behalf." See "Motion For Leave To File, Statement of Interest and Brief Amicus Curiae of The National Council of Churches In Support of The Omaha Indian Tribe's Rule 59 Motion," June 8, 1987, Case Nos.: C75-4024, C75-4026, and C75-4067 consolidated, Federal
District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

49 "Complaint," Case No. C75-4067, October 6, 1975, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division.

50 Quoted in "Indians Seek 3-Generation Land," Omaha World-Herald, October 21, 1975, p. 4.


52 Ibid.

53 Ibid.

54 Jeff Withrow, "Indians Need Tug, Barge to Haul Harvest," Omaha World-Herald, October 26, 1975, p. 24-B.

55 Ibid.


57 District Judge Edward McManus, "Order," April 5, 1976, Case Nos. C75-4024, C75-4026, and C75-4067 consolidated, Federal District Court for Northern District of Iowa, Western Division. The Omahas thereafter consistently referred to this important severance ruling as a sua sponte order, which is one issued by a court on its own volition, without a formal request from any party in the suit. Technically, the April 5 Order probably should not be considered to be sua sponte, since the court also ruled on several pending motions within its Order. It is true, however, that there was no pending motion for severance from any party before the court at the time.

58 The tribe’s claims in Case 4067 were formally stayed by the district court in 1979, pending the outcome of the other cases. Those claims were not reactivated until June 15, 1987. See Omaha Indian Tribe v. Tract I - Blackbird Bend Area, 933 F.2d 1462, 1464 (8th Cir. 1991).

59 In response to later tribal arguments regarding the propriety of Judge McManus’ severance order, the Eighth Circuit Court observed that the tribe "did not object to the district court’s severance order either by motion for reconsideration, request for interlocutory relief, or in any of the subsequent appeals." See 854 F.2d. 1094, n.5.
There are 3,216 pages of trial transcript, and more than 150 exhibits in the trial record.

The doctrines of avulsion and accretion are discussed in all of the reported court decisions in the Blackbird Bend cases. In addition, see Laurie Smith Camp, "Land Accretion and Avulsion: The Battle of Blackbird Bend," *Nebraska Law Review*, 56, no. 4 (1977), pp. 814-35, and numerous other sources cited therein.

The issue was not always as simple as that statement implies. As to the lands claimed by the tribe outside the Barrett Survey line, the Omahas sought to show that the additional land had accreted to the reservation as the river moved eastward after the survey. Thus the reservation had, at first, been increased in size by accretion. They then argued that the newly created land had later been left on the Iowa side by a sudden avulsion of the river back to the west.

The District Court actually rendered two separate opinions. The first, *United States v. Wilson*, 433 F. Supp. 57 (N.D. Iowa 1977), was a memorandum opinion in which the court resolved choice of law problems, analyzed the concepts of avulsion and accretion, and discussed the allocation of the burden of proof in the case. The second opinion, *United States v. Wilson*, 433 F. Supp. 67 (N.D. Iowa 1977), contained the court's specific findings of fact and conclusions of law on the merits of the dispute.


"Order of Stay," May 24, 1977, Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, Case Nos. 77-1384, 1387 consolidated.

Omaha Indian Tribe v. Wilson, 575 F.2d 620 (8th Cir. 1978).

The Omahas had argued the controlling effect of this statute in the District Court, but Judge Bogue rejected its applicability. He held that invocation of the statute presupposed Indian possession of the land in question, and that prerequisite for the statute's application was therefore "inextricably entwined with the merits" of the case. See 433 F. Supp. 57, at 66.

575 F.2d 620, at 651.

Ibid.


Ibid.


Reflecting the national prominence of the case, the Attorneys General of 30 other states filed amicus curiae (friend of the court) briefs in the Supreme Court, urging the Court to accept the case for review. See "Brief For Amici Curiae in Support of the State of Iowa's Petition For A Writ Of Certiorari To The United States Court Of Appeals For The Eighth Circuit," Supreme Court of the United States," October Term, 1978, No. 78-161. See also "High Court to Check Indian Land Dispute," Omaha World-Herald, November 13, 1978, p. 1.


Ibid.

82 Omaha Indian Tribe v. Wilson, 614 F.2d 1153 (8th Cir.), cert. denied 449 U.S. 825 (1980).

83 See United States v. Wilson, 523 F. Supp. 874 (W.D. Iowa 1981), in which Judge Bogue held in favor of the Omahas on the issue of title to the state-claimed land; United States v. Wilson, 707 F.2d 304 (8th Cir. 1982), cert. denied 465 U.S. 1025 (1984), in which the 8th Circuit once again reversed Judge Bogue, remanded the case for further consideration, and ordered the district court to award the Iowa landowners the value of the "improvements" made to the property prior to the Omahas' regaining possession; United States v. Wilson, 578 F. Supp. 1191 (W.D. Iowa 1984), in which Judge Bogue ruled in favor of the State of Iowa as to the 700 acres in dispute, and returned the case to Judge McManus for further handling on the issue of "improvements"; Omaha Indian Tribe v. Jackson, 854 F.2d 1089 (8th Cir. 1988), cert. denied 490 U.S. 1090 (1989), in which the 8th Circuit affirmed the award of the 700 acres to the State of Iowa, and also affirmed an unpublished decision by Judge McManus awarding the Iowa landowners $1,921,177.85 for the value of the improvements made to the land previously awarded to the Omahas; and finally, United States v. Wilson, 926 F.2d 725 (8th Cir. 1991), in which the Circuit Court held that the government must pay simple rather than compound prejudgment interest on the amount found owing to the Iowans.

84 Once the case was returned to Judge McManus in 1984 for final disposition, relations between the tribe and the court deteriorated rapidly. When McManus issued an order on January 14, 1987 awarding the remaining land in dispute to the state, members of the tribe physically barred surveyors from the land, until McManus found them in contempt of court. When the judge entered his "Final Judgment and Decree" in the case on May 29, 1987, Tribal Chairman Doran Morris publicly declared that the ruling "proves that he's a racist." See "Tribal Leader Calls Judge a Racist," Sioux City Journal, June 6, 1987; Kathy Hoeschen Massey, "Monona Land Case Wraps Up," Sioux City Journal, June 3, 1987; "Indians Block Surveying of Land," Omaha World-Herald, February 11, 1987, p. 43; and Fred Thomas, "Tribal Arrests Threatened If Disputed Land Entered," Omaha World-Herald, March 16, 1987, p. 32.


33 F.2d 1462, at 1471.


For contemporary accounts of local reaction to the final decisions in the litigation, from both sides' perspective, see Frank Santiago, "Court Rules Against Indians in Blackbird Bend Dispute," *Des Moines Register*, May 31, 1991, in which Veeder described the court's ruling as a "great tragedy" and "another example of how the Indian tribes are being planned out of existence;" Kathy Massey, "Tribe Loses Appeal, Court Rules Land Belongs to Iowa Owners," *Sioux City Journal*, May 31, 1991; Frank Santiago, "Despite Setback, Indians Vow To Fight For Iowa Land," *Des Moines Register*, June 1, 1991; Frank Santiago, "Fickle Missouri Leaves Legacy of Litigation," *Des Moines Register*, June 16, 1991, pp. 1B and 4B (including photos of key personalities on both sides of the dispute); Kathy Massey, "Tribe Loses Land Battle, High Court Refuses to Hear Appeal, Case Among the Oldest in Federal Courts," *Sioux City Journal*, November 8, 1991, p. 1 and A14; and Kathy Massey, "Court Decision Stuns Landowner," *Sioux City Journal*, November 8, 1991, in which one of the Iowa claimants estimates that the group spent more than $200,000 in defending their claims, and describes himself as "ecstatic" at the news of the final decision.

In an unpublished letter dated July 6, 1990, Tribal Chairman Doran L. Morris asked Senator Joseph R. Biden, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee to investigate "the failure of the Federal Judiciary to fulfill its obligation to provide the Tribe a full and fair trial before a fair tribunal," and to remedy "the forced fraudulent representation [of the Tribe] by the attorneys in the Department of Justice." Co-signed and undoubtedly authored by William Veeder, the 30-page letter recited a long litany
of grievances against the government attorneys and the federal judges involved in the Blackbird Bend litigation. Although the letter is rambling, one-sided, and self-serving as to Veeder's culpability in the courts' dismissal of the tribe's claims, it is nevertheless a valuable reflection of the tribe's bitter outrage at the outcome in the Blackbird Bend cases. Despite repeated inquiries from the author to the staff of the Judiciary Committee, the Senate's response to the tribe's request, if any, has not yet been determined.
CONCLUSION

Throughout its long history, the Omaha Tribe has exhibited a cultural resiliency that is both remarkable and inspiring. During the nineteenth century, the Omahas weathered every challenge that federal and state policymakers could place before them, from the repeated violations of solemn treaties to the disastrous allotment of tribal lands. In the modern era as well, the Omahas' resolve to maintain their political and cultural viability has been repeatedly put to the test -- in the lawlessness of the Public Law 280 years, the quest for retrocession, the long and tedious journey through the Indian Claims Commission (ICC), and the even more protracted odyssey of the Blackbird Bend litigation.

To their great credit, the Omahas have emerged from these struggles as a stronger and more resolute political and cultural entity. By aggressively pursuing that which was "rightfully theirs" -- in the halls of Congress, the state legislature, the ICC, and the federal courts -- the tribe has achieved a significant measure of compensation for centuries of past abuse. The establishment of a tribal law enforcement structure through retrocession, the creation of economic development projects from the proceeds of the ICC judgments, the opening of profitable Casino Omaha, and the initiation of additional tribal farming operations in
Blackbird Bend have all helped advance the people. During the last few years, a sense of restrained optimism on the reservation has replaced more than a hundred years of deprivation and despair.\(^2\) As tribal member Wayne Tyndall recently observed, "People are working more than ever before. There is more self-esteem, and people are becoming more self-sufficient. The casino has really changed the complexion of the overall community. Everyone is thankful for that."\(^3\)

Certainly Casino Omaha has been the key to much of the recent improvement in the reservation economy and morale. As profits from the casino replenish the tribal treasury, Omaha leaders are striving to invest those proceeds in ways that will produce the best possible long-term return. Just as with the ICC judgments, the tribe has distributed a portion of the annual casino profits to its members on a per capita basis.\(^4\) The remainder of the annual revenues has been used for a multitude of development programs, including road repairs, school renovation and supplies, scholarship programs, expansion of health facilities, water system improvements, and a youth emergency shelter. The tribe is working with government officials and independent consultants to implement a comprehensive plan for sorely-needed commercial enterprise on the once-impoverished reservation.\(^5\)
Yet much remains to be done. As both tribal leaders and outside observers have acknowledged, the revenues generated by Casino Omaha are not a panacea for all of the tribe's remaining concerns. The tribe is acutely aware that the gambling well may run dry at any time. Indeed, as competing casinos proliferate in Council Bluffs, Iowa and elsewhere, and as Indian gaming operations throughout the country draw increasing Congressional scrutiny, the future of the Omahas' relatively isolated casino is far from certain.

As the Omahas look to the future, chronic problems linger for tribal attention. Among many other issues, the tribe must address pressing concerns related to drug and alcohol abuse, educational and medical deficiencies, and a continuing internal factionalism between on and off reservation members. Like all other tribes across the country, the Omahas must also prepare to weather impending reductions in federal funding for Indian services.

Whatever problems remain to be addressed, however, the members of the Omaha Tribe can and should take strength from the remarkable perseverance demonstrated by their forebears. As this thesis is designed to demonstrate, the Omahas' collective character as "survivors" has been as notable in the modern era as at any other time in the tribe's long history. By withstanding the "dragon's nest" of PL 280,
forge AHEAD with retrocession, and enduring years of litigation in the ICC and the federal courts, the Omahas have created for themselves an enduring foundation of political and cultural tenacity. That legacy should serve them well as they confront the challenges of the twenty-first century.
NOTES

1 For a comprehensive examination of the problems incurred by the Omahas in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, see Judith A. Boughter, "Betraying Their Trust: The Dispossession of the Omaha Nation, 1790-1916," (Master's Thesis, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995).


3 Ibid., 12.


5 Kelly, "Hope, Problems Combined in Reservation Life," 12.

6 Ibid., 13.

7 See Kendrick Blackwood, "Nebraska Tribes Feel Besieged," Omaha World-Herald, October 9, 1995.
APPENDIX
Whereas it is the policy of Congress, as rapidly as possible, to make the Indians within the territorial limits of the United States subject to the same laws and entitled to the same privileges and responsibilities as are applicable to other citizens of the United States, to end their status as wards of the United States, and to grant them all of the rights and prerogatives pertaining to American citizenship; and Whereas the Indians within the territorial limits of the United States should assume their full responsibilities as American citizens: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),

That it is declared to be the sense of Congress that, at the earliest possible time, all of the Indian tribes and the individual members thereof located within the States of California, Florida, New York, and Texas, and all of the following named Indian tribes and individual members thereof, should be freed from Federal supervision and control and from all disabilities and limitations especially applicable to Indians: The Flathead Tribe of Montana, the Klamath Tribe of Oregon, the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin, the Potowatamie Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, and those members of the Chippewa Tribe who are on the Turtle Mountain Reservation, North Dakota. It is further declared to be the sense of Congress that, upon the release of such tribes and individual members thereof from such disabilities and limitations, all offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the States of California, Florida, New York, and Texas and all other offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs whose primary purpose was to serve any Indian tribe or individual Indian freed from Federal supervision should be abolished. It is further declared to be the sense of Congress that the Secretary of the Interior should examine all existing legislation dealing with such Indians, and treaties between the Government of the United States and each such tribe, and report to Congress at the earliest practicable date, but not later than January 1, 1954, his recommendations for such legislation as, in his judgment, may be necessary to accomplish the purposes of this resolution.

House Concurrent Resolution 108

U.S., Statutes at Large 67 (August 1, 1953): B132
An Act to confer jurisdiction on the States of California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, and Wisconsin, with respect to criminal offenses and civil causes of action committed or arising on Indian reservations within such States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That:

Chapter 53 of title 18, United States Code, is hereby amended by inserting at the end of the chapter analysis preceding section 1151 of such title the following new item:

"1162. State jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians in the Indian country."

Sec. 2. Title 18, United States Code, is hereby amended by inserting in chapter 53 thereof immediately after section 1161 a new section, to be designated as section 1162, as follows:

"§ 1162. State jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians in the Indian country

"(a) Each of the States listed in the following table shall have jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians in the areas of Indian country listed opposite the name of the State to the same extent that such State has jurisdiction over offenses committed elsewhere within the State, and the criminal laws of such State shall have the same force and effect within such Indian country as they have elsewhere within the State:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of Indian country affected</th>
<th>Indian country affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except the Red Lake Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except the Warm Springs Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except the Menominee Reservation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encumbrance, or taxation of any real or personal property, including water rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or community that is held in trust by the United States or is subject to a restriction against alienation imposed by the United States; or shall authorize regulation of the use of such property in a manner inconsistent with any Federal treaty, agreement, or statute or with any regulation made pursuant thereto; or shall deprive any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or community of any right, privilege, or immunity afforded under Federal treaty, agreement, or statute with respect to hunting, trapping, or fishing or the control, licensing, or regulation thereof.

"(c) The provisions of sections 1152 and 1153 of this chapter shall not be applicable within the areas of Indian country listed in subsection (a) of this section."

Public Law 83-280

U.S., Statutes at Large 67 (August 15, 1953): 583
Sec. 3. Chapter 35 of title 25, United States Code, is hereby amended by inserting at the end of the chapter analysis preceding section 1301 of such title, the following new item:

"§ 1300. State civil jurisdiction in actions to which Indians are parties."

Sec. 4. Title 23, United States Code, is hereby amended by inserting in chapter 85 thereof immediately after section 1359 a new section, to be designated as section 1360, as follows:

"§ 1360. State civil jurisdiction in actions to which Indians are parties

(a) Each of the States listed in the following table shall have jurisdiction over civil causes of action between Indians or to which Indians are parties which arise in the areas of Indian country listed opposite the name of the State to the same extent that such State has jurisdiction over other civil causes of action, and these civil laws of such State that are of general application to private persons or private property shall have the same force and effect within such Indian country as they have elsewhere within the State:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Indian country affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Red Lake Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Warm Springs Reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>All Indian country within the State, except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Menominee Reservation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encumbrance, or taxation of any real or personal property, including water rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or community that is held in trust by the United States or is subject to a restriction against alienation imposed by the United States; or shall authorize regulation of the use of such property in a manner inconsistent with any Federal treaty, agreement, or statute or with any regulation made pursuant thereto; or shall confer jurisdiction upon the State to adjudicate, in probate proceedings or otherwise, the ownership or right to possession of such property or any interest therein.

(c) Any tribal ordinance or custom heretofore or hereafter adopted by an Indian tribe, band, or community in the exercise of any authority which it may possess shall, if not inconsistent with any applicable civil law of the State, be given full force and effect in the determination of civil causes of action pursuant to this section.

Sec. 5. Section 1 of the Act of October 5, 1934 (68 Stat. 765, ch. 604), is hereby repealed, but such repeal shall not affect any proceedings heretofore instituted under that section.

Sec. 6. Notwithstanding the provisions of any Enabling Act for the admission of a State, the consent of the United States is hereby given to the people of any State to amend, where necessary, their State constitution or existing statutes, as the case may be, to remove any legal impediment to the assumption of civil and criminal jurisdiction in accordance with the provisions of this Act: Provided, That the provisions of this Act shall not become effective with respect to such assumption of jurisdiction by any such State until the people thereof have appropriately amended their State constitution or statutes as the case may be.

Sec. 7. The consent of the United States is hereby given to any other State not having jurisdiction with respect to criminal offenses or civil causes of action, or with respect to both, as provided for in this Act, to assume jurisdiction at such time and in such manner as the people of the State shall, by affirmative legislative action, obligate and bind the State in assumption thereof.

Approved August 15, 1932.
APPENDIX III

RESOLUTION

of

THE OMAHA TRIBE OF NEBRASKA

Resolution No. 69-33

WHEREAS, the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska is a federal corporation, chartered under the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 924) as amended, and under authority of Art. 4, Section 1 (a) Constitution and Bylaws of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska as amended, and

WHEREAS, the Civil and Criminal jurisdiction on the Omaha Reservation was transferred to the State of Nebraska under Public Law 230, and

WHEREAS, the operation of this law for a period of sixteen years has not been effective in providing adequate protection to the lives and property of the members of the Omaha Tribe, and

WHEREAS, under the Civil Rights Act of 1953, the U. S. is authorized to accept retrocession of such jurisdiction,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Omaha Tribal Council of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska declares itself in favor of such retrocession and of the U. S. assuming full responsibility of providing adequate law and order services within the exterior boundaries of the Omaha Reservation,

BE IT RESOLVED FURTHER, that the Omaha Tribal Council requests urgent action upon this Resolution where this transfer may bring the needed services in law and order to the Omaha Tribe.

CERTIFICATE

WE, the undersigned, Chairman and Secretary of the Omaha Tribal Council, certify that on the 29TH day of January, 1969, at its regular monthly meeting duly convened, the Omaha Tribal Council voted to adopt the above Resolution by a vote of 5 for and 0 against.

Dated this 29th day of January, 1969,

[Signature]
Chairman

Attest:

[Signature]
Secretary

Omaha Tribal Resolution 69-33, January 29, 1969
Expressing the tribe’s desire for retrocession
Nebraska Legislative Resolution No. 37, April 16, 1969.

"Retroceding" criminal jurisdiction on the Omaha Reservation back to the federal government
Pursuant to the authority vested in me by the Secretary of the Interior under Executive Order No. 11435 (33 Fed. Reg. 17339, October 23, 1968), I hereby accept, as of 12:01 A.M. M.D.T., on October 25, 1970, retrocession to the United States of all jurisdiction exercised by the State of Nebraska over offenses committed by or against Indians in the areas of Indian country located within the boundaries of the Omaha Indian Reservation in Thurston County, Nebraska, as follows:

Commencing at the southwest corner of lot 3 of sec. 14, T. 25 N., R. 3 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence east to the northeast corner of T. 24 N., R. 5 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence south to the south line of the Omaha Indian Reservation as originally surveyed; thence east along the south line of the Omaha Indian Reservation as originally surveyed to the line between sec. 20 and 21, T. 24 N., R. 10 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence north to the northwest corner of sec. 21, T. 24 N., R. 10 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence east to the eastern boundary line of the State of Nebraska; thence in a northwesterly direction along said boundary line to the north line of sec. 25, T. 25 N., R. 9 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian, thence east; thence west along the section lines to the northwest corner of lot 1 of sec. 25, T. 25 N., R. 7 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence south to the northeast corner of lot 1 of sec. 12, T. 25 N., R. 7 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence west to the northwest corner of lot 2, sec. 10, T. 25 N., R. 9 E. of the Sixth Principal Meridian; thence south along the west boundary line of the Omaha Indian Reservation as originally surveyed to the point of beginning.

except offenses involving the operation of motor vehicles on public roads or highways which retrocession was tendered and offered by Legislative Resolution No. 37 passed by the Legislature of Nebraska in its 80th regular session on the 16th day of April 1969.

WALTER J. HICKEL,
Secretary of the Interior.

October 15, 1970.


The federal government's "partial" acceptance of Nebraska's offer of retrocession, October 16, 1970.
APPENDIX VI

LEGISLATURE OF NEBRASKA
EIGHTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE
FIRST SESSION

LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION 16

Introduced by C. V. Kolquist, 16th District

WHEREAS, the Eighty-fourth Session of the Nebraska State Legislature, 1969, adopted Legislative Resolution 17, relating to the retrocession to the United States of jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians in the areas of Indian country located in Thurston County, Nebraska, acquired by the State of Nebraska pursuant to Public Law 220 of 1953; and

WHEREAS, the United States has not accepted retrocession in accordance with the terms and provisions of said Legislative Resolution 17.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE EIGHTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE OF NEBRASKA, FIRST SESSION:

1. That the action of the Eighty-fourth Session of the Nebraska State Legislature, 1969, approving Legislative Resolution 17 is rescinded, and the offer of retrocession therein contained is withdrawn.

2. That a duly attested copy of this resolution be transmitted by the Clerk of the Legislature to the Secretary of Interior of the United States.

I, Vincent D. Brown, hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of Legislative Resolution 16, which was passed by the Legislature of Nebraska in Eighty-second Legislature, First Session, on the first day of February, 1971.

President of the Legislature

Nebraska Legislative Resolution 16, February 1, 1971

Attempting to "rescind" the offer of retrocession tendered two years earlier
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